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METHODS AND DEVICES FOR VASCUi: SURGERY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

10

20

25

30

The present in\^ention relates to performing an anastomosis and especially to an

anastomosis relating to percutaneous bvpass surgery.

Connecting two blood vessels, anastomosis, is an important surgical technique for

reconstructive, therapeutic and cosmetic surger>*. The gold standard of anastomosis is manual

suturing of the two blood vessels in a side-to-side, end-to-end or end-to-side configuration.

Although it is generally desirable to shorten the length of any surgical procedure, this is

especially imponant in coronar>' bxpass surgep.", for example minimally invasi\'e procedures

in which the heart continues beating and open surgical procedures in which a patient is often

attached to a hean-lung machine and his hean is stopped.

In addition to manual suturing of blood vessels, other methods of attaching two blood

vessels are known, including method using staples and anastomosis rings. PCT publications

WO 97.40754 and WQ 97/28749. the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by

reference, describe various staplers for coronary bypass surgery, wherein a graft is comiected

on one of its ends to the aorta and at its other end to an occluded coronary artery, distal to the

occlusion. In this t^^^e of surger\% the anastomosis is sealed by stapling the graft to the aoila,

while pressing both aona and graft against an anvil. In one publication, the anvil is inserted

into the aorta for the stapling and then removed, possibly by taking the anvil apan. In the other

publication, the end of the graft is everted over a ring-shaped anvil, so that the anvil is outside

of the blood vessel at all times.

Recently, bypass surgery has been performed using niinimally invasive (e.g., key-hole

and mini-thoractomy) surgery. In this type of surgery, a small hole is made in the chest,

instead of cracking open the ribs, and the mammary arteries are used for bypass grafts. The

suturing and/or stapling is performed using tools, for example such as those described above.

An even less invasive type of surgery requires no opening of the chest at all. Rather,

one or more catheters are introduced into the blood vessels using a percutaneous approach.

PCT publications WO 97/27898, WO 97/13471 and WO 97/13463 and their priority

documents, namely U.S. appUcations, 60/010,614, 60/005,164, 08/730,327 and 08/730,496,

the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference and termed the "Transvascular

AppUcations", describe methods and apparatus for percutaneous treatment of arterial

occlusions. Two main methods are taught in these applications. In one method, a tunnel is

excavated within tissue (outside the vessel) ft-om one side of the occlusion to the other side of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



the occlusion, and a sj^^or a stent/'graft is placed within th jiel. In another method, a

conveniently located or graft is anached to the occluded vessel and r\vo side-to-side

anastomosis are created between the occluded \ essel and the vein or gran. The distal and

oroximal ponions of the vein are closed in one of a variety of manners. The connection

5 between the vein and the aner\' may be made by welding the uvo blood vessels, or by using

one of a variety of connectors that are suggested. One of the disclosed connectors comprises

r^vo springs separated by a short segment of a possibly unstented graft. The springs have the

form of an invened funnel, so that the two blood vessels are urged together. WTiere there is a

spacing benveen the blood vessels, various techniques and/or devices are suggested for

io flopping the suiTOunding tissue from compressing the connection between the vein and the

uner\'. One of the purposes of the various types of connectors is to maintain the two blood

vessels near each-other, either in contact or compressing tissue between them, presumably so

no blood will leak from the connection between the connector and the blood \'essels.

•
• In a TIPS procedure, a stent is placed into a passage percutaneously forced, opened or

i5 excavated between a ponal vein and a hepatic \'ein.' As in some of the embodiments described

in the previous paragraph, the relative location of the blood vessels is maintained by the

existence of relatively solid tissue surrounding and beuveen the two blood vessels. Thus, there

is no requirement that each of the connections between an end of the connector and the

respective blood vessel to w^hich it is attached, be, of itself, leak-proof.

20 In WWW publication "http;//me2 1 0abc.stanford.edu/94-95/projects/Pfizer/Spring/

Lhtml" (May 1998), the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference, a method is

described for reducing the complexity of performing a bypass surgery. In this method, a graft

is percutaneously brought to the aorta and pushed out of an incision in the aorta near a site of a

b>T3ass surgery. A keyhole opening is made in the chest to bring a tool to suture or staple the

25 graft to the aorta and to the coronary which is to be bypassed.

Hinchiiffe in US patent 5,833,698, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes a multi-pin anastomosis connector, with or without a ring interconnecting

the pins. Also described is a device, for attaching a graft end to a slit formed in a side blood

vessel.

30 Rygaard in US patent 5,797,934, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes an end-to side anastomosis device that uses a balloon inside the side aner}'

to evert the lips of an opening in the side arter\-. The described anastomosis device, which is

provided from outside the artery, includes releasable spikes which nail the A^esseis together.
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Popov m US patent 5,702,412, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes a cork-screw like head which is used to grasp a part of side anery to be

punched out. Popov also describes using external clipping devices to apply clips at the

circumference of the anastomosis.

Raster in US patent 4,366,819, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, descnbes a two part anastomotic de^•ice for end-to-side anastomosis, using an imier

flange and an outer flange. When the flanges are closed an intima-to-intima contact and/br an

everted graft can be formed.

PCT publication WO 98/38922, the disclosure of wliich is incorporated herein by

, reference, descnbes an anastomosis device formed of a fle.xible cord which can be formed mto

a loop and which has small spikes fontied on it to grasp the blood vessels. Spikes can be bent

back using an anvil inside the blood vessel. This device is also described as being used for

end-to-end anastomosis.

PCT publication WO 98/42262, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

5 reference, describes an anastomosis device that uses a plurality of needles preloaded with

sutures.

Gillford in US patent 5,817,113, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes various t^T^es of anastomosis devices including devices with bending

spikes, with or without a ring (imier or outer). In some of the described devices the spikes are

.0 bent twice, each time by about 90 degrees. .Another described device uses a ring which is

transfixed by a plurality of hooked wires. These wires hook the "side" vessel, while the ring is

comiected to an "end" of a graft. When the wires are pulled, the anastomosis is closed.

Kaster in US patent 5,234,447, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes an anastomosis device including a ring with long spikes on either side of

25 the ring.

Snow in US patent 5,797.933, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference, describes an anastomosis device fonned of a thin wire ring with spikes extended to

one side of the ring. The ring is somewhat compressed by its having a wave profile. During

deployment, the ring is straightened, increasing its radius.

30

'

Kim in US patents 5,676,670 and 5,797,920, the disclosures of which are incorporated

herein by reference, describe an anastomosis system in which a probe is inserted into a side of

a blood vessel. The head of the probe is expanded to allow a mesh shaped anastomosis device

ro be brousht into the vessel. The head is then fuither expanded to flatten the mesh against the



inside of the blood ve^^The anastomosis is completed by a^^^^

the anastomosis.

^ ig a glue on the outside of

the anastomosis.

WO^ 9S/3894L WO 98/38942 and WO 98/38939, the disclosures of which are

•incoi-porated herein by' reference, described ideas for performing transvascular bypass

5 procedures. In one application a graft is connected from an aona to an ponion of an aner\'

disral to its occlusion. In another, such a graft is connected from one of the vessels exiting the

aona. In another, a b\pass is created by tunneling through the hean tissue.

SUMM.\RY OF THE INVENTION

One object of some preferred embodiments of the invention is to pro\'ide anastomosis

!0 conj'.ectors, especially suitable for minimally in\-a5i\'e 5urger\".

An object of some preferred embodiments of the invention is to pro\'ide a minimally

im. asive method of bypassing occluded blood vessels, preferably without sacrificing a nearby

aner\^ or vein. Typically, a graft is attached between a first blood vessel and a second blood

vessel. In some cases', the graft itself is a blood vessel.

15 Ati aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to anastomotic

devices that shrink axially as they expand radially. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

the axial shrinkage and the radial expansion cooperate to perform the anastomosis.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the inventions relates to anastomotic

devices that extend spikes perpendicularly to a surface of a device and/or bend such spikes,

20 while the device is being deployed. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the spike

extension is timed so that the spikes engage both the participating blood vessels. Alternatively

or additionally, at least some of the spikes engage only one of the blood vessels. However the

extension is timed so the spikes engage the vessel at a desired portion thereof.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to anastomotic

25 devices that exhibit step-type behavior in which configuration changes from one configuration

to another are sudden, rather than gradual. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, this

step-type behavior is used to extend spikes which transfix blood vessels at a desired location

relative to the anastomosis location and/or at a desired, timing relative to the anastomosis

process.

30 An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to an anastomotic

connector including a cylindrical body and one or more sets of spikes. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the cylindrical body defines aperture therein, so that tissue on

either side of the anastomotic connector can benefit from a significant amount of contact

through the connector. The spikes are bent to engage the two blood vessels. In some cases, one
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set of spikes is bent outside the body and one set of spikes is bent inside the body. In another

embodiment, both sets of spikes are bent or otherwise deformed inside the body. In still other

embodiments all the spikes are deformed only outside the body. \Vhen the cylinder is

expanded, the two blood vessels are brought into contact by the expansion, preferably

forcefully, so that a better anastomosis results.

In a preferred embodiment of the in\'ention, the cylinder comprises an array of

parallelograms. Alternatively or additionally, the cylinder comprises a soUd surface with slits

cut therethrough, perpendicular and'or parallel to the axis of the cylinder. In a preferred

emibodiment of the invention, the coupling ber\veen the t\vo axes (radial and axial) is meditated

by the shape and-^or other parameters of the parallelograms.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the coupling between the two axes is

dependent on the radius. In one example, when the device is in a radially shrunk configuration,

a small radial expansion will produce a large axial shrink. Wlien the device is in a radially

expanded configuration, a small additional expansion will only cause a small additional axial

shj-inkage. Alternatively, other relationships beiv^-een siirinkage/expansion of the two axes may

be used. The type of relationship may be modified by changing the shape and/or aspect ratio of

some or all of the parallelograms. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the relationship

and^'or elastic properties and/or other propenies of the connector are selected for a particular

vessel size being connected.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an anastomosis that is suspected of leaking

may be repaired by radially expanding a connector of the anastomosis by a small amount,

thereby causing axial shrinkage and a stronger contact between the two blood vessels.

Alternatively, a T-shaped stent may be attached over the anastomosis cormector to repair the

leak.

Alternatively, in some preferred embodiments of the invention, the radial expansion

may be decoupled from the axial shrinkage, at least for some ranges of radial expansion.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis cormector comprises an

elastic material. Alternatively or additionally, the connector comprises a plastic material. In

one example, in which spikes are plastically bent to engage the blood vessels, the cylinder

comprises a super elastic, elastic or shape-memory material having an expanded resting

position.

In a preferred embodunent of the invention, the cormector comprises steel and/or otlier

non-absorbable materials. Alternatively or additionally, the cormector comprises bio-

absorbable materials, so that after a period of rime, no foreign materials wdll remain in the



body. In one preferred idiment of the invention, at least the s and'or other portions of

the connector which ar^n contact with the blood are formed of a bio-absorbable material.

Preferably, the bio-absorbable material is molded and/or crimped on non-bio-absorbable

materials. Examples of possible bio-absorbable materials include poly-l-lactid-acid and poly-

5 glycoUd-acid, which can both be formed with elastic propenies.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a connector having a similar type of

coupling between radial expansion and axial contraction is used to attach two blood vessels

with end-to-end or end-to-side anastomotic connections. Alternatively or additionally, a device

with a similar conxlguration may be used to secure a valve in a blood vessel, such as the aorta

10 or a vein. WTien the device is inflated, the spikes dig into the blood vessel to hold the valve in

place. In these t\q3es of connection, axial compression is preferably minimal or non-existent.

The device itself may be insened over an existing valve, whereby the spikes and/or the

cylindrical body may be used to compress the old valve against the walls of the blood vessel.

Alternatively, the old valve may be cut out, in part or in full using a suitable catheter. In a

15 preferred embodiment of the invention, the valve is inserted while the hean is pumping. The

valve is preferably a soft leaflet valve.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis connector is used for

externally performed anastomotic connections, preferably keyhole surgery, instead of for an

anastomosis performed from inside the blood vessel. In a preferred embodiment of the

20 invention, two blood vessel ends are inserted into or over an anastomosis device while the

device is in a compressed condition. The device is then inflated. Preferably the device

comprises an elastic shape-memory or a super-elastic material so that it may be expanded by

releasing a constraining ring or holder.

25 attaching two blood vessels and increasing the size of a passageway between them. Preferably,

such expansion is made possible using an inflatable balloon. Alternatively, a different type of

expanding framework may be used, for example, a super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory

framework which expands when a constraint is removed or a hinged construction in which

pulling a wire causes the construction to increase at least one dimension thereof.

30 An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the mvention relates to a clotting control

coatings on an implantable device, for example anastomotic coimectors, blood vessel patches,

staples, threads and grafts (on their outside). In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

anastomotic device includes one or more of the following three types of portions: (a) a contact

portion which is in contact with the blood stream; (b) a layered portion which is sandwiched

6

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to simultaneously
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de ponbetween the two participating blood vessels; and (c) an outsid^!brtion which is outside both

the blood vessels. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a clot retarding material is

coated on the contact portion of the anastomosis device. Alternatively or additionally, a clot

enhancing material is coated on the layered and'or outside portions of the device. Alternatively

or additionally, tissue growih enliancing hormones are coated on the layered and/or outside

portions of the device. In some preferred embodiments of the invention, even though the

anastomotic de% ice is provided through a blood vessel, once it is deployed, it is in minimal or

no contact with the blood flow. Preferably, less than 70%, 80%, 90% or even 98% of the

surface of the anastomotic device is out of contact with the blood f[ow. This selective coating

logic of an anastomosis de%ice may also be applied to other implantable devices. Often, in

implantable de\ ices, one part of the device is in contact with blood and one is not. the side that

is not in contact with blood is preferably treated lo coagulate any blood il may come in contact

with (for example as a result of a failure of the anastomosis device). Alternatively or

additionally, the implant may be coated with a fibrosis inducing coating, for example a graft

thus coated will better adhere to adjacent body structures. A surgical staple may have its tines

coated with one material and its base with another. A thread may be coated in part with an

anti-coagulation coating, for example during insertion into a blood vessel, and in part with a

coagulation enhancing coating (for example a coating embedded in the thread or applied when

the thread exits the blood vessel. Such coatings can be applied by a needle guiding element

which is used in some anastomotic methods ofthe art.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to an anastomotic

connector which is partly super elastic, elastic and/or shape-memory and partly not. In a

prefen-ed embodiment of the invention, the connector is formed of a single material, which is

then annealed at portions thereof to make those portions non super-elastic. Alteniatively, a

device is created from sintered material. The sintered material may have varying

concentrations of constituent powered metals in different parts of the mold. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the mold is for a mbe and the tube is then cut, for example using

a laser or using a water jet. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the variations in

material composition are radial and/or axial.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to expandable

anastomotic devices. In a prefen-ed embodiment of the invention, the device can be radially

and/or axially compressed so that it can be tit inside a blood vessel and'cr a small aperture in a

blood vessel. In some cases the device is pro\-:ded through a patent blood vessel. In others, the

device is provided from outside the a blood vessel to wliich it is later connected. In some



cases, the graft and/or^^connector are provided through th od vessel, exposed to the

blood flow. In a pref^R embodiment of the invention, at least one of the anastomosis

connectors has a shape which can be changed. This can make it easier to guide such a graft

tluough a catheter and'or endoscope lumen. Preferably, the graft maintains a radially

5 compressed configuration due to the radial compression of anastomotic connectors attached to

the sraft. Alternatively or additionally, the connectors are maintained radially compressed by

an internal guide wire which restrains them from expanding. Alternatively or additionally, the

connectors are plastically deformable. Preferably, the shape changing comprises radial shape

changing, preferably expansion. Alternatively or additionally, especially where the connector

10 is connected to the gran ai a "side" side of the anastomosis, the connector is preferably

compressed in a radial direction, so that in its compressed shape at least one radii thereof fits

in a desired lumen diameter.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a blood vessel graft is brought through the

vasculature to a location on a blood vessel and an independent and patent anastomosis between

15 the graft and the blood vessel is formed. By "independent" it is meant that the anastomosis

location does not leak, regardless of whether or not the other end is connected. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis is an end-to-side anastomosis, preferably the

end being an end of the graft. Alternatively, the anastomosis is an end-to-end, side to side or

oblique anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the blood vessel is an Aorta.

20 Alternatively or additionally, the graft is a xenograft or formed of an artificial material.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the other end of the graft is also attached,

via at least one additional anastomosis to a second blood vessel, preferably other than the first

blood vessel. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the graft is connected to a plurality

of blood vessels, preferably using a plurality of side-to side anastomosis connections along its

25 length. Alternatively or additionally, the graft is forked or otherwise has more than two ends

each of which is preferably attached to different blood vessels or different positions on the

same blood vessel.

Some features of preferred embodiments of the present invention relate to the first

anastomosis connection (to the first vessel), while other feattires relate to the second

30 anastomosis connection (to the second vessel). Many of the feanires can be applied to either or

both of the connections.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to a graft having

attached thereto at least three independent anastomosis connectors. Preferably, at least one of

the connectors is attached at an end of the graft. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of

8
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the connectors is a side-to-side or side-to-end connector where tSTgraft is a "side" element m

the anastomosis.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least one of the anastomotic connectors

comprises an ex-erting connector, such that at least one side of the anastomosis, e.g., the graft,

IS everted over the connector. In some cases, both sides of the anastomosis are at least partially

evened with the aid of the anastomotic connector.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, these second anastomosis connections are

performed percutaneously. Alternatively or additionally, these anastomotic connections are

performed using key-hole surger>'. In one preferred embodiment of the invemion. the graft is a

patch to be applied to the outside and.'or inside of the blood vessel, rather than being a blood

carr>ang vessel of itself Thus, only one end of the graft is ever connected to a blood vessel.

.\n aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates lo methods and

apparatus for creating a vessel apenure in a "side" of a side-to-end or a side-to side

anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a small hole is formed and^or

punched in the side biood vessel. Then, the hole is expanded so that an anastomotic connector

may be inserted into the hole. Thereafter, the hole may be ftirther enlarged, possibly by a radial

force exerted by the anastomotic connector or by a device which expands the connector. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, the side vessel is elastically encouraged to reduce the

diameter of the hole, thereby providing pressure against the end vessel, so that little or no

blood leaks out of the anastomotic joint. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

anastomosis is thus complete, except for a means for maintaining the end vessel at a minimum

radius and inside the hole. Preferably, that means is provided by the anastomotic connector

itself. In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the original hole is formed using a

vibrating and/or rotating head.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the hole is formed in a blood vessel from

inside the blood vessel. Preferably, a catheter with a hole forming mechanism at its end is bent

90 degrees, so that the end is perpendicular to the wall of the blood vessel. Possibly, the bend

in the catheter rests against the blood vessel wall opposite the hole being formed. Alternatively

or additionally, the catheter is provided with an increased stiffiiess so that less force is applied

against the resting point on the blood vessel wall. Alternatively or additionally, the end

mechanism grasps the wall of the blood vessel in which the aperture is formed so that Uttle or

no contra-force is required. For example, the mechanism can include a clamp and^or a suction

tm for maintaining the wall of a blood vessel in a desired position while pushing a sharp guide

wire tip through it. Alternatively or additionally to 90 degree connections into and out of blood

UWfe-t kmm^ ^
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vessels, at least one of^^nsenions is perfonned at an obliqi^^le to the vessel wall, for

example, less than SO, Shan 60, less than 40 or even less than 20 degrees. Alternatively or

additionally, the final angle of the graft to the vessel is also oblique, for example, at these

angles.

men the guide wire is pushed out of the opening made in the first blood vessel the

graft is preferably brought out of the blood vessel along the guide wire. Preferably, the

anastomotic de%-ice remains "stuck" in the opening in the first blood vessel. A balloon is

preferably brought along the guide wire into the anastomosis connector and expanded. In some

preferred embodiments of the invention, the anastomosis connector is topologically external to

the blood vessel, however, due to folding of the vessels, it occupies space inside one or both

The blood vessels and the graft. Preferably the anastomosis connector exits the first blood

N-essel when the anastomosis is completed so that it mostly external to the graft and the blood

vessel. In some cases, the connector may have to be pushed out of the blood vessel.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the free end of the graft is navigated in the

body until it is adjacent to a second blood vessel, at a desired location thereof Preferably, this

navigation is facilitated by an ultrasound, imager and/or Doppler sensor, coupled to a guide

wire or a catheter on which the graft is carried. Preferably, the sensor is situated outside of the

graft, so that it can better sense its surroundings. Possibly, the graft is enclosed in an

endoscope. Alternatively, the graft encloses an endoscope. In some cases, the first anastomosis

is also performed after such guiding, for example if the graft is brought in to the chest cavity

using key-hole surgical techniques.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to the anastomosis

of the graft to a blood vessel, after such navigation. A guide wire, possible the same guide wire

as used for a first connection, is inserted into the second blood vessel, to create a hole in the

vessel. The insertion may be done by simply pushing the guide wire into the vessel wall.

Preferably, the guide wire is inserted into the second vessel for a considerable length.

Optionally, the guide wire is bent and/or barbed so that it will not retract from the second

vessel. .Mtematively, a screw-tip guide wire may be used to screw the guide wire tip into the

wall of the second blood vessel. The graft and the second anastomosis connector are brought

) along the guide wire and inserted into the hole in the second blood vessel, from inside the first

blood vessel. Preferably, the attachment is by pushing the end of the graft, preferably with an

anastomosis connector attached thereto, into a small hole in the target blood vessel and

increasing the diameter of the anastomosis. A balloon is preferably brought along the guide

wire to inflate the anastomosis connector and/or widen the opening in the second blood vessel.

10
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a suction device, for attaching to a moving organ

such as the heart, is provide at or near the end of the graft, to steady the graft relative to

movements of the heart.

Alternatively to using a balloon to inflate the connector, an anastomosis cormector may

comprise a super elastic material. In this case, the anastomosis connector is preferably

maintained in a compressed position by an enclosing element. Once the connector is in place,

the enclosing element is removed and the connector expands to a desired shape. The term

"super elastic" is used herein to denote a material which remms to a desired shape when a

restraint is removed, hi some cases, an elastic material may suffice. Alternatively or

additionally, a shape raemor>' alloy may be used and activated to return to the learned shape.

Alternatively or additionally to using a guide wire to make a pinhole and expanding the

hole using an expandable anastomosis connector, a hole puncher (for example as described m

the Background of the Invention) may be provided along the guide wire to cut out a ponion of

one or both the blood vessels. Alternatively or additionally, a slit or an x-shaped cut m the

vessel wall may be made by the guide-wire.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the graft vessel is reinforced, on its inside

and^or on its outside and/or in its body. Preferably, the reinforcing is along its entire length.

Alternatively or additionally, only portions of the graft are reinforced, such as its ends or its

middle. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the reinforcing provides radial stiffeess.

Altematively or additionally, the reinforcing provides axial stiffness. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the type and/'or degree of stiffiiess provided varies along the

graft. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the stiffiiess is symmetrical around the axis

of the graft. Altematively or additionally, the stiffiiess is asymmetrical, for example, if one

side of the graft is to be in contact with the heart, that side may be made stiffer. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, an external spring is attached to the graft so that if the graft is

too long, it will spiral gracefully, in a desired manner, rather than kink.

Many types of grafts and/or reinforced grafts are known in the art and they are

generally all suitable for use in various embodiments of the present invention.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to a method of

attaching the anastomosis connector to the graft, prior to inserting the graft into the body, hi a

preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis connector is covered with a flap of

graft material and the covered connector is attached to the graft, .such that the -mastomosis is

made via the flap. Preferably, the graft flap is glued to the graft. Altematively or additionally,

:he anastomosis connector and/or the graft flap are sutured to the graft or otherwise connected,

11
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for example using sho kes. It should be appreciated that ^aft flap may comprise a

different matenal from the graft. For example, the flap may be Dacron and the graft may be a

human blood x essel. In a preferred embodiment of the mvention, the anastomosis comiector is

provided pre-attached to the flap, which flap is attached to the graft prior to the graft being

5 inserted, either before or after the comiector is attached to the flap. Alternatively, the flap is

attached to the comiector just before the gran is insened imo the body. In a preferred

embodimem of the invention, an end of the graft, is cut off and used as a flap for the

anastomosis connector.

.An aspect of some preferred embodiment of the invention relates to an anastomosis

10 connector compnsmg t^vo portions, which may be connected or separate. vVl^en the two

ponions of the connector are attached to each other to perform the anastomosis there is a

reduced requirement to align the ponions, at least ^^•lth respect to their rotation around the graft

axis, than with prior art devices. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis

comiector comorises uvo rings, one including comtection spikes and the other comprising a

friction matenal. men the anastomosis is perfonned, the spikes are imbedded into the friction

material. Preferably, each one of the spikes passes through one or both of the blood vessels.

Preferably, one or both of the rings may include eversion spikes, on which to evert the blood

vessel. Alternatively or additionally, the connection spikes are used for eversion.

Alternatively or additionally, the two rings both include spikes and friction material.

20 Alternatively or additionally, the t^vo rings comprise a rigid material, such that some of the

spikes in one ring match pre-defined holes in the other ring. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the anastomosis comiector is similar to a Nakayama ring anastomosis device, except

that the rinas are expandable in the present device. Preferably, the rings are expanded prior to

their being comiected to each other. Alternatively or additionally, the rings are expanded while

25 being comiected to each other. Preferably, the rings include a protrusion and/or a depression so

that they can both be aligned, for example, using the guide wire or using a balloon with a

guiding groove. Alternatively or additionally, the rings have an otherwise non-circular cross-

section.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to a kit, including

30 measuring devices for determining the diameter of a graft, a set of anastomosis comiectors

having different properties and a deliver>- system for attaching the graft. Preferably, the kit

includes a device for everting the graft over an anastomosis comiector.

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relates to a device for

punching holes in a blood vessel, foi^ inside the blood vessel or from outside the blood

12
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vessel, where no blood leaks through the punched hole. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, a formed tip is pushed through a wall of the blood vessel and then an outer tube is

pushed out over the tip, such that a portion of the vessel wail is captured beuveen the mbe and

the tip and cut off. Leaking is preferably prevented by the pressure of the wall against the outer

tube.

There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching t^yo blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen, having txvo ends and compnsing an array of

cells-elements; and

a tissue engaging portion comprising at least one set of spikes comprising at least one

spike arranged adjacent one of the txvo ends of said cylinder-like ponion.

Preferably, said connector comprises at least a second set of spikes adjacent the other

of the two ends.

There is also provided in accordance with a prefenred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching tw-o blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging ponions for engaging two blood vessels, said plurality

comprisins at least one spike,

where radial expansion of said cylinder-like portion causes said at least one spike to

enoaoe tissue. Preferably, radial expansion of said cylinder-like portion is de-coupled from

axial contraction of said cylinder-like portion.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging portions for engaging two blood vessels,

where radial expansion of said cylinder-like portion is coupled to axial contraction of

said cylinder-like portion. Preferably, at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio between axial

contraction and radial expansion is more than about 1:10. Alternatively, at a maximum radial

expansion, a ratio betx^'een axial contraction and radial expansion is between than about 1:10

and 1-5. Alternatively, at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio between axial contraction and

radial expansion is between than about 1:5 and 1:2. Alternatively, at a maximum radial

expansion, a ratio between axial contraction and radial expansion is bet^veen than about 1:2

and 11. Alternatively, at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio between axial contraction and

radial expansion is between than about 1:1 and 2:1. Alternatively, at a maximum radial

13



expansion, a ratio bet\v axial contraction and radial expan^^^s between than about 2:1

maximum radial expansion, a ratio between axial contraction andand 4:1. Alternatively,
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radial expansion is less than about 4: 1.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said radial expansion activates at least one

of said tissue engaging portions. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said tissue

engaging portions comprises at least one spike.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like portion comprises a

pluralit>' of cell elements. Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like ponion comprises a

plurality of cell elements,

in a preferred embodiment of the invention, said at least one spike is aiTanged to extend

out of said lumen when said tissue engaging ponions engage tissue in a completed

anastomosis. Preferabi>', said extended spike lies in a plane tangent to said cylinder-like

ponion. Alternatively or additionally, said extended spike lies in a plane perpendicular to said

cylinder-like portion.

In a preferred embodiment of the in\"emion, said at least one spike is arranged to extend

into said Itmien when said tissue engaging portions engage tissue in a completed anastomosis.

Alternatively or additionally, said device is arranged to cantilever said at least one spike into

an extended configuration by an expansion of said cylinder-like portion. Alternatively or

additionally, said device is arranged to release said at least one spike to assume an extended

configuration by an expansion of said cylinder-like portion. Alternatively or additionally, a

ponion of said cylinder-like portion is arranged to deform into said at least one spike, by an

expansion of said cylinder-like portion. Alternatively or additionally, said spike is pre-stressed

to lie outside of an axial profile of said cylinder-like portion. Alternatively or additionally, said

spike is coupled to a base, and pivotally connected to said cylinder-like portion and where said

base extends into said lumen. Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like portion includes

a plurality of weakenings, such that plastically deforming said cylinder-like portion will extend

said spikes to engage said tissue.

Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like portion comprises a bi-stable cell,

which cell extends said spike in one state and not in the other one of said states. Alternatively

or additionally, said cylinder-like portion is arranged to twist, in at least one location thereon,

which location is coupled to said at least one spike, whereby said twist causes said spike to

extend. Alternatively or additionally, said spike comprises a protrusion to prevent engaged

tissue from slipping off said spike. Alternatively or additionally, said spike comprises a

protrusion to prevent engaged tissue from slipping along said spike beyond said protrusion.



Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to ben< least 90° when it extends.

Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend at least 150° when it extends.

Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend at least 180° when it extends.

Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend at leas; 210° when it extends.

5 Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend at one point thereon when it

extends.

Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend at at least two points...

thereon when it extends. Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to bend in a

continuous cur\'e when it extends. Alternatively or additionally, said spike is arranged to

10 engages said tissue when it is axially retracted relative to the cylinder-like ponion. Preferably,

said at least one spike comprises a plurality of spikes and where each of said spikes is

independently retractable.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said at least one spike comprises at least

two spikes and said connector comprises at least a second spike and said second spike is

15 arranged to bend towards said at least one spike and said at least one spike is airanged to bend

towards at least a second spike. Preferably, spikes of said at least a second spike are arranged

in a radially staggered configuration relative to said at least two spikes.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said at least one spike is associated with an

individual flat coil spring. Alternatively or additionally, said at least one spike is associated

20 with an axial cell element, which cell element selectively retracts or extends said spike.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, spikes of said at least a second spike are

arranged to be in a same plane as spikes of said at least one spike, when the spikes are in a bent

configuration.

25 Altematively, said lumen has a circular cross-section. Alternatively or additionally, said lumen

has a polygonal cross-section. Altematively or additionally, said lumen has fixed inner

diameter.

Altematively, said lumen has a varying inner diameter. Preferably, said inner diameter

has an hourglass profile, being flared at the ends of the limien. Altematively, said lumen is

30 flared at one end of the lirnien.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a cross-section of said lumen varies along

said lumen. Altematively or additionally, said lumen is matched to a coronary vessel.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said lumen has an elliptical cross-section.

15
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Preferably, said mate includes matching a degree of ob^Pness of the lumen cross-

section.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least one of said- cell elements has

parallelogram geometry'. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said cell elements has an

elliptical geometry. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said cell elements comprises a

ratchet for maintaining said cell element in a distorted configuration, once such a configuration

is achievedv Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said cell elements is arranged to

distort out of a plane of said cell, when thai cell is expanded along a cenain axis thereof

Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said cell elements comprises an outline

geometrical shape. Alternatively a: least one of said cell elements comprises a substantially

full geometrical shape.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least one of said cell elements is planar.

Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said ceil elements is not planar. Alternatively or

additionally, said cells are arranged as bands on at least a portion of said cylinder-like portion,

each of said bands comprising substantially a single type of parallelogram. Preferably, said

bands are axial bands. Alternatively or additionally, said bands are circumferential bands.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, substantially all of said cylinder-like

portions is composed of cell-elements. Alternatively or additionally, said cell elements meet at

junctions and the device comprises at least one substantially rigid strut interconnecting at least

20 tvvo junctions. Alternatively or additionally, said cell elements meet at junctions and the device

comprises at least one substantially flexible wire interconnecting at least tvvo junctions.

Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like portion comprises several cell types and where

said cell types are uniformly distributed on said cylinder-like portion.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like portion comprises

25 several cell types and said cell types are non-uniformly distributed on said cylinder-Uke

portion. Preferably, said distribution is symmetric. Alternatively, said distribution is

asymmetric.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the device comprises one or more pressure

protrusions on said cylinder-like portion, where said one or more pressure protrusions are

arranged to increase a contact pressure between said two blood vessel when said device is

deployed.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like portion comprises at

least one part which is plastically deformable at a force which does not deform other parts of

said portion. Preferably, at least one of said other parts reacts elasticaliy at said force.
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Alternatively or additionally, said part includes weakenings wnWn guide the plastic distonion

of said pan.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like portion comprises at

least one part which is super-elastic. Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like ponion

comprises at least one part which comprises a temperature-triggered shape-memory material.

Alternatively or additionally, said cylinder-like ponion comprises at least one part which

compriises a temperature-responsive bi-material composite, which changes its geometr\^ under

the effect of small temperature changes. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of tissue

engagers comprises at least one part which is plastically deformable at a force which does not

defomi other pans of said tissue engagers. Preferably, at least one of said other pans reacts

elastically at said force. Alternatively or additionally, said pan includes weakenings w^hich

guide the plastic distonion of said pan.

hi a prefen-ed embodiment of the invention, said at least one of tissue engagers

comprises at least one pan which is super-elastic. Alternatively or additionally, said at least

one of tissue engagers comprises at least one pan which comprises a temperature-triggered

shape-memory material.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said anastomotic connector is adapted to

engage a side of one of said vessels and an end of another of said vessels, to perform a side-to-

end anastomosis. Preferably, said anastomosis is sealed by radial pressure exerted by said

cylinder-like portion and where said tissue engagers maintain the cylinder-like portion in its

position. Alternatively or additionally, said tissue engagers maintain the relative positions of

the two blood vessels. Alternatively or additionally, said tissue-engaging ponions are arranged

on said cylinder-like portion such that when the anastomosis is complete, the cylinder like

portion is at a certain angle perpendicular to the "side" vessel. Preferably, said certain angle is

between about 70° and about 90°. Alternatively, said certain angle is between about 50° and

about 70°. Alternatively, said certain angle is less than about 50°.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a cross-section of said lumen is matched to

said cenain angle.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said anastomotic connector is adapted to

engage an end of one of said vessels and an end of another of said vessels, to perform an end-

to-end anastomosis. Preferably, said coimector is adapted to be implanted outside of a vascular

system.

In a preferred embodiment of the invenrion, said anastomotic connector is adapted to

engage a side of one of said vessels and a side of another of said vessels, to perform a side-to-

17



side anastomosis. Pre Jv. said connector is ad;apted to be ited outside of a vascular

svstem.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said device is composed, at least in part, of

a bio-absorbabie material. Altematively or additionally, said cylinder-like ponion is composed

wholly of a bio-absorbable material. Altematively or additionally, at least one of said tissue

engaging portions is composed wholly of a bio-absorbable material.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least one. of said tissue engagers is

adapted to engage an everted graft. AUematively or additionally, at least one of said tissue

engagers is adapted to engage a non-everted graft. Altematively or additionally, at least one of

said tissue engagers is adapted to both an evened and a non-everted graft.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, all of said tissue engagers are adapted to

engage said blood vessels inside a body.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like portion has an axial

dimension of about 0.5 millimeters. Altematively, said cylinder-like portion has an axial

dimension of berween about 0.5 millimeters and 2 millimeters. Altematively, said cylinder-

like portion has an axial dimension of between about 2 millimeters and 5 millimeters.

Altematively, said cylinder-like ponion has an axial dimension of between about 5 millimeters

and 8 millimeters.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like ponion has a ratio of

about 1 : 1 betw^een its axial dimension and its diameter, altematively, said cylinder-like portion

has a ratio of between about 1:1 and about 1:2 beuveen its axial dimension and its diameter.

Altematively, said cylinder-like ponion has a ratio ofbetween about 1:2 about 1:4 between its

axial dimension and its diameter. Altematively, said cylinder-like portion has a ratio of

between about 1:4 about 1:8 between its axial dimension and its diameter.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said cylinder-like ponion is arranged to

expand radially by a factor of less than about 1.5. Altematively, said cylinder-like portion is

arranged to expand radially by a factor of between 2 and 4. Altematively, said cylinder-like

portion is arranged to expand radially by a factor ofbetween 4 and 8.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurahty of tissue engaging portions for engaging the blood vessels, said plurahty

comprising at least two spikes,
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where said nvo spikes extend differently to engage saifflfsue. Preferably, said spikes

bend differently. Alternatively or additionally, said spikes engage the same blood vessel.

Alternatively, said spikes engage different blood vessels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said nvo spikes are arranged to extend

simultaneously. Altemauvely, said nvo spikes are arranged to extend sequentially.

Alternatively, said two spikes are arranged to extend semi-sequentially, such that there is an

overlap between their modon.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said two spikes are extended by a samie

distonion of said cylinder-like ponion. Altematively, the extension of at least one of said

spikes is decoupled from distonion of said cyhnder-like ponion.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said two spikes are extended by different

degrees of radial expansion of said cylinder-like ponion.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said extension comprises impaling a

ponion of a blood vessel. Alternatively or additionally, said extension comprises transfixing a

ponion of a blood vessel. Alternatively or additionally, said extension comprises pinching a

portion of a blood vessel.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like ponion defining a lumen; and

a pluraUty of tissue engaging portions for engaging the two blood vessels,

where said connector has at least two configurations, a first configuration in which said

tissue engaging portions are at a first extension state and a second configuration where said

tissue engaging portions are at a second extension state, where said connector exhibits a bi-

modal behavior in changing fi-om said first configuration to said second configuration.

Preferably, said configuration change is effected by expanding said cylinder-like

portion. Alternatively or additionally, said configuration change comprises the extension of a

plurality spikes. Alternatively or additionally, the connector comprises at least one bi-stable

element that connrols said configurarion change. Altematively or additionally, the connector

comprises at least one restraining element that controls said configuration change.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessel, comprising:

a cyhnder-like ponion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging portions for engaging the two blood vessels,
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where said conm ir has at least two configurations, a fi nfiguration in which said

5mi a vessel piercing tip and a second configuration where saidtissue engaging portio:

tissue engaging ponions are operative to engage tissue.

Preferably, said plurality of tissue engaging portions comprise at least one spike.

Alternatively or additionally, said pluralir\^ of tissue engaging ponions are arranged at one end

of said cylinder-like ponions and the connector comprises a second plurality of tissue

engaging ponions adjacent the other end of said cylinder-like ponion.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an

implantable device comprising:

a first ponion designed lo come in contact with blood; and

a second ponion designed not to come in contact with blood,

where said second ponion is coated with a coagulation-promoting material.

Preferably, said device is an anastomosis connector. Alternatively or additionally, said

device is a vascular device for sealing a hole in a blood vessel.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said first ponion is coated with a

coagulation-retarding material.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

graft kit, comprising:

a sterility-maintaining packaging; and

a graft having at least two ends and having a side-to-end anastomotic connector

attached to at least one of said tvvo ends, v^here said anastomotic connector includes spikes . for

engaging a blood vessel.

Preferably, the kit comprises a restrainer for maintaining said spikes in an unengaged

configuration.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

graft comprising:

a tubular body having at least one intersection, such that said body has at least three

ends; and

at least two end-to-side anastomotic connectors attached to at least two of said three

ends.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

hole puncher, adapted for punching a hole in a blood vessel, comprising:

an outer tube having distal portion, which distal portion has a lip;
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a punch element having a sharp tip and defining a depression distal from the tip, where

said depression is of a size adapted to receive a blood vesseL

where said distal portion of said outer tube has an outer diameter which is substantially

the same as an outer diameter of said punch element and where said punch element fits snugly

in said distal portion such that said Hp can sever blood vessel tissue contained in said

depression from tissue outside said depression.

Preferably, said depression is -distanced from said tip so that said distance is at least the

thickness of the blood vessel. Alternatively or additionally, said puncher is flexible enough to

be provided through a blood vessel in which a hole is to be punched.

) In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the puncher comprises a handle,

preferably, the puncher comprises means for advancing said outer tube relative to said handle

and relative to said punch element. Alternatively or additionally, the puncher comprises means

for retracting said punch element relative to said handle and relative to said outer tube.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the puncher comprises means for

5 advancing a graft into said hole formed by said punch. Alternatively or additionally, the

puncher comprises a valve for preventing blood from leaking out of said outer tube once said

punch element is removed. Alternatively or additionally, said distal end comprises a stop for

preventing entry of said distal end into said hole beyond said stop. Preferably, said stop is at an

oblique angle relative to a main axis of said distal end, to guide said hole puncher to form an

10 oblique punch.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the puncher comprises a stop for

prevention advance of said punch element relative to said distal end, beyond a pre-defined

distance. Alternatively or additionally, said punch element is radially expandable firom a first,

small diameter to a second, working diameter. Alternatively or additionally, said distal end is

25 radially expandable from a first, small diameter to a second, working diameter. Alternatively

or additionally, said depression in said punch element is at an obUque angle relative to a main

axis of said punch element, whereby an oblique hole is punched tliereby. Alternatively or

additionally, said lip of said outer tube is at an oblique angle relative to a main axis of said

outer tube, whereby an oblique hole is punched thereby. Alternatively or additionally, said

30 hole puncher is arranged to punch an oblong hole.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention,

apparatus for everting a vessel over an anastomotic connector, comprising:

a vessel holder for holding said vessel; and



an expander, ad^||^ to engage said vessel, at least at ai^^k of said expander, which

expander expands from Traameter of less than a diameter of said vessel to a diameter greater

than that of said vessel and where in said expanded diameter, said at least said portion. can

enclose at least a portion of said vessel holder

5 Preferably, the apparatus comprises means for selectively moving said expander

relative to said vessel, such that said engaged portion overlaps said vessel holder. Alternatively

or additionally, the apparatus comprises a holder for an anastomotic connector. Preferably, the

apparatus comprises a retainer for maintaining said anastomotic connector in a desired

configuration during at least a portion of said eversion.

10 In a preferred embodiment of the in\'ention, apparatus is separable into two pieces.

Alternatively or additionally, the apparatus comprises a guide for maintaining coaxiallity

between said vessel holder and said expander. Preferably, said guide comprises an inira-lumen

vessel engager for engaging said \*esseL

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

15 tip mechanism for forming a hole in a blood vessel, from inside the blood vessel, comprising:

a wire portion;

a tip coupled to said wire portion; and

a motor coupled to said tip and adjacent to said tip. Preferably, said wire is at least 10

cm long.

20 In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said tip is a sharp tip. Alternatively or

additionally, said motor is a piezoelectric motor. Alternatively, said motor is a magneto-

strictive motor. Alternatively, said motor moves said tip in a rotational motion aroimd a main

axis of said wire.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said motor moves said tip in an axial

25 motion along a main axis of said wire.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said tip is smooth. Alternatively, said tip

includes protrusions for engaging soft tissue.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said tip has a geometry matched to a

geometry of said motor, such that an amplitude of motion of said tip is at least twice the

30 amplitude of said motor.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

patch for sealing a hole in a blood vessel, comprising:

a body which can be selectively collapsed or expanded, such that the patch fits inside

an catheter having a diameter suitable for travel in said blood vessel;
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a plurality of tissue engaging elements on said patch; ai^^^

a seal.

where, when said device is expanded, placed over the hole and the tissue engaging

elements engage said vessel, said seal seals said hole.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

fi'amework for an endoscopic procedure, comprising:

a body which-can be selectively collapsed or expanded, such that it fits tlirough a rube

used to access a surgical area;

fixation members for attaching said body to tissue at said surgical area; and

guidance members for guiding one or more tools at said area to perforai said

endoscopic procedure,

where said body is operative not to be rigidly coupled to said tube while in a surgical

area.

Preferably, said framework has a plurality of stable configurations and where said

stable configurations are matched to a panicular endoscopic procedure. Preferably, said

configurations are achieved by selectively inflating at least one balloon coupled to said

framework.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the framework comprises a safety line for

attaching said framework to a tool which exits said body. Altematively, is unattached to said

tube.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of performing a bypass, comprising:

transvascularly providing a graft at a first location in a vascular system;

forming a hole, at said location;

expelling at least most of said graft out of said hole;

navigating said graft adjacent a second hole in said vascular system;

forming a hole at said second location;

percutaneously performing a first independently patent anastomosis at said first

location, which anastomosis does not occlude said vascular system at said first location; and

percutaneously performing a second independently patent anastomosis at said second

location, which anastomosis does not occlude said vascular system at said second location.

Preferably, at least one of said first and said second anastomotic connections is performed such

that no portion of an anastomotic connector rem.ains in contact with blood in said vascular

system. Altematively or additionally, at least one of said first and said second anastomotic



connections is a side-t e anastomosis . Alternatively or adi ally, at least one of said

first and said second amRomotic connections is a side-to-end anastomosis. Alternatively or

additionally, at least one of said first and said second anastomotic connections is an intima-to-

intima anastomosis. Alternatively or additionally, at least one of said first and said second

anastomotic connections is an anastomosis between an intima and a inside of a vessel walL

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least most of a graft comprises all of the

graft. Alternatively, at least most of a graft comprises all of the graft except for a lip thereof

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, only an intima of said lip is exposed to

blood in said vascular system.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, expelling at least most of a graft comprises

expelling all of the graft out of the lumen of said vessel while maintaining a ponion of said

graft in a cross-section of sad vessel' wall.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of performing an anasiomosis, comprising:

iransvascularly providing a graft at a location in a vascular system;

forming a hole at said location;

expelling said graft completely out of said hole; and

transvascularly perfomiing an independently patent anastomosis at said location, which

anastomosis does not occlude said vascular system at said location. Preferably, said

anastomosis is a side-to-end anastomosis. Alternatively, said anastomosis is an end-to-end

anastomosis.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said anastomosis is performed using an

anastomotic coxmector and where said connector is completely outside a blood flow of said

vascular system after said anastomosis.

Alternatively or additionally, said anastomosis is performed using an anastomotic

connector and where said only spike portions of said coimector are in contact with a blood

flow of said vascular system after said anastomosis.

Altematively or additionally, said anastomosis is performed using an anastomotic

connector and where said connector forms said hole.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of anastomosis comprising:

providing an expandable anastomotic device; and

inflating said device to simultaneously open an anastomotic passage and perform an

anastomotic connection.



There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of anastomosis attachment comprising:

inserting an anastomotic device to attach two blood vessels; and

inflating a balloon in said device if said attachment leaks.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofpunching a hole in a blood vessel, comprising:

providing a hole puncher to a location in a vascular system, which location has blood

flowing therethrough;

transfixing a wall of said \'ascular system at said location;

removing a ponion of said wall using said hole puncher, while said hole-puncher

remains transfixing said wall; and

transporting a tool across said wall tlirough a lumen of said hole puncher.

Preferably, said removing comprises partially retracting a portion of said hole puncher.

Alternatively or additionally, said removing comprises partially advancing a portion of said

hole puncher.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the method comprises using said tool to

perfomi an anastomosis connection. Alternatively or additionally, said providing is from

inside of said vascular system. Alternatively or additionally, said providing is from outside of

said vascular system.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of everting a graft over an anastomotic connector, comprising:

sliding said anastomotic connector over said vessel, to a point adjacent an end of the

vessel;

expanding a portion of said vessel between said point and said end; and

everting said expanded portion over of said connector. Preferably, said everting and

said expanding use a same tool.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the method comprises transfixing said

vessel at or about said portion with an anastomotic connector.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of performing a side to end anastomosis, comprising:

providing a graft to a location on a side of a blood vessel;

forming a hole in said side biood vessel;

engaging one face of said side of the blood vessel, using an anastomosis conoiector to

perform a first portion of the anastomosis; and



completing th^^pastomosis by engaging the seconi^^ce of said side using the

anastomosis connector.

Preferably, said providing is from inside of said blood vessel. Alternatively, said

providing is from outside of said blood vessel.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of performing abx^Dass procedure, comprising:

transvascularly providing a graft at a first location in a vascular system;

expelling at least most of said graft out of a hole at said first location;

navigating an end of said graft to a second location in said vascular system;

performing an anastomosis at said second location; and

thereafter transfixing said graft to said vascular system at said first location, using an

anastomotic connector.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofperfoming an anastomosis, comprising:

providing a graft at a location in a vascular system;

forming a hole at said location; and

simultaneously expanding said hole and completing an anastomotic connection

between said graft and said vascular system at said location. Preferably, said forming and said

expanding comprises a continuous process. Alternatively, said forming and said expanding

comprises a discrete step process.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be more clearly understood by reference to the following

description of preferred embodiments thereof in conjunction with the figxires, wherein identical

structures, elements or parts which appear in more than one figure are labeled with the same

numeral in ail the figures in which they appear, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates a heart with at least one clogged artery and showing a desirable bypass

path;

Figs. 2A-2I illustrate a bypass technique in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the invention;

Figs, 2J-2P illustrate a variation of the method of Figs. 2A-2I, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 2Q-2T illustrate hole making mechanisms in accordance with preferred

embodiments of the invention;
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Fi2s. 2TA and 2TB illustrate a method of punching a hole in a blood vessel, in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 2U-2W illustrate end-to-end anastomosis connections in accordance with

preferred embodiments of the invention;

Fies. 3A-3H, 3HA and 31-30 illustrate different types of side-to-end and end-to-end

joints, achievable in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention;

Fig. 3P illustrates a side-to-side anastomosis, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 4A-4D illustrate a one piece anastomosis connector, in a plan view and in various

stages of deployment, in accordance with prefeixed embodiments of the invention;

Fig. 4E illustrates a one piece anastomosis connector, in accordance with another

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 4F-4I illustrate anastomosis connectors which require a minimum amount of user

inter%-ention. in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 4J illustrates an obhque anastomotic connector in top, isometric and side views

thereof;

Fig. 4K illustrates the comiector of Fig. 4J, as deployed in a completed oblique

anastomosis;

Fig. 5 is a graph illustrating various possible couplings between radial expansion and

axial contraction in an anastomosis connector as shown in Fig. 4A;

Figs. 6A-6E illustrate an additional one piece anastomosis connector and its

deployment, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 7A and 7B illustrate a pin based anastomosis device, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 7C-7N illustrate various mechanisms for extending spikes out of a surface of the

anastomotic device, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 70 illustrates a parallelogram portion of a connector, which includes a ratchet

mechanism for preventing collapsing of the comiector, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 7P-7R illustrate a two stage folding of a pair of spikes, in accordance v^ilh a

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 7S-7T illustrate a connector with :annlevered spikes, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention;
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Fi2s. 7U-7V ill e a bi-stable spike configuration, ii^fcordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Fi2s. SA-SE illustrate an implantation of an orientation independent uvo piece

anastomosis device and an exemplary device, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

5 the invention;

Fi2S. 8F-SI illustrate various configurations of anastomotic connections, in accordance

with preferred embodiments of the invention;

Fi2S. SJ-SM and 80-SP illustrate a family of alternative anastomotic connectors and

their deployment, in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention;

10 Figure designation SN has been intentionally skipped;

Fi2s. 8Q-SR illustrate a pull-wire anastomotic device, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Figs. SS-SX illustrate alternative mechanisms for folding spikes in which a radial

expansion is substantially decoupled from axial length changes, in accordance with preferred

15 embodiments of the invention;

Figs. 8XA-8XH illustrate a family of mechanisms for axial retraction and/or extension

of spikes, in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention;

Figs. 9A-D illustrate additional devices for attaching graft material to blood vessels, in

accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention;

Figs. lOA-lOD illustrate an end-to end anastomosis in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Figs. lOE-lOK illustrate an end-to-end anastomosis in accordance with an alternative

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. lOL illustrates a side-to-side anastomosis, utilizing a connector similar to that used

25 in the embodiments of Figs. 1 OE- 1OK;

Fig. lOM shows a front view of an anastomosis device suitable for use in Figs. lOE-

lOL;

Fig. 11 illustrates a transvascular graft delivery system, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 12A-E illustrates a key-hole based graft delivery system, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 12F and 12G illustrate anastomotic connectors suitable for the embodiment of

Figs. 12A-H;
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Figs. 12H-12J illustrate a graft everter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the invention;

Figs. 12K-12M illustrate an alternative hole-punching sub-assembly, in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fi2s. 12N-i2R illustrate txvo methods of punching a preferably leak-less hole from

outside or mside a blood vessel, in accordance with a preferred embodimem of the invention;

Figs. 12S and 12T illustrate an expanding hole puncher, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention;

Fiss. 1 3.VD illustrate a method of separately providing an anastomotic comiector and a

eraft. at an anastomosis site, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention: and

Figs. 14.^-D illustrate a method of cutting a graft to size, during an anastomosis

process in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Tia. 1 illustrates a heart 20 having an artery 22 that is clogged, for example, at an

occlusion'location 24. One medical solution is to provide a graft 26 that comiects bet^veen an

aorta 30 and a point 28 downstream from occlusion 24. Graft 26 is usually comiected to aorta

30 using a side-to-end anastomosis 32. The anastomosis at point 28 is usually also a side-to-

end anastomosis.

Figs. 2A-2I illustrate a bypass technique in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the invention, in which most or all of a cardiac bypass procedure may be performed

percutaneouslv, without opening the chest. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

entire technique can be practiced transvascularly. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

a CABG (Coronary Artery Bypass Graft) procedure is performed. Similar techniques are

described in Israel patent appUcation serial number 124,694, filed May 29, 1998, with a like

title the disclosure ofwhich is incorporated herein by reference.

Preferably, the initial step is to harvest a graft from the body of the patient or otherwise

provide it. Thereafter, one or more anastomosis connectors are preferably attached to tiie graft.

Altemativelv or additionally, the graft comes with ready made anastomosis connectors

attached thereto (possibly provided in a kit form or by a technician). The anastomosis

) comiectors are preferably selected to match the blood vessel diameters, conditions and/or other

parameters of the anastomosis. In some embodiments of the invention, the anastomosis device

is provided separately from the graft to an anastomosis location and the device and me graft

are connected near or at the anastomosis connection (see Fig. 13. below).
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Fig 2A illustrat^^rst step, in which a catheter 34, pr^fcly a J-shaped catheter, is

bro^ight into contact with the wall of aorta 30, with the end of the catheter generally directed

towards coronary artery 22. The catheter is preferably inserted into the body through the

anerial system, for example via the femoral arter>'.

In a preferred embodimem of the invention, the J-shaped catheter is a bendable catheter

that is bent so that the bend area (not shou-n) rests against the aorta opposite the tip of the

catheter, thus, providing a force that maintains the catheter tip in its position. In some

preferred embodimems of the invention, the catheter is a bendable catheter, for example by

inserting a suitable stylet. Alternatively, the catheter tip may include suction, clamping and/or

other mechanism, which attach the catheter tip directly to the aorta wall (described below).

In Fig 2B, a thin guide-wire 36, having a sharp tip 37 is pushed out through the wall of

aorta 30, creating a hole 35. Preferably, catheter 34 is pressed against the wall of aorta 30, so

no blood escapes. Alternatively or additionally, and especially if the diameter of wire 36 is

small, the elasticity of aorta 30 closes onto the wire and maintains leakage imegrity. Although

the Fig. shows a barbed guide wire, the guide wire tip may also comprises a smooth taper.

AltenTatively, the guide wire tip may be used to punch out a portion of the aorta, when the

guide wire is pulled back into the aorta.

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, a protective sleeve (not sho%vn)

interposes bet^veen the guiding catheter and the guide wire. Possibly, this protective sleeve is

used to bend the catheter and/or to maintain the guide wire in a J-shaped configuration.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the guiding catheter is an endoscope

comprising a plurality of working channels, for example, one for the graft and others for other

tools, for example a saline washing fluid provider.

In Fig. 2C a graft 38 is pushed out of hole 35 and into the chest cavity. Preferably, graft

38 is preloaded with at least one anastomosis connector, for example an aortic anastomosis

connector 42 and/or a coronary anastomosis connector 40. Alternatively, one or both the

comiectors may be attached to the graft after it is inserted into the body. It should be noted that

in some preferred embodiments of the invention, not all of aortic anastomosis connector 42

exits the aorta. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the size and/or shape of connector

42 is selected so that the graft is properly aUgned with respect to the thickness of the aortic

wall. In one example, the comiector has an hourglass shape, in which the waist engages the

aortic wall. In another example, connector 42 includes hps, which prevent comiector 42 from

exiting the aorta. Possibly, connector 42 includes a second pair of lips (not shown) which

engage the outside of the aorta.
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In Fig. 2D, graft 38 is attached to aorta 30, preferably u^^anastomosis connector 42.

Alternatively or additionally, the graft is attached by gluing, welding or suturing. Alternatively

or additionally, the graft is sevvn, for example using a loaded needle device, such as sho%vn in

PCT publication WO 98/42262. Preferably, the device is made smaller and flexible, so as to be

suitable for transvascular use, especially for providing the device through the graft to engage a

coronary vessel and to attach the graft thereto. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

stapling is performed via a keyhole opened in the chest. Alternatively or additionally, welding

is achieved by passing an electric current tlirough the anastomosis connector itself to heat the

connector or to provide current through the %-essel wall. Alternatively or additionally, the

anastomosis is performed by expanding a balloon or another tv-pes of expandable device inside

anastomosis connector 42 and the expansion causing the connector to perform the

anastomosis. Ahematively or additionally, connector 42 is super elastic, elastic or shape-

memory and once a restraim is removed, distorts into a configuration suitable for anastomosis.

Alternatively or additionally, one or more balloons and/or expandable firameworks are urged

against each other with connector 42 held bet%veen them, so that connector 42 creates the

anastomosis.

It should be noted that, in accordance with some preferred embodiments of the

invention, the graft-aorta anastomosis is patent on its own. Preferably, graft 38 is blocked, for

example using a balloon along guide wire 36 so that blood does not leak out its distal end.

In Fig. 2E, graft 38 and/or guide-wire 36 are navigated so that tip 37 of the guide wire

is near coronary artery 22. Such navigation preferably includes two elements, first, actually

guiding the guide wire and second, directing the guide wire to a correct location. In some

cases, for example if the guide wire is rigid, the navigation step might be performed before the

aortic anastomosis step, possibly with some of the graft still inside the aorta. The navigation

itself may serve to pull the graft out of the aorta. Typically however, most or all of graft 38 is

passed out of the aorta prior to performing the navigation.

The guide-wire may be guided using many methods known in the art, including

controllable guide wires and outer sleeves of different shapes. Direction of the guide wire may

use a real-time image of the guide wire and/or the surrounding tissue or it may use a pre-

determined representation of the body. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a real-time

catheter location system is used to determine the relative locations of tip 37 and point 28 on

coronary 22. One such location system is available from Johnson & Johnson Biosense Ltd., of

Tirat Hacarmel, Israel. Alternatively or additionally, the navigation is performed using a real-

time or near real-time image provided by an imaging system, such as ultrasound, CT,
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fluoroscopy and MRI. i«^me navigation systems it may be ne^^ry to mark point 28 (Fig.

1) on coronars' 22. Suc^Brking may be achieved by using a contrast material, a radio-opaque

marker, a magnetic marker or an intra-body beacon. In some cases, it may be desirable to

insert a catheter into artery 22, with such a marker at its tip, to facilitate navigation of catheter

lip 37.

If graft 38 is already anached to aorta 30, the graft is preferably uncovered while it

snakes around the inside of the body. Ahematively or additionally, an outer sleeve may cover

the graft and protect it from contact with internal body tissues. If the aortic anastomosis is

already perfonned, such a covering is preferably flexible and is preferably removed by pulling

back it through the "coronary" end of the graft.

An ultrasound imager, especially at or near tip 37 may also be used to determine which

obstacles lie ahead of tip 37 and'or to help guide and/or position it. Alternatively or

additionally, methods as described in the "Transvascular applications", in the background, may

be used. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, graft 38 is attached to body tissue, for

example membranes, muscle, and/or blood vessels, along its length. Such attaching may be

performed after the anastomosis is finished. Alternatively or additionally, such attaching is

performed during the navigation step. The attaching may be achieved by pushing clips out of

the lumen of graft 38 and into the tissue. Alternatively or additionally, graft 38 may be

preloaded with such clips, which are maintained in a "open" position using a restraint. When

the restraint is removed, the clips close and attach to a nearby tissue. Alternatively or

additionally, the graft is attached along its length using tissue glue, welding, suturing or other

techniques of tissue attachment.

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the graft may be navigated into the

pericardium and along the heart. Alternatively, the graft may enter the pericardium only at a

point near the point 28 on vessel 22. Alternatively or additionally, the graft may travel and/or

may remain inside the lumen of an organ, such as the lungs or even a blood vessel, such as a

vena cava.

Once tip 37 is near coronary vessel 22, the far anastomosis may be made. Preferably,

tip 37 is inserted into vessel 22, as shown for example in Fig. 2F, so that graft 38 can be

connected to vessel 22. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a suction, clamping,

grasping or another type of attaching device is coupled to guide wire 36 and/or graft 38. This

attaching device is used to steady the graft end and/or the guide wire relative to moving tissue,

such as a beating heart. The attachment device may attach forward of the advancing wire or to

its side. In some embodiments, the guide wire may pass through the attachment device and/or
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the graft may pass over the attachment device. Possibly, th^Rachment device is used to

remove a portion of the coronary vessel, once the guide wire is properly positioned. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, graft 38 and/or guide wire 36 are enclosed by (or

enclose) an endoscope, or are provided side-by-side. An attachment device may be provided

through one of the working channels of the endoscope or from inside the graft.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, prior to insertion of tip 37 into the blood

vessel, the entry area is cleaned and a thin coating layer of tissue is removed. In some cases,

the tissue layer may comprise heart muscle which overUes the coronary. In other cases, the

layer may comprise a coating membrane, for example an adventitia layer. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, this tissue is removed using a knife-like excavating tool which is

provided through one of the above working channels or by transverse motion of tip 37 itself.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 40, in its closed configuration,

serves the fiinctions described above for tip 37. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, tip

37 comprises a screw, which is screwed into vessel 22, to create a hole 39 in vessel 22.

15 Alternatively or additionally, a stabilizing tool is guided over guidewire 36, to stabilize vessel

22 relative to tip 37. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the stabilizing tool is a

suction device which attaches itself to vessel 22 or to tissue in a vicinity thereof. Preferably,

tip 37 is guided through the suction device. Ahematively or additionally, the stabilizing tool

includes a tip having a cross-section shape which matches the cross-section of coronary 22, at

20 a desired approach angle. Alternatively or additionally, the stabilizing device comprises jaws

which grab vessel 22. Preferably, the jaws pinch vessel 22, so that a desired entry point for tip

37 is adjacent tip 37. Preferably, vessel 22, in its pinched configuration, presents a narrow

aspect to tip 37 and a wide aspect perpendicular thereto, so there is less danger of perforating

both sides of vessel 22. Alternatively or additionally, the wide aspect is presented to tip 37, to

25 make aiming easier. Such aiming preferably uses an imager and/or a Doppler sensor

(preferably depth gated) to detect the location of flow in vessel 22.

In Fig. 2G, graft 38 is advanced to hole 39 and/or a portion of anastomosis connector

40 is inserted into hole 39. A balloon is preferably guided along guide wire 36 and inflated

inside connector 40, so that it expands the anastomosis connection and creates an attachment

30 between vessel 22 and graft 38. Preferably, the balloon is tapered so that it more easily inserted

into connector 40. Alternatively or additionaUy, connector 40 elastically increases in diameter,

once it is placed into hole 39 and a restraint removed, to allow enough space for the balloon.

Alternatively or additionally, two balloons are used, a narrow one which partially inflates the

connector and a wider balloon which completes the inflation of the connector. The leading end
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of graft 3S/connector ^^^^ preferably tapered, so that they are e easily guided into vessel

22. Alternatively or adSionally, guide wire 36 is insened into vessel 22 for a considerable

distance and/'or bent, so that there is less chance of guidewire 36 inadvenently leaving vessel

22.

5 The. result, as shown in Fig. 2H is that graft 38 bridges aorta 30 and vessel 22.

Typically, the holes in the blood vessels and the anastomosis sites are stabilized and patent

even without the continued assistance of the connector, v^ithin two weeks. Thus, in some

cases, the anastomosis connector may be formed of a bio-degradable substance. In some

preferred embodiments of the invention, tissue glue or other blood-blocking materials are

10 applied to one or both of the anastomosis sites, possibly where the two blood vessels contact

each other or the anastomotic device. In one example, these substances are applied using

kevhole surgeiy. In another "example these substances are applied using a needle which exits

through the side of the graft or one of the blood vessels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, coagulating materials are applied outside

15 the blood vessels or at the contact area of the blood vessels. Alternatively or additionally, anti-

coagulation materials are applied to portions of the anastomosis and/or anastomosis connector

which are inside the blood flow. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the coagulation

control matenals and/or the tissue gluing materials are applied by coating them onto the

anastomotic connector, at certain portions thereof. Alternatively or additionally, coagulation

20 and/or tissue re-growth may be affected by making some of the anastomotic device or a

catheter brought to the anastomosis area, radioactive.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an anastomotic cormector includes a

^ telemetried pressure sensor or a blood velocity meter, so that the patentcy of the connector can

be assessed after the connector is implanted. Alternatively or additionally, the connector

25 includes one or more radio-opaque wires or markers so that it is easy to determine (using x-

rays) if the connector is maintaining a proper configuration. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, leakage of the device is determined by injecting a radioactive bolus of a chemical

not absorbed by the body after the connection is completed. After the bolus is diluted in the

blood or removed from the body, checking if the area of the anastomosis exhibits radioactivity,

30 which radioactivity would be indicative of leakage and/or clotting at the connector. Preferably

a short-decay radioactive material is used, to minimize radioactive exposure of the patient.

Figs. 2J-2P describe a variation on tb.e method described above with reference to Figs.

2B and 2C. Not all the required elements are shown in all the figures, for reasons of clarity and

for reducing visual clutter. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 42 is not
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directly pushed into a hole formed in the aona by the guide wire. Rather, the hole is first

expanded using a balloon or another expandable device and then the connector is inserted into

the expanded hole. Alternatively, a guiding sheath is inserted into the hole and the connector is

inserted through the sheath. Then, the sheath is removed, leaving the connector in the hole. In

some embodiments, the sheath is a working channel of an endoscope, other working channels

of the endoscope may be used for tools which assist in one or both of the anastomosis

connections and/or with the navigation.

In Fig. 2J, a balloon 300 is advanced over guide wire 36 into the hole made by the

guide wire and then inflated. Possibly, balloon 300 is attached to the guide wire and is

advanced into the hole by advancing guide wire 36. Balloon 300 is preferably inflated so that it

expands the hole made by guide wire 36 (as explain herein by poking a hole or by removing a

portion of the vessel wall), until it is wide enough for a guiding catheter 302 to enter the hole.

In Fig. 2K, Balloon 300 is advanced so that it pulls guiding catheter 302 into the

expanded hole. Alternatively, catheter 302 is pushed over the balloon. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, catheter 302 has a rigid cross-section, to which size the balloon

is expanded. Alternatively, the catheter has a flexible and/or elastic cross-section, which

conforms to the shape of the balloon.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention and as indicated in Fig. 2J, part of balloon

300 is inside the catheter and pan is out side, hi a preferred embodiment of the invention, both

parts of the balloon expand to a same radius. Alternatively, the part outside the balloon may

expand more, so that guiding catheter 302 more easily slips into the expanded hole.

Alternatively or additionally, the outside of catheter 302 may be coated with a material having

a low coefficient of finction (with respect to the blood vessel), to assist in the catheter entering

the hole. Alternatively or additionally, the end of catheter 302 may extrude a lubricant.

Alternatively or additionally, the outside of catheter 302 may include mechanical means to

assist insertion, for example, the outside of catheter 302 may be threaded, so that the catheter

can be screwed into the hole.

Fig. 2L shows a catheter 302 in position in the hole. Generally, the seal between the

aorta wall and the catheter is tight enough so that there is little or no leakage ofblood fi-om the

hole. Thus it is possible to bring various tools through the catheter to perform activities outside

the blood vessel, for example at the coronary anastomosis. As a result, the far anastomosis

may be performed and/or corrected, if necessar\', prior to performing the near anastomosis.

Possibly, the inner radius of catheter 302 is greater than the final inner radius of the graft, to

facilitate such remote activities. Possibly, the radius of catheter 302 increases after the it exits
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X is insened into the aorta.

.AJtematively, the toolHRy be brought through the catheter at the side of the graft. Possibly,

the graft itself is only brought in after some activities are performed at the remote anastomosis,

for example locating and/or fixing a guidewire to the anastomosis location. Alternatively, the

5 graft may be passed completely through the hole in the aona and then one end of the graft

possibly brought back to anach to the hole. .AJtematively, the one end is attached to a vessel

other than the aorta or to the aona at a position other than the hole. Preferably, the hole is

closed using other means, such as a patch, or by attaching a second graft from the hole to

another remote anastomosis location.

10 In Fig. 2M, graft 38 is positioned so that an anastomotic connector 42 is in hole 35. In

a preferred embodiment of the invention, as shown for example in Fig. 2C for connector 40,

connector 42 comprises lips which prevent the connector from advancing beyond hole 35.

Alternatively or additionally, connector 42 has an hourglass profile so it self-centers in hole

35. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, catheter 302 has a flexible exterior, so that

15 connector 42 can engage hole 35 through the inter\'ening catheter. Alternatively, catheter 302

has an inflexible exterior geometry which, itself, engages the hole. Preferably, catheter 302

also has a suitable interior geometry, so that when graft 38 and connector 42 are inserted, they

are properly aligned with hole 35. In Fig. 2M, an endoscope 306 is shown, in accordance with

preferred embodiments of the invention. This endoscope may be used to provide balloons,

20 grafts, connectors and/or for navigation of the graft to the remote anastomosis location

Thereafter, guiding catheter 302 may be retracted, for example as shown in Fig. 2N, to

allow connector 42 to engage hole 35 in aorta 30. Generally, hole 35 will shrink and engage

connector 42 so that there is no leakage. Alternatively, catheter 302 may remain abutting

against the wall of aorta 30, to prevent bleeding. Preferably, the far end of graft 38 is sealed to

25 prevent blood from leaking out through the graft (unless the far end is already attached to a

blood vessel).

In Fig. 20, a balloon 304 is expanded inside connector 42. Possibly, balloon 304 is

provided into the connector prior to the removal of catheter 302. Alternatively, it is provided,

after the removal, preferably being guided over guide wire 36. Altematively to using a balloon,

30 connector 42 may comprise a super-elastic, elastic and/or shape-memory material which

expands when an constraint (e.g., catheter 302 or guide wire 36) is removed.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the expanded geometry of balloon 304 is

matched to the desired shape of the expanded anastomosis device. In one example, Balloon

304 comprises fingers w^hich extend to bend spike-portions of the connector (described below).
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In another example, Balloon 304 expands to an hour-glass e, to better position and/or
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shape connector 42. Alternatively or additionally, balloon 304 axially shortens when it radially

expands, to assist in the correct shaping of connector 42. Alternatively or additionally, balloon

304 comprises a multi-step balloon which expands in a step-wise manner to sequentially

provide a plurality of different geometr\'*'s. The selection between the geometry's may depend

on the inflation pressure, for example by providing thicker and thinner portions in the balloon,

where the thicker ones require a greater pressure to stretch, or on a position and^or rotation of a

guide wire which is enclosed by the balloon. In one example, A first inflation pressure causes

the balloon lo expand to a first step, where spikes on the connector are extended perpendicular

to the surface of the connector. A second inflation pressure causes the spikes to bend another

90 degrees and a third inflation pressure causes the connector to expand and-'or axially shrink.

In Fig. 2P, the aortic anastomosis is complete and the coronary anastomosis is ready to

be performed (if not already performed).

It should be noted that although a plurality (possibly even four) of balloons may be

used for expansion of the various hole sand anastomotic connectors, possibly a smaller number

of balloons or even a single balloon may suffice. In one example, a single balloon comprises a

multi-step balloon whose final geometry is step-wise dependent on the inflation pressure. In an

extreme example, no balloon is used, for example, if the connectors are self-expanding and/or

by using a non-balloon expandable structure. One example of a non-balloon expandable

structure comprises of two base-to base tetrahedrons, in which the non-base sides are rigid and

in which the two opposing vertexes are attached by a wire which may be shortened (e.g., by

pulling the wire).

Alternatively or additionally to end-to-side anastomosis cormections at the coronary end

illustrated in Fig 2H, side-to-side anastomosis connections may be used, as described for

example in the 'Transvascular apphcations". Fig. 21 shows an example of such connections,

where a single graft 38 is attached to two, possibly different coronary arteries 22. The end of

graft 38 is preferably blocked and or is used for an end-to side or an end-to-end anastomosis.

Alternatively or additionally, graft 38 is prepared so that it does not have a distal opening.

When side to side anastomosis connections are made, graft 38 may have pre-formed holes in

its side or holes may be made during the connection process. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, each side of the side-to side anastomosis is individually patent, without reqtiiring

compression of intervening tissue, as in some known methods.

Figs. 2Q-2T illustrate methods and apparatus of forming a puncture in a blood vessel

(aorta or coronary, i.e., fi-om inside or from outside), in accordance with preferred
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embodiments of the i^^^tion. In some of the described embo nts, it is an object to avoid

contact with portions o^me blood vessel to be pierced, other than at or near the piecing area, to

avoid damage to the blood vessel. One solution, is to provide a piercing tip which does not

require a base to rest against.

Fig. 2Q illustrates a vibrating tip 310, for a guide wire 36, which may be used for

piercing a blood vessel in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Additionally, this tip may be used for penetrating through a different type of layer, for example

of soft tissue, or even a hard tissue, such as a calcified aorta. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, lip 310 is made to vibrate rapidly in along an axis indicated by an arrow 320 (and/or

at another angle, such as perpendicular to the arrow), thereby piercing a blood vessel against

which it is placed. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, tip 310 comprises a vibrating

potion 314, a mechanical amplifier 316 and a vibrating end 318. In a preferred embodiment of

the invention, mechanical amplifier 316 has the shape of a horn (a cone) so that the amplitude

of axial motion at the narrow end is about four or more times greater than at the wide end. In

one exemplar}' embodiment, vibrating portion 314 comprises one or more layers of

piezoelectric material, electrified by a wire 312. .Ajnplifier 316 is formed of Titanium or

Aluminum and may have a base diameter of 3mm. The surface of amplifier 316 may be

smooth. Alternatively, the surface may be rough, for example to engage tissue against which it

vibrates and into which it is insened. Alternatively or additionally, the surface may have

formed thereon one-way barbs, so that tip 310 can easily enter by less easily exit tissue.

Alternatively to piezoelectric vibration, other ways of generating vibration may be

provided, for example, resonant vibration responsive to externally applied acoustic waves,

transmitted through the tissue or along the guide wire. Alternatively, magneto-strictive

vibration may be achieved by forming vibrating portion 314 out of a suitable material and

applying an AC magnetic filed in the vicinity of portion 314. Altematively, other vibrating

methods may be used, for example using a solenoid. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the firequencies are between 5 and 50 Hz and the amplitudes are between 0.1 and

1mm. Altematively higher fi-equencies, for example between 50Hz and lOOOHz, higher

ampUtudes, for example between 1 and 3mm, lower fi-equencies, such as between IHz and

5Hz, and^or lo\yer amplitudes, such as between 0.01 and 0.1mm, may be used.

Fig. 2R illustrates a tip 322 which rotates as indicated by an arrow 324. The rotation

may be continuous in one direction, pulsed and/or reversing. Tip 322 is preferably threaded to

engage the tissue into which it is inserted. The rotation is preferably provided by a motor 326,

which may be, for example, a magnetic motor or a piezoelectric motor. Possibly, the motor is



rotated using an externally applied AC magnetic field, for example one caused by a rotating

magnet. The rotation may be in addition to or instead of axial motion. Rotational motion may

be achieved by making vibrating ponion 314 not perpendicular to guide wire 36. US Patent

4,846,174 and PCTAJSS9/00261, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by

reference, describe mechanism which are useful for such rotating and vibrating tips.

Alternatively or additionally, to vibrating or rotating tips, a tip 37 of a guide wire may

be shot through the blood vessel, like a harpoon. In one example, the tip is shot using a

pneumatic or hydraulic pressure build-up in the guiding catheter. In another example, the tip is

shot using a suddenly applied magnetic filed which acts on a magnetic tip. Preferably, the

motion of the tip is axially restrained, for example by a wire connected thereto, to avoid

undesirable penetration of the tip into non-local tissue.

Fi2. 2S illustrates a process of clamping and piecing, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention. In an axial view of blood vessel 30, a tip 37 is to penetrate the

wall of vessel 30. One or more clamping devices 330, for example a pair of pincers, pinch the

wall of vessel 30, so that a portion 332 is pinched inwards. A location 334, which it is desired

to penetrate with tip 37, is preferably presented to tip 37. Preferably, the orientation and/or

position of clamping device 330 is selected so that particular location is pierced. Alternatively,

once clamped, the clamping may be removed, if the location is deemed unsuitable. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, tip 37 and devices 330 are coupled, so that advancing

tip 37 causes it to pierce location 334. Once such piecing is confirmed, clamping device 330

may be removed and the piercing process is completed. In some embodiments of the

invention, tip 37 punches a hole (removing material) in vessel 30, rather than just piercing it

Fig. 2T illustrates a process similar to that of Fig. 2S, in which the piercing is

performed fi-om outside the blood vessel. Optionally, a tool 340 aligns tip 37 against the blood

vessel to guarantee that tip 37 enters at a desired angle and/or orientation (angle fi-om the plane

of the figure). Alternatively, such guaranteeing is performed by clamping devices 330.

Figs. 2TA and 2TB illustrate a method of punching a hole in a blood vessel, in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. In Fig. 2TA, a tip 37 penetrates a

wall of a vessel 30, such that a portion of the wall is grasped by an inner reduced diameter

portion 550. When tip 37 is retracted (relative to the rest of the catheter), as shown in Fig.

2TB, the wall is pinched and cut between an inner lip 554 of portion 550 and a cutting base

552 of the guiding catheter. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the hole into which tip

37 is inserted is formed by tip 37 itself. Alternatively, the hole may be formed by a special



/^j^can be retracted prior to the advanc^^^ljcutting guide wire, wlj^^can be retracted prior to the advanc^^Pip 37 or along which tip 37

rides.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the punched hole has a cylindrical volume.

Alternatively or additionally, the volume comprises an oblique cylinder, with an elliptical

5 cross-section at the vessel wall. Alternatively or additionally, the voimne is conical.

Alternatively, the volume is hour-glass shaped. Alternatively, the volume comprises two base-

to-base truncated cones.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, one or more of a plurality of measurements

may be performed at the hole in the blood vessel. In one example, the thickness of the vessel is

10 measured, for example using an ultrasonic imager or distance or thickness sensor. Such a

sensor (or other sensors described herein) may be provided at tip 37 or from a working channel

of an endoscope which assists in the anastomosis. In another example, the elasticity of the

vessel is measured, for example, by applying a known force and/or a known displacement to

the vessel wall using a pressure transducer, and measuring the response (motion and/or

15 pressure) at the transducer. In another example, the hardness of the vessel wall and/or

reflections from it, are used to determine if there is a calcification on the inside (or outside of

the vessel. These measurements may be applied either or both from inside and from outside a

blood vessel. Altematively or additionally, if a piezoelectric vibrating tip is used, such a tip

may also be used to perform the sensing.

20 In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the sending is used to determine a desired

hole size to be punched. Desirably, the hole is large enough so that the vessel is not imduly

strained by the expansion of the hole and the hole is small enough so that the vessel walls will

exert a pressure which aids in leak suppression and/or in holding the anastomotic connector in

place. Possibly, a first, small hole is punched, to assess the radial force applied by the wall,

25 and if the force is greater than desired (indicating imdue strain on the vessel), a larger hole is

pimched.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the area of the punched hole is treated, for

example, to prevent dissection of the vessel wall. In one example, the circumference of the

hole is coagulated, for example using an electric field or a laser beam. Possibly, the

30 coagulation is apphed at spots on the circumference. Altematively, a continuous coagulation is

applied, for example by tip 37 itself being one electrode of an RF coagulation circuit.

Altematively or additionally, the pimched hole is coated with tissue giue.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a drug may be applied to the punched ar^a,

for example to assist in healing, to prevent dissection and/or to assist in the hole punching
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process. In one exam^the drug may induce the dilation of^llary blood flow. In another

example, the drug may induce relaxation or expansion of the blood vessel, for example to

stabilize the state of the blood vessel dilation or to assist in performing the punch. Possibly,

similar effects may be achieved by applying low voltage electric currents to the blood vessel,

to stimulate local relaxation or contraction.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an anastomotic connector is hollow. For
example, the connector may be formed of two concentric mbes, with glue or a drug disposed

between the tubes. When the connector is radially expanded, the glue or drug can be forced out

of openings in the surface or between the layers. Preferably, the openings are at points whose
final position relative to the anastomosis can be relatively guaranteed.

Alternatively or additionally, at least portions of the anastomotic device act as an RP
antenna or as an eddy current generator, such that when an RF field or an AC magnetic file

dare applied (respectively), at least the ponions of the device heat and weld the anastomosis

shut.

Alternatively to punching a hole in the blood vessel, a hole may be cut in the vessel by
forming a circular cut-out. In one example, such a circular cut-out is formed by cutting along

the circumference of the hole with a laser, a knife, a rotary cutter or an ultrasonic scalpel.

Alternatively, the hole may be ablated, for example using RF ablation, micro-wave ablation or

chemical ablation. Alternatively, a cutting tool may be placed inside a hole and used to cut

sideways into the vessel wall.

Alternatively or additionally to using percutaneous techniques, the navigation, the final

alignment with the artery (or vein) and/or the anastomosis to the artery (e.g., suturing) may be

performed using a key-hole surgery technique. It should however be appreciated that key-hole

surgery is aided by using the above described technique to bring, to a location adjacent a

coronary vessel, a graft, one end of which is aheady attached to the aorta. Thus, only a key-

hole procedure at the anastomosis location (coronary and/or aorta) is required.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, after the bypass is performed, the graft is

tested for leakage. Preferably, a contrast media is injected and a fluoroscopic image is acquired

after a short wait to determine if any of the contrast material has leaked from the vascular

system. In case of such leaks, the anastomosis may be strengthened, in some preferred

embodiments of the invention, by inflating a balloon inside a leaking anastomosis connector to

increase its contact with the wall of the vessel to which it is connected. Alternatively or

additionally, a stent and/or a graft may be inserted within the leaky connector so that it is

simated between the connector and the blood flow. Alternatively or additionally, the leaking
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anastomosis may be r :ed, by discomieciing the graft from 'essel, providing a suitable
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anastomosis connecto^rod activating the provided connector, to create the anastomosis.

Alternatively or additionally, key-hole surgery is performed only at the leaking anastomosis,

for example, to suture it.

Many variations on the technique described above may be performed, within the scope

of preferred embodiments of the invention. In the above description, tip 37 punches a pinhole

(which is later enlarged) in aona 30 and vessel 22. Alternatively, tip 37 may be used to punch

a hole of a desired size and/or cross-section, in aona 30 and/or in vessel 22. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the hole is smaller than the final anastomosis cross-section.

Alternatively, the hole is of approximately the final diameter.

The above technique may also be used to connect other blood vessels, for example, for

femoral bypass or for a venous-arterial shunt. In addition, other body lumens may be

cormected, for example, in the intestines, in the urinary tract, in the bile system, and/or in the

respiratory system.

It should be appreciated that guide wire 36, even after it perforates the aorta, does not

necessarily allow blood to leak from the aorta. Thus, in some preferred embodiments of the

invention, the above technique may be practiced, even if catheter 34 does not isolate hole 35

and/or without stopping the heart and/or without reducing the systemic and/or local blood

pressure. Altematively or additionally, it may be desirable to reduce the risk level so one of the

above described techniques of reducing leakage from hole 35 and/or reducing the availability

of blood at hole 35, may be practiced.

The description of Fig. 2A suggests the desirability of using a "J" shaped catheter

and/or pointing the guide wire in the direction of target point 28. However, it should be

appreciated that graft 38 is navigated in the body, possibly around obstacles (such as the heart

itself). Thus, the initial direction of the guide wire exiting the aorta may be decided by other

considerations, such as the location of the graft along the aorta, the ease of repairing the

anastomosis, interaction of the anastomosis size, location and angle with blood flow in the

aorta and in the graft, and/or plaque location and arteriosclerosis of the aorta. Once the vessel

is outside the aorta, it can be guided to point 28.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a desired layout of graft 38 is determined

before starting the procedure. Such a layout depends not only on the desirability of the end

points, but also on the available maximum length of graft 38, the desire to minimize its length,

available locations to attach the graft to anatomical structures, a desire to minimize ihe

possibility of kinks and/or sharp bends in the graft, a desire to minimize the possibility of the
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graft getting pinched between two anatomical stnicture^SLd a desire to minimize the

probability of the graft being pulled out of one of the blood vessels to which it is attached.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, as shown in Fig. 21, graft 38 may be used

for a plurality of bypasses, for example, to bypass the entire left anterior descending coronary

arter\% especially if it has multiple occlusions. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, this

is achieved using a plurality of side-to-side connections. Alternatively or addhionally, graft 38

may be forked or contain other i\npes of intersections allowing various legs of the graft to be

attached at different places. .Alternatively or additionally, a second graft 38* may be pushed out

of graft 38, after graft 38 is in place, possibly using the techniques described herein.

Alternatively or additionally, a side-to end anastomosis may be performed between the two

grafts either before or after the first graft is inserted into the body. Alternatively or

additionally, a side-to-side anastomosis is perfomied. When the second arter}^ is at the "side"

side of the anastomosis, the two ends of the second graft are preferably pushed out of the first

graft together, until an anastomosis connector attached to the graft reaches the hole through

which the graft was pushed out. Then, the anastomosis is preferably performed. It should

however be appreciated that the procedures described herein may be applied to substantially

any coronary artery.

As described herein, graft 38 is preferably provided through a blood vessel. In an

altemate preferred embodiment of the invention, graft 38 is provided using other body organs

as passageways, for example, using the lungs, intestines or other hollow organs. Altematively

or additionally, the graft is provided via the body cavity itself, for example, it is pushed into

the body fi-om the outside, via hole in the skin. In these embodiments, both of the anastomosis

connections are preferably performed fi-om the graft into a target blood vessel. The guide wire

is preferably brought into the graft from a hole near its center and selectively guided to an end,

depending on the end to be grafted. The hole may be patched, for examples, using methods

described herein or known in the art. Altematively, the two end anastomosis connections are

perforaied using an endoscope which encloses or is parallel to the graft, without requiring a

guide wire to pass through the graft at all. In one embodiment, the tip of the endoscope is used

for piercing the blood vessel. The graft is inserted along the endoscope or possibly in a groove

therein and then the endoscope is removed, leaving the graft in the blood vessel. Possibly, the

endoscope has a deformable cross-section, to assist in removal of the endoscope without

shifting the graft from inside the blood vessel.

Altematively or additionally, the anastomosis coimections are performed by attaching

two grafts, one to each target vessel, for example using a side-to-end anastomosis, and then
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may be perfonned
p a„.„u3,y, for example by prov.din^cathe.er .hrouah one of

.arge. vesseU. Al.e™a..v=,y or addi.iona.Iy. ,b= end-.o-end anas.onrosis .ay "be performedus.n, .ey- oie approach. I, shouid However be apprec.a.ed .ba. a percu,aneous approal
. usually preferable ,o key-bo.e s.^ery, since i. causes even less .raunra ,o *e bodv However

.n some cases, a .ey-ho,e surgical procedure is re<,u.red anyway, so ,ha, i, n,ay be aided by a'percu^eous procedure. Al.ema.ively or additionally. ,o a Icey-bole procedure, a rransvascl
procedure n,ay .n.erac. wi,h an endoscopic procedure, whereby a flex.ble endoscope is guided
.0 a desn.^ iocation .n ,be body, ad.acen, where a rransvascuiar procedure is being perfoLd.

preferred enrbod,.en,s of .he u.ven..on. Fig. 2U shows a blood vessel 342. possibly acorona., vein or ar.ery having an occlusion 344. ,„ accordance wi.h sonre prefeL

la IT'^ 'T'°"'
' '''''' " ^ 346 and

T ^ »»ichanaches us,ng a s.de.,o end anas.on,osis a. poin. 346 and an end-,o-side anastomosis a. poin,
48. for exan,ple using .he me*ods and apparams as described herein. A.,ema.ively. an end-

.o-end ms.de anastomosis, as shown in tt,e Fig., may be perfomted a. one or bo4 of 346 and

.48. Al.en,a.,vely. as shown for example in Fig. 2V. a graft 350 may be connected ,„ poin.

.46 ustng an end-to-end anastomosis. T„e comaection a. point 348 may be end-to-side
^oss.b.y Oblique), end-to-end or an enclosed com,ection. in which graft 350 is insenedarough the s.de of vessel 342 and is ben. so U,a. i. is coaxial wiU. vessel 342. In a preferred
embodunent of the invention, the end-to-end anastomosis at poir,, 346 is achieved byexpanding a guiding catheter (not shown, similar to catheter 302) to block .he entire lumen of
vessel 342 at point 346. Such an expandable catheter may for example include an outer balloon
tayer whrch can be radially expanded against vessel 342. A cutting' ,oo. is then extended^roug^ the lumen of the guiding ca.he.er .o sever (partially or complerely) vessel 342. TTen
graft 350 may be naviga.ed ou. of the catheter to poin. 348, a, which an anastomosis may be
fonned. Smular navigation techniques as described herein may be used. Additionally, a guide-we no. shown) may be provided .o pass ocCuaion 344. for example between the guide
catheter and the wall ofvessel 344, prior to the severing, to marie location 348

F,g. 2W illustrates a different type of end-to-end anastomosis which is somewhat
smular to stent Rafting. In this meftod, graft 350 does not exit vessel 342. Rather, a guidewires passed toough occluaion 344 and a,e occlusion is expanded enough so that a graft can bepassed thereU^ough. In some cases the occlusion is so complete that i, is necessary to drill a

ifi^'^^ iuMM.. I ..llli;;



hole through occlu# 344, for example using laser or tary ablator. In a preferred
embodiment of the invention, vessel 344 is sealed at or before point 346, so that if the seal of
vessel 342 is compromised by the expansion, no blood will leak out. Such sealing may use
balloons or an expandable catheter. Expanding anastomotic comiectors are then expanded at

the t^vo ends of graft 350, to complete the procedure. Alternatively, in Figs. 2U and 2V. the
seal at point 346 may be fanned by an end-to-end anastomosis bet^veen ^aft 350 and vessel
342. After this graft is completed, the rest of the graft ,s advanced either through the occlusion
or around the occlusion. Typically, graft 350 is folded or other^vlse contracted so that it fits

between point 346 and occlusion 344. Alternatively, a first anastomosis is performed at point
348. Alternatively, graft 350 is inverted prior to insenion and is then un-im'ened after the seal
(or anastomosis) is made at point 346.

Several distinctions should be noted bet^vee^ a stent and a comiector in accordance
with some preferred embodiments of the invention:

(a) .\n anastomosis coraiector, in some preferred embodiments of the invention
requires less contact with the blood than a stent, since it is mostly, if not totallv, outside the'

blood vessel. For example, the embodiment of Fig. 8U would may be considered undesirable
for use in a stent, due to the large amount of surface area it has.

(b) The total area of contact between the connector and the blood vessels is generally
smaller, since the comiector is not usually required to structurally support a significant ponion
of the blood vessel.

(c) An anastomosis connector usually comprise less metal (per volume and/or surface
unit) than a stent, since the connector, usually needs to provides less support.

(d) An anastomosis device, in some embodiments described herein, is in contact mostly
with the outside of the blood vessel, while a stent is mostly (or wholly) in contact with the
intima. One reason for this is that the blood vessel is everted for anastomosis, in some
preferred embodiments ofthe invention.

(e) In preferred embodiments of the invention, an anastomotic device grasps a blood
vessel from one or two sides, in a way that may prevent dissection of the blood vessel. A stent

usually only pushes against the blood vessel and does not engage the interior of the vessel
wall, from one or two sides.

Referring especially to Figs. 2A-2G, in a preferred embodiment of the invention, guide
wire 36 has a tip diameter of, for example, 0.018 inches and tapers slightly. When inserting tlie

guidewire into vessel 22, preferably one, two or three centimeters are inserted into the vessel
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The anastomosis connector has, for example, an outer diameter^bout 0.8 mm, in its closed

configuration and is m|^f stainless steel with a thickness ofbWeen 0.1 and 0.2mm.
The above des~ion is generally applicable with respect to the various tv-pes of

:sc^ti

anastomosis dexnces used, in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention, to

connect graft 38 with vessel 22 and^'or aorta 30. There are several considerations in selecting a

configuration for an anastomosis device, some of which are listed below. It should be
appreciated that some of the considerations are have a greater effect on some of the preferred

embodiments, than other considerations.

(a) Bringing the t^vo vessel together. In some preferred embodiments of the invention,

the anastomosis device brings the two vessels closer toaether.

(b) Non-desirability of leaks. In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the

anastomosis device provide a large area of contact beuveen the nvo blood vessels, preferably

completely surrounding the anastomosis connection. The probability of leaks occurring in this

embodiment is reduced. Altematively or additionally, the connection may be strengthened

after the anastomosis connector is in place, in accordance with some preferred embodiments of
the invention.

(c) Non-desirability of vessel flaps remaining in the blood flow. In some preferred

embodiments of the invention, such flaps are trapped by the anastomosis connection.

Altematively or additionally, the flaps are pushed out of the blood flow. .Alternatively or

additionally, such flaps never come into existence, since the anastomotic connections are made
by stretching a pin-hole, not by cutting a cross. A cross shaped slit or a straight-hne slit may be
cut using a guide wire with a suitably shaped tip. Altematively or additionally, a sharp tip of
the guide wire may be used to cut any desired shape by moving it along the surface of the

blood vessel.

(d) A requirement to maintain a minimum cross-section of the anastomosis connection.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomotic connector comprises a ring

portion, which maintains the connection cross-section to be at least the inner diameter of the

ring. Altematively or additionally, the connection between the two blood vessels is such that

the configuration is not under tension or is under a minimal amount of tension when the

anastomosis is open. For example, if the lips of the (expanded) pinhole are folded back the

tension is much greater on the lips than if they are not folded back. Altematively or

additionally, the blood pressure maintains the anastomosis open. The faci that che anastomosis

is on a major blood vessel, in accordance with some prefeired embodiments of the invention,
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a^ds in keeping i. o#A,.e™.ve,y or addi,io„a.,y, a pon f u,e "side" vesse, is .u. o«so that there ,s an opening therein which is covered by the "end" vessel
(e) Desirabihty for a minimum amount of contact of non-endothehal surfaces vv„h theb ood. Thts consideration includes both a desire to nrintntize the contact bet^veen foreign

. objects an the blood flow, and a desire that after the anastomosis is complete only endothe>° 1sur aces of the blood vessels are in contact with the flow. Various connectors in accordanc

(0 Probability of the comtection remaining leak proof for a long time. In a preferred

IT ~ ^ «--o-tissue contac

^
.
.n vv^tch there is little or no tissue necrosis. Thus, after a shor, wlrile, a bridge ,s formedbetween the tissues of the two vessels.

(g) Requtrement to perfo,™ evers.on of vessel tips, espec.ally tfvessels are hardened or
other^vtse sensittve. Some types of anastomosis ret,uire a 90 degree or a 180 de.e= eversion ofhe vessels. Although ,h,s usually results tn a best connectton. it may not be possible in some
cases, for example ,f the vessels are hardened or prone to cracking. Some of the anastomosis
comtectors described herein require little or no eversion. An additional benefit of no. requiring
everston .s a reduction in the difflculty in preparing the vessels for anastomosts. Preferablv'only the ,^aft vessel is prepared before the procedure. TTre intra-body vessels camrot usually be'prepared for anastomosis using pe^utaneous tools in some preferred embodiments of the
present invention, need not be prepared.

(h) Tire number of pieces inserted into the body. There is usually a desire to minimize
«.e ntrmber ofobject inserted into the body and/or the blood strean, to minimize the danger ofone of the pteces getting lost or stuck. In some preferred embodiments of the invention the
anastomosis connector comprises a single piece, which is pr^-attached to a,e graf». Oflrer
embodiments utilize two or more pieces.

(i) The simplicity and speed ofperfonning the anastomosis. In a prefetxed embodimentof the tnv^non. the speed and simplicity of the anastomosis procedure are impt^ved over
those used m the prior art.

0) The type of connection between the blood vessels. Various types of connections are
provtdcd m accor^ce with prefetred embodiments of the invention, as described above and
as descrrbed below with refet^nce to Figs. 3A-30. In panict.iar. in some orefetxed
embodtments ofthe invention the anastomosis connecnon is an intima-to-intima comrecion
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(k) Tl^e type of force holding che vessel .oge.her.^ous attachment n,ea„s are

stans e t,™ conWsurfaces together, for exan,p,e utiUztng p.„3 piercin. both surfaces'
Slue, weldtttg ano^or plastic flowable .material pro..ded a, and^or around the anastomosis'
connection.

i^iuiaosis

(1) The strain on the blood vessel. The strains are mainly a result of a blood vesselbetng matntatned in an unnatural conBg^ation because of the anaston^osts. a prefen-ed
=n,bod,men, of the invention, the type of strain may be traded off .ith the type a„d/o^

= connecnon. ror example, strain may be a result of evers.on. In a prefe.ed embodtmen,of he ,„vent,on, for a gtven procedure, no eversion ,s required, or eversion may be lim.tedonly to a blood vessel .vhtch can take the stram. ,„ some embodiments, strain mav e the r^

"
Of stretchtng a pinhole in a "side, cot^eced vessel. In a preferred embodiment of th

e resuh of bend.ng or evetttng a blood vessel. Vanous types of eversions are provided for inome Of F,gs. 3A.30. In aprefetred embodiment of the invention, some of the strain is carriedby the anastomosis comtector itself. Preferably, the com,ector is attached to the vessels atmany points so tha, the strain may be divided over al, the connections. In addition, if onecomtectton fails, this does no, necessarily mean the anastomosis w.ll leak. Another type ofstram ,s the result of the contact area being substantially non-planar, as for examplTin adtagona cotmection or in an end-to-side comtection between two vessels of stmilar diameters
Prefe^bly the comtector aeh.eves a non-planar shape to conform to the shape of the contac.'
area, thereby mmmn^ing the tension on the vessels, ^.ematively or additionally, the graft ts
precuttohaveanon-fla,end,soastoreducethestrain„nit.

st^n apphed dunng the anastomosis is minimtzed. Alternatively or additionally, a tr^eoff isc^eved
y whtch an acceptable strain ts present. Preferably, the type of anastomosis

performed takes mto accomi, a maximum desired strain threshold.

(m) The requirement to provide the anastomosis com,ec,or arrough a natrow-diameter
cafteter lume. h, a preferred embodiment of the invention, the comtector is expandable
and/or dtstortable, so that it may be conveyed in a configuration which fits a desired lumen
stze. Altemattvely or addittonally. the com,ector comprises a p.uraUty of staples or other local
connectors and the connection is made using an expandable anvtl or framework wh.ch =sbrought through the lumen and expanded to have a diameter larger than the cross-seotion ofthe anastomosts. Alternatively or additionally, *e mtmmum diameter of the graft wtth the



^onnecor anached^ a,.o be con^Ced and is diffe.n#diffe„„. .^es of ccnneco.and/or connecnon co„figura,o„s. For example. conflsu.a„o„ 82 in Fi,. 43^,
diameter tlian configuration SO.

" can nave a smaller

(n) Turbulence. The connection bemeen the t.vo blood vessels may cause n^bu,
^ sta..atio„ and^or clottin. In a preferred embodtaien. of .be invention, tbe „

"
he _os.s is selected to minimize „.bu,ence. ..tetna.ive,, or additionluv a co™

l

a luvv proiue anastomosis connection

" r~"==:-— ^^^^^^^

faster and or lower cost anastomosis
'

::::=::~^^~:^=
on. Figs. .A-.HA lUusn-ate end-,c-side anastomosis connections. Figs 31-30

H T » connlr as™ below, either wil, p.erce the blood vessels on both sides of the contactZZZfollow the contour of the contact area. Altemativelv u

the blood vessels Fig 3P illustrate,
"-P'^^'y outside

s. F,g. 3P tllustiBtes a side-to-side anastomosis, in cross-sectional view inaccor ance w* a preferred embodiment of the invention. In a preferred embodlmJ of'th"nvet«.o„, an anastomotic connector, for example simtlar to the connector shown in F l is

' " ''''''''
Alten^ati:,; *

With a
^ ™^ ~ -«^ce

section 64, a central section 61 and a second spike section 66. Preferably, the cenW secL

Closed, for example, by overlapping a, the two lines .narked "A" This closing m^r bni^ua. weldhtg. supplying a com^ector or by comiecor 60 being foj^:Al en,a
,y

or addiUonally, connector 60 is fom,.ed to naturally assumes a cvlindric iT'

T

Altentattvely or additionally, connector 60 is simply tolled into a cvlindrica, sha^e l^^^t.0 stdes being connected. ..hough two sptke sections, one a each sideo^



have been described, in other prefeTed embodiments of the j-a^tion a fewer or a ,
nuntber of spt.ese™., be proWded, for e.a„p., one, tiffo: o 2:^:^2
r add,,.ona„. the ^es in a spt.e section may be a..a„,ed in bands arol ,

add na,„, the sp..e sect.ons be forced in the center of the connector or in centr.

20

25

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, al, the parallelograms 62 are of equal size

control the final geometry of the connector or the deplovment of the snii,-,, T ,
0 embodiment of the .nventton, sectton ai comprises a pi.., :::::::

profile The bands may be radial. Altemattvely or addtnonally, the bands are axial forexample, to control panicular spi.es provided along or at an end of the band Altet^att^l ladd,t.ona„y, a different spatial d.stribution of parallelograms is used. The^ m b—
d

at outer verte.es n of secrion .1. ...emat.velv or addttionali. s ^or a ,.Ptl. s Of at least one of the sides are connected to inr,er vertexes 74. The ratio beJ 1
Te'ir ' « '— pr:::

:

rest-
'° '"^'""^ *a. i, has a

elasttc and/or .hape-memory matenal. While being deployed, connector 60 is prefer^'mamtamed m a desired geometry using mechanical restraints. Alternatively or adl Iconrrector 60 is formed of a shape-memory alloy, which is activated when the

P-asttc matenal. whtch ,s plastically distorted, for example by a balloon, into a desired~r r ^= ^ ^ -S.. deviceexamp,
,
the sptlces may have a super elastic, elastic or shape-memoty tendency to fold out

rT.trOfToT"* " ^-^^ - *at wZrehved Of constramts. ,t expands radially slightly, thus providing room for a balloon to be«.erte therein. T.e rest of the deformation is preferably provided by plasHc defol o^^AJter^attvely or additionally, some portions of connector 60 may be specifically made weZso hat any plastic defomtatton tends to concen.ate a. those locations. T.„s. i is oosl^:predetet^me where connecter 60 will bend, when inflated by a balloon, for example
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In a pretee#,od™en. of the invention, conneco^is fonned of a s.ai„,ess-s.=.,

:::::::::::t '° — c.., m., poJv :sp,ke are fo^ed w,,h a nng, poss.bly contaimng whole or panial parallelograms „h.ch rin..s we ded .0 section ,1. Pos3.hly. *e connecor is =„, preferably .sing I ,ase ^^,^^1welded. ALemativelv or add.tionalK, ,he connecor .s firs, welded ,hen c;
«.nnec,„r ,s a„ fonned of a super-elastic, elastic and/or shape-n,en,orv material th 1n>aeenal . annealed a.ponions rhereof, for e.an,p,e a, cental section 61. Co „o, have ir^.^.o. .he^tive,, or additionally, .e n,a.e.al is annealed .o .a.e is a more Zmaterial.

10 In some prefe^ed embodiments of the invention, connector 60 is. at least to some~ ve dev.ce, whose final geomeny is detemtined by e.tental considerations, sias by a hallo n wh.ch expands the connector or by additional shaping elements which may be

.t-lf^Typtcally however, some control over the device, final configuration, can be exerted byprovtdtng smtable restraimng elements while the device is being deploved
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, com^ector 60 is an asststive device, whosepasstve responses to exten,al fo,.es and/or activity as a result of internal femes are direct« asststmg the anastomosis process as a whole and/or particular steps thereof I

:::rw~ -—— » ^r more Of

:

(a) Grasping tissue so it does not move duting chtical steps ofme anastomosis
(b) Everting and/or guiding the eversion of one or both vessel so that a desired type of25 intima contact is achieved.

^ireaiypeol

(c) Exerting pressure behveen tissue portions, especially to stop blood leakage
(d) Altgmng of the comtector and/or the blood vessels. One panicular type ofaltgnmem.s self-centering ofthecomteotor in the aorta.

" of

(a) Tightening. One type of tightening assistance is tightening limitations to avoid

tightenmg. so ^t the device does not become loose durirg the time after it is implanted and
(0 Deployment of the corrector in steps, rather than as a continuum. In sotne preferredembootm^tts of the invention, the deployment of the device is in clearly defined stj^

results of each St. can be checked for snit_abili.y. .so, a Single step can beJrr::



25

30

adjusted, .f necessary. Further, the treating physician can wo^ a slower „, r
Ahemaiively or addi^allv , M ^" "«««ary

ailowtn. be ercontrH ' ; " -''i-Wsteady state benveen steps,

ftrs, the^on p !!:r ^'^^^ ^-^--P -^P-yntents is i

^ *e co™,ec.or to trp 1 el

^""""'"^ "'"'"^ '~
udse 01 me spike moving or twisting,

(g) Piercing and expanding holes in blood vessel. Tn . r .
.nventton, the end ofconnector aO <.hen un-e.pand ^ e^^Itr^"'

"
vessel. Altemativelv the enH ^ ' P'^''^'"- ^

.0 ponion thereor s^ s he T ^^'^^ " ^ ' - ^

Aiter^ativeivor'a lo „ CO "tt'
°'" ^ ""^^ °^

^""^^ --^^ hole thereby tncreasing its

c-ro'h:::":::: r —
-
-

^ assume an hour.,ass It . olwTr^ '^^^^ '"^^ ^'

—ris^ader::::;:.:::^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

pa.a,,eio.a.s an^or .e^j:^rth:r^^^^^^^ ^connector and/or by heat-treatmem of portions of the
' " °'

coatings on ponion. of the co^tector.
" "^'"^ ^^-'^

In a preferred embodiment of the inventmT, tu^

cot^ecor may be ..ed as a "T" shaped patch ,

~ct.on. This type of

of an anastomotic connection. ^ ^ntenace
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In a pr=fen-=,^odin,an. of th. invcmion, elamem g^s otter Oian oaraH,,

..a,. .„::::::: ;:ra:r::rrrr
~

" ^"-^«
- 00™... p...., p:::;r::::r::z::::

'-^
1

0 the hvo blood vessels are not w •

''^^^^^^

" 'hereof which engage,he vessel walls

-..hape.an..ha,,oo;;2!:::Z^^^^^^^^

is a couptotr"""'^
°f "'^—- ^"own in Pig 4A

^0 ....ion. . _,e » ;-
amounts of radial expansion.

^'

Fig. 4B shows in ™ss-section nvo possible starting configurations 80 and 82 f
mountmgaconnector60onaeraft3S rnh„,h ,

8"""™=. SO and 82, for

are ben, ,0 en^a^e the .raft H
-»figurat.ons. spilces 66 are bent and spikes 64

portion o llZ ^lT ~ ^'"'^

out of the aorta, along a guide wire, until the everted pan of ot^ft IS
*e aona, as shown in Fig. 4C.

P« of graft 38 comes into contact wia

Fig. 4D shows fte result of expanding a balloon inside graft 38 As a r-sul. the
'

radius of connector 60 increases <;i™„i, , ,

As a r>.sult, the inner
mcreases. Sunultaneously, the hole in aorta 30 may also be expanded.

iiiiilfefi MM. I, (lAifeSIl .j^iikMMW



Also simultaneously, connector 60 experiences an axial common w u

praciced ITc
''''' "'^"^^^ ''^f™-"- may bepracticed m accordance w„h prefen-ed embodtaen.s of ,he invention TT,. soil-,

0 atanans,eto,h=s^aceof,forexa™p,e.45=
90" ,35- ,80 k

''

r,. „ ^
P 180 (parallel with an offset) or ^70°typ caU., ,He sp„es are extended at one angle (po.iWy 0", before dep,oyn,en an thedeplovment chancres the anaip ti,^ ^ i

^^"icni ana tfte

several wavs- the V ' "^^^ ^P*--era, .a,s. the sp.kes may bend an additional amount, for example 45 or 90 decrees an*or*= spt,es .ay extend in a same direction, for example as spil.e does in P 4^ na^cn, *e ax.al shortcntns of the connector may also affect the pos.t.on of th^e

a plurality of spike angles and deplovment methods oossiblv in .

In a preferred embodiment of the .nvention, connector 60 has a non-constant .hiclcnessto a preferred embodinten. of the invention, the non-constant daicl^ess is u.ed to pr^I'va^ng amounts of elasticity and plasticity to different pans of the connector AltcntlvToa dtttonally, increases in thicWss, for example as shown a. locations 83 in Pig"

Z

r:::e:Zmr ^= - - ^ - -
Kg. 4E is a plan view of an anastomotic connector 360. in acconlance with a prefetred

inese wires hmit the maximum expansion achievable by the soike nomnn
2=

connector. .Itetnatively or addi«o„a„y. these wires stop spi.es 36. ;rdi~eeply tnto the blood vessels. If the spi.es dig in deeply enough, the blood vesselw,"the parallelograms, which beine "V" <,h^^^^ ,

contact

mangle the binn. , 7 ^^"'^ ^^^^ ^^^^^'^t ^P^kes. couldmangle the blood vessel. In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the ..y" shaped
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expans-on a, ,he b^f spikes „,ay be used to slice toougH^ft which is .ansfixed on U,e
sp.kes, by expanding ,be radius of ,he connecor such ,ha. U,e graft .s forced ,o expand over
the base of the spikes and be cut.

A second fean^e is smris 364 ,ha, fom, smaller parallelograms at .he base of *e
sp.kes. These struts can sen^e the purpose of allowing a larger number of spikes than
parallelograms tn a circumference. Another purpose they can set., is linriting fl,e radial
expans,on of the spike area, thereby limittng the expansion of the anastomosis openin» forexample so avo.d ripping the graft by over expansion, while allowing the rest of the conTe'ctor
to expand to a radius greater than that of the graft, if necessary. Another purpose they can
sen^e ts as a stop to stop the vessel from destroying itself on the parallelograms. The terms
wtrcs and •stt.ts" as used herein are used to differentiate bet^veen the flmctions of ..-o

structural elements: wtres apply tension. wh,le stntts can withstand compression and torque tosome extent Both stn,ts and wires may be connected between spikes, parallelogram sides,
and/or pa„„elograms vertices. Additionally, struts and w,res may be connected parallel
perpendicular or at a different angle to the connector axis.

A third feantre is a tissue block 366, which can serve to prevent the blood vessel fromshppmg Off the spikes. A fourth feature is a tissue block 368, which limits d,e advance of theblood vessel along the spike. The two types of blocks (and/or any of the above features) can beused m conjunction, to define an area ofthe spike within which the vessel will come to a res.
Ftgs. 4F-4I illusfrate anastomosis connectors which require a minimum amoun. ofPhystcan mtervention. during deplcymen, in accordance wift a preferred embodimen. of dre

invention.

Figs. 4F and 4G illus.rate a comrecor 558. in which one se. of spikes 562 is fonnedmto a t.p 560. which tip is used to penetrate vessel 30. In Fig. 4F. comtector 558 is shown
be ore expansion and in Fig. 4G. connector 558 is shown after expansion and the compledon
ofthe anastomosis.

to a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 558 is plastically expanded
ustng a balloon 566. Alternatively, connector 558 is formed of a super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory material which distorts by itself into the fon. shown in Fig. 4F. In a preferred
embodunent of the invention, dp 560 is maintained by a ^de wir. (no. shown, which
engages tings or hooks (not shown) on the inside of spikes 562. When guide-wir. isretr^te^ the spfcs can bend, for example into the geometry shown in Fig. 4G. Altemadvelv
^.kes 562 are in a bi-stable state (as described befow). in which the spikes can either be in thifonn of a dp 560 or in d>e fonn of individually deployed spikes. In a prefetred embodiment of
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expansion of ,he co^ec. preferablv . T .
^' ""^i^

..0.,. :r:2 ; ::::
^-^^ -°

0 additionally, tip 560 comprises barbs 1 Alternatively or

threaded.
' - ^t least panially

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, dev.ee 558 is used for , Kfanastomosis. In a Dreferrert .^i, j- , °' ^ obhque
preferred embodiment of the invention, step profile 558 i, r.ursuppon an oblique hole maldng.Altetna.ively or additionally the o

'°

:=~rar:~-'--~~^^^^^
petpendicularo^e. ~ a

Altematively or additionally, an extemal restrainin. sleeve 570 i,

after insertion into vessel 30 In a f 7 *
connector 572 is .inn,rd ly o

°' "f

my in tms Fig.). Alternatively or additionally, the advance is li^it^H k
protnision 584 from the restraining sleeve, through which sleev the ad

' '

(shown only in this Fi^ ) Altem.r , .
advancmg force is applied

y in mis j-ig.;. Alternatively or additionally, the advance is Hn„toH u"..V. W a^^h .hya..enin.of.ebao.of.e
In Fig. 41, tip 576 has been advanced, releasing forward spikes 574 to

vessel.Sleeve5S2hasbeenre.ae.edtoreleasebae.sp.es57S,.oa,sr;;::rr"
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In a preferreWbodiment of the invention if th^A
satisfactorv' the device n.. u

»yment of the device is notr>, the deMce may be expanded using a balloon. Preferablv the de.
•

u
-s.t.n fo. lostng its elast. p.pe.es at about bod^'pij^^^^^^^

'

secondsa^t.^^^^^^^^^

AS can be appreciated, some of the device<; d^^rriu^A u

embodiments thereof for .v. ,
<^'" ^ome

.
oie sur.eiy. Additionally, the anastomosis process is preferablv f..t

25

30

~~~~
mdicates a positive, decreasing coupling, where increasina fh.

indicates a negative, constant relationship, whereby increase in r.A- ,
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Ln a preferred embodiment of the invention tlie lumen
circular. However inA. f . fli connection is

use«., fo.
^^^^ ;j ;

SUCH a„ e„.„„„en,

0 connection. Al,emam-elv or additionallv ,h.
' .

anastomosis

fot fottntn, SUCH a Cesi.aB,e flow pa:!;'
'""^^ " """^ '-'-^ P^^'ons

alternative to the use of a
^'^"'<'-'

3 Pet,e„.cu,at.otHee::l: ~r ~
an. sJi: :i:rr.K™"^~— --

—

"I. x-i^,. Illustrates connector 579 ac Hpr.ir.„<=.^

anastomosis It should . .
deployed m a completed oblique

.adeo^^ueH;::: ;™^^ - -

.ensths atttvot extension to tHe oH,i,ue l^re o/rilT? ^ "^'^

vessels.
^.s.n-e, ro prevent damage to the blood

Hgs. 6A and 6B illustrate an altemative one piece anasto™„.i.
accordance with a nreW.^ . u

anastomosis connector 90, ine wiui a preferred embodmients of the invention In Fis 6A tk.
in plan view, in a compressed configuration Dots 90 h .

"

n«d to engage the blood vesselstTpl^I b
"'^"^^'^

connector will be attached to^ as I r
body.

• " P""' ><> '"^eting the graft into the

.e band^r::r::::r: '° ^
^^^"^

—

- -
o.Pig. .B, Whichin:z:zTztz:.z t"^

-

in achieving this configutation.

-nfiguranon. F.gs. 6C-6E illustrate steps

In Fig. 6C, connector 90 is mounted on a oraft a , - . •

inside the graft, a plurality ofspi.es 94 on the t^s^not
™"

not ev^rt^H Tu
F

^ •

on me arms do not engage tissue and the graft itself isevened. The arms may comprise substantially rectangular pieces. However, In a pre^l
58
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.e,. „h.c Has a .p*e a, «p. Thus, conneco. 90 p„fe.a.,. has a s„oo,H cutlLe. :„6D. ,he graft ,s expanded, fo. example using balloon or relax.„g a constrain, on a .uper-elasd

'

.as..corshape.»e.o.connec.or,^^

Js
'

t Z " °' '° ^ balloon soh sp..es 94 engase ,he aona. Connector 90 n,ay be squeezed for exan,ple. ,y providing neanoon on eacb side of Ote connecor and tn^anng ,He balloons. Al.ema.ve./or addifon;;

Ipld '
^""^^ » ™r .0 I'

'

in wh- H
^"^"""^ ^ -"'"-P—tion processn .htch each adduional inflaiion ftrther modifies .he shape and/or confgura.on of .he'^n^ector and advances a step of .he connecion, ,.e., engaging .he graft, even.ng .he .raft anfin ay e„gag.„g .he aor.a. Each one of these steps ntay be n,ed.ated and'or assisted bv adifferent pan of the connector.

'

'7 ^"b^o™- of *e ,nvent.on, a dtfferent ^3 of co^ec.or is prov.dedfonned of a soft .areria,. for exantple silicone. This connecor comprises a .ubular portionwinch engages either the ins,de or «te outside of the graft and one or n,ore leaves wht'h^Mou agaurst the „side of the aona. In a preferred e.bodin,ent of .he nrvention. these leaves
barbs Which engage the aona. Altentatively or addittonally, the tubular poJ^c. des a depresston which engages the cross-section of hole 35 (Pig. 2A). Altetnatively oradd. onally the tubular section includes a ring, embedded in the soft material, wL~ Ute cross section of the hole 35 and/or in which the depression is formed so t^econnecuon does not slip. In some embodiments, no leaves are required

to a prefetred embodiment of the invention, the soft material comprises a ^aftma.na, preferably a biological ^aft material, inside of which an expandable rin^embedded. Alternatively or additionally, the graft is everted 1 SO degrees over such a tingLev^ed potion ofthe graft is inserted into the hole m aorta 30 in a compressed form and when
.s expanded opens the hole and the graft^overed ring engages the walls of aorta 30 in agroove along the outer rim ofthe ring.

a oref

'''1' '^"'^.'""'"'^ ' ^^^^ "-8—is connector 100, in accordance wia,a prefetred embodtment of the tovention. Fig. 7A shows comtecor 100 in a radiallv
compressed configura,ion. Dots 102 indicate spilces. Comtector 100 may be used by itself -oaftec. anastomosis. Alternatively or additionally, comtector 100 may be used with a second,posstbly sm^tlar nng. Pig. 7B shows comtector 100 after it is deployed, in conjunction with^



^' ^ ;j 4

30

nng lOS. S,^ ,04 of ,00 engage p.e-fc^ holes ,06 in ™g ,osAl.e.a„ve,y o. a<,^,„, .pu,., be ,o„ge. Xow„ and fold bac afte.P.erc„g .an 3S and ao„a 30. THus, a second ring „ay no, be .e<,u.ed, a,U,ough one ™ay beprovded as a base fo. .be fo.ded bac. spU.es. P.fe.b.,, .be „„gs a.e fo.ded bac. a«a,ns 1
-

-v„, or exan,p,e an i„fla.ab,e baUoon or a co„apsib,e n„g s«.cn.re which is ur.ed agains..he sp,kes for bending .hem and then removed froin .he body.

"

In a prefe.Ted embodimen. of .he invention. bo.h rings ,00 and ,08 include spikes andpre.fo™ed holes. Al.ema.,ve,y or addi.ional.y. a. ,eas. one of ,h= rings has only spikes or only

0 a l ah e

; hrhoif : r™"" ^
-

Id^™'^
"
rt"^ ^--i^' ^'-a.ively ordn. ,he fee.io„ holding ma.er.al may composed in a layer on .op or below a non-

P. rcble pon,on of .he ring. ,n a prefe.ed embodimen. of U,e .„ven.,on. spikes 104 arejagged, .0 bener engage .he fiicdon ma.erial.

Figs. 7C.7N illus«a.e various mechanisms for extending spikes ou. of a surface of .heanas.omo,.c device, in accordance wid, a prefe^ed embodimen. of ,he inven.ion. Al.en,ativelyor add-nonally. .hese mechanisms may be used .o con.ol o.her aspec. of*e com^eco.'J
m.ermed,a.e geometry, for example inremal radius, shape and/or local variations in .hegeome^, such as fte provsion of ra.che. mechanisms and/or o.her mechanisms which lock*e spJtes and/or die final connector geometry.

nara„e,''''' 'l^^ ' '™ ''''^ ^ ^™ «-«°«ion of apa^Uelogram. However, when the parallelogram is dis.or.ed, so tha. its width (perpendicular*e connecor ax.s) increases, iu length, or a. leas. d,e disUnce between Uae .op and bo„om

ZT ^ '~« readable a. a desi^ated portion*er»
,
when the parallelogram width is increased by the expansion of the connector the

parallelogram bends out of *e plane of the connector so that the two vertices which areconnect to the st™, come together. Fig. 7C illustrates a connector 370 having two bands 372 inwhtch some or all of U,e parallelograms include axially-disposed s,n..s 374 which limit me
axta^ ex.ension and/or shortening of the parallelogram. smaller or larger number of suchbands may be provided. Additionally, bands, or individual strut-Including Pa^lelo^ams may

dev,ce or to cause the device to have bumps. In a preferred embodiment of the invention the
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parallelograms themselves serve as the spikes. Alternatively or additionally, extensions of the

parallelograms, for example a spike 375 may be provided.

Fig. 7D is a table illustrating front, side and top views of a single parallelograms, a

cross-sectional view and a complete connector 370, respectively, in a state before deployment

and in a state after deployment. A weakening 376 is shown in a middle (or other desired point)

of strut 374, to promote bending of strut 374 at that particular point. In addition, a weakening

may be selectively appUed to the outside of the inside of connector 370, to promote inward or

outward folding. Alternatively, the direction of folding is determined by a balloon which is

inside the connector when it expands.

Figs. 7E and 7F illustrate a connector 380 in which spikes are extended by a change in

surface geometry of the connector. As shown in Fig. 7E, the connector has a radius R2 and a

smaller radius Rl, where the smaller radius is at portions of the connector which are distorted

inwards. A plurality of spikes 384 are each connected to a base plate 382. In the embodiment

showTL, the spikes are generally perpendicular to the base plates and the base plates are parallel

to the connector surface. However, due to the distortion of the connector, the surface, at least

in the area of the base plates is substantially perpendicular to the a circle enclosing the

connector, so the spikes do not extend from the surface. Once the cormector is expanded, as

shown in Fig. 7F, the surface of the connector (at least in the areas of base plates 382) is

parallel to the enclosing circle and the spikes extend.

Fig. 7G illustrates a connector 390 similar to connector 380 of Figs. 7E and 7F.

However, instead of the surface of the connector being non-circular, as in Figs. 7E and 7F, a

plurahty of base plates 394 are not parallel to the surface of the connector. Instead, base-plates

394 protrude into connector 390. A plurality of spikes 392 are attached to the base plates at an

angle, preferably being perpendicular, but in some cases, a smaller angle, such as less than 70°,

less than 60° or less than 40°, may be desired. When a balloon is expanded inside coimector

390, the base-plates are urged against the sides of connector 390, so that they are substantially

parallel to the surface. Thus, spikes 392 are extended.

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, at least some of the spikes are

extended super-elastically, or elastically, for example by the spikes being made of a suitable

material (e.g., super elastic) or by the spikes being connected to a base formed of a suitable

material (e.g., super-elastic). The super-elastic or elastic portion is "trained" to a configuration

where die spikes are extended and then the spikes are collapsed and restrained. When the

connector is deployed, the restraints are relaxed and/or removed and the spikes return to their

previous position. Alternatively to super-elastic materials, the spikes or their base may be
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formed of a shape-memory material n .

Fig. 7H show, a super
"

connecor aft. U,= spi.es „,e„, Lia^ " '"^^^

Fig- 7J shows a super-elastic
I

configu.a.io„. i„ .h,,, , p,^^.,^ of Ipi." 40^^™°'" " ^ -"^P-d
.0 co^ecor a«e. spikes e«... axia,,,

" ' ""^"^^^ ^
Figs. 7L and 7M ,II.s,rate a geomeoy in which the .„prevent ,he «,e„sio„ of U,e spiices WhenZ " ^

'<=— .he .s.a„,„,:, .-^^^^^^^^

in .he ..e,on of an a.ow LJZ:t^Z^ ^ —
new diagona, of «,e pa„„e,o^an„ andJ '^^^^
'i^- =™ ^ ^ho-n for example in Fig.

Figs. 7P-7R iu„stta,e a two sta.e foIdi„. „f
0 preferred embodiment of the invention.

' °' » with a

a =p.eIt:!rr:;:^ro^T:re:^'
'

and at ieas. one inner para^elogram^, ^7^ ^ ""^^^ P^^eiog™. «04
fte paraneiogram. each spike heing formed ^rr""' 4om
^OS Which combine at a tip 60S of the spl Til ^ ™-~n
preferably provided along the spike As can'

.
'""^'^ "'^^^nings 5.2 are

par^^elogram .02 ar. differeo' than Z T ™er
P-elogram is radian, expanded, inner"L::::r;'°T '^"^
extension 6.0 Shortens mo„a,an extension 608 .

^ ^

Po-i. . a manner similar to a hJlTglHsTT ^ '<5-

paraUCogram 604 is also distorted, causin.J \
AJ,en,atively to two parallelograms, three or mo

""^
m some preferred embodiments of the invZ ^ """"''"^"^ ^» ^= P""-«i-

-^»-°n. asymmetric geometn-, shapes are nsed'
-
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instead of the paralleWams, which shapes may be different he inner and outer elements
and/'or be oriented differently, so that other bending effects can be achieved.

Figs. 7S-7T Illustrate a comiector 612 with cantilevered spikes 614, in accordance u-ith
a preferred embodiment of the invention. For an individual parallelogram 622, a spike 614- is

anached at one end to an inner venex 618 and somewhere along its leneth to a lever 616
which is attached to an outer vertex 620 of the parallelogram. When the parallelogram is

radially expanded, it axially shortens, until the spike is bent by lever 616 to be perpendicular to
comaector 620. By providing a pluraUty of levers 616 at different points along spike 614
(possibly each lever attached to a different size and/or shaped parallelogram), other bendino
effects can be achieved. The end of spike 614 is preferably pre-bent to a certain anele. Fio yj
shows side-cross-sectional views of connector 612, during deployment. A reference^624 shows
comiector 612 prior to radial expansion, a reference 626 shows an imermediate state and a
reference 628 shows a final deplo.vmeni state.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a spike may exhibit t^vo or more extension
steps by each extension step utilizing a different mechanism and/or a different triggerins In
one example, a first extension step is by super-elastic restoration (triggered by rellLng^of a
restraint) and a second extension step is by t^visting of the spike base by radial expansion of
the connector (triggered by expansion of the connector).

Alternatively or additionally to super elastic and shape memory materials, the spikes or
their base may be formed of a bi-metal which distorts as a result of body heat. Alternatively to

'

using txvo dissimilar metals, one of the "metals" may be formed of a non-metallic bio-
compatible material, such as a ceramic material or a plastic material.

In an alternative embodiment of the invention, a spike may be extended by protrusions
on the balloon that expands the comiector. Preferably, the balloon is aligned with the
connector so that the protrusions can apply force to the correct portions of the connector.

Figs. 7U-7V illustrate a bi-stable spike configuration 630, in accordance with a
preferred embodiment of the invention. Configuration 630 comprises a parallelogram 632 and
a spike 634. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, spike 634 has a non-flat profile, for
example an arc-segment, seen more clearly in Fig. 7V. In a preferred embodiment of the
invention, spike 634 has two stable states, a first one shown in Fig. 7U, in which the profile of
the spike keeps it straight and a second one shown in Fig. 7V, in which the spike bends at a
desired location. In a prefenred embodiment of the invention, when parallelogram 632 is

distorted (by expansion or by being pressed against by a balloon), the profile of the snike is

flattened, allowing it to bend as shown in Fig. TV. In a preferred embodiment of the invention
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the spike is elastic, s^ elastic or shape-memory, and trainei certain bend. However, the

spike is prevented fron^ending by its profile. .Alternatively or additionally, the spike is bent

plastically, using a balloon or using other methods, for example as described herein.

Alternatively or additionally, to a bi-stable configuration, a multi-stable configuration, having

three or more stable configurations may be used. Additional bi-stable constructions and

especially cells for the cylindrical portion of the connector, which constructions may be useful

for anastomotic connectors in accordance with some preferred embodiments of the invention,

are described in PCT publication WO 98/32412, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein

by reference.

Fig. 7N is a plan view of a connector 410 in which a plurality of spikes 412 are

extended out of the comiector plane when the connector is radially expanded (as indicated by

an arrow 41 S. In connector 410, the parallelograms of previous embodiments of connectors are

replaced by ellipses 414. Spikes 412 are connected to a lower side of an ellipse. When the

ellipse is expanded, the lower side twists and the spikes are extended om of the connector

plane. Alternatively, the spikes are super-elastic, elastic of shape-memory and twist when a

restraint is released.

An additional feature shown in Fig. 7N is a tissue block 422 on a spike 420. This tissue

block stops tissue from advancing too far onto connector 420. Altematively or additionally, the

tissue block causes the spike set on the opposite side of the connector to do the advancing

when the connector shrinks axially.

Altematively or additionally, to parallelograms and ellipses, other geometrical shapes

may be used for the distorting elements of the anastomotic connector, for example hexagons,

squares, trapezoids, asymmetric four-sided shapes and circles. Additionally, a plurality of

different geometrical shapes may be combined in a single connector.

Fig. 70 illustrates a parallelogram portion 590 of a connector, which portion includes a

ratchet mechanism for preventing collapsing of the connector, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention. Different types of ratchet mechanisms may be suitable. In the

example of Fig. 70, the ratchet mechanism includes a belt 592 having a plurality of bumps

598 formed thereon. These bumps are engaged by an engager 596 formed on a mating strip

594. Reference 586 indicates parallelogram 590 in an un-expanded condition and reference

588 mdicates parallelogram 590 in an expanded position. As the parallelogram expands

(radially) belt 592 slips through engager 596. As showm by a reference 5S9, a side view of belt

592, the bimips may be formed symmetrically (598) or asymmetrically (599). In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the asymmetric bumps preferentially restrict backwards
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movement. Akematively. the bumps restrict any type of moveftt, and assuming the forces at

deployment are larger than during the life-time of the device, the connector does not collapse.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, such a ratchet mechanism provides a self-

tightening capability to the device. Although a belt with bumps has been described, other

ratchet mechanisms may be used, for example, a belt with holes an a single bump on" the

engager. In this embodiment, the engager may be formed at a vertex of the parallelogram,

possibly eliminating a need for a separate mating strip 594.

.

In a preferred embodiment of the mvention, the ratchet mechanism may be utilized in

association with a flexibility of the connector, to restrict the final connector geometry. In one
example, the ratchet is connected a.xially, rather than radially. Thus, the radial expansion will

set the axial shortening, however, even if the device radially slirinks, for example elastically, to

a "trained" radius, the axial shortening will remam. Thus, it is possible to axially shonen the

comiector without changing the designed radius. In an opposite example, the axial shortening
may be limited using flexible struts arranged axially in the parallelograms. When the

comiector is radially expanded, it will shorten axially, distorting the struts. When the

expansion force is removed (e.g., a balloon), the radial expansion will remain, due to a trans-

axial ratchet mechanism, but the axial shortening will be at least partly undone by forces

exerted by the flexible struts. Thus, independent control of axial and radial

expansions/contraction may be achieved using suitable axial and trans-axial ratchet

mechanisms.

Figs. 8A-8D illustrate a method of performing an anastomosis in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention. In Fig. 8A, a graft 38 is guided along a guide wire 36
through a hole 1 18 and out of the aorta. A fiiction ring 120 is attached to a preferably everted

portion 116 of the graft. Preferably, a tapering 1 14 is provided to ease the exit ofthe graft from
the aorta. A ring 1 10 with pins 1 12 is shown positioned fiirther proximally along guidewire 36.

Alternatively, the ring with the pins may be on the graft and fiiction ring 120 be fiirther along
guide wire 36. Alternatively or additionally, no friction ring is provided and pins 112 will

engage only graft 38 and preferably fold back. In Figs. 8A-8C, the graft and the anastomosis
connectors are preferably in a compressed configuration. Alternatively or additionally, the

connectors are expanded before inserting attaching ring 1 10 to ring 120.

In Fig. 8B, graft 38 is outside aorta 30 and is preferably pulled back against the aorta,

for example by pulling back guide wire 36. Ring 1 10 is pushed fonvard so that pins 1 12 pierce

aorta 30, graft 38 and fiiction ring 120. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, ring 120 is

pushed by inflating a balloon on guide wire 36, just proximal to ring 1 10, so that the inflation
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of the balloon pushe^jj^ ring forward. Alternatively or additlBRly, a second balloon may be

inflated on the other side of ring 120, to urge ring 120 towards ring 110. Alternatively or

additionally, one or both of these pushing forces are applied by pulling wires coupled to graft

3S and rings 110 or 120.

5 In Fig. 8C, the anastomosis is nearly complete, however, an opening 118 is not yet

expanded. In Fig. 4D, the opening is expanded and the anastomosis is complete. Opening 118

may be created by making one or both of rings 110 and 120 of a super elastic, elastic or shape-

memory material and by reliving a constraint which maintains them in a compressed

configuration. Alternatively or additionally, a balloon may be inflated in opening 118 to

10 plastically deform the anastomosis connection. Alternatively or additionally, the same balloon

used for urging the rings together may be further inflated, to expand the opening. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the balloon has Uvo inflation levels, a first inflation level at

which the balloon urges the rings towards each other and a second inflation level at which a

more distal portion of the balloon expands radially. Alternatively or additionally, the balloon is

15 deflated after urging the rings together, advanced into opening 118 and re-inflated to expand

the opening.

It should be appreciated that similar methods may be used in conjunction with a ring

connector which does not use a second ring and in which the spikes are folded back by

pushing them against an anvil. A balloon would then preferably perform the fiinction of an

20 anvil. Alternatively or additionally, the balloon expands an anvil which then collapses when

the balloon is deflated.

Fig. 8E illustrates a friction ring in accordance with an altemate preferred embodiment

of the invention. Views 1-3 show the ring in a side view and in cross-sectional views, when the

ring is collapsed. In view 4, the ring is imfolded and has a larger diameter. Portions "A" and

25 "B" interleave to form a single ring which is folded such that a top layer comprises of portions

"A" and a bottom layer comprises of portions "B". In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

the spikes of ring 1 10 are inserted into portions B of the ring, in Fig 8B above.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the fiiction ring may include a plastic or a

super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory stiffener, so a stiff ring is required only on one side of

30 the anastomosis. Alternatively or additionally, neither side comprises a stiffener, rather, both

are relatively flexible.

rigs. SF-SI illustrate different relative placements of the nng(s), aona 30 and graft 38,

in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention. In Fig. SF, ring 1 10 is in the aortic

blood flow. In addition, an aortic flap 124 may be left dangling as a result of creating the hole
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in the aorta. In a prefeired embodiment of the invention, such an aortic flap is pushed put ^vith

graft 38 and is then trapped by spikes 112 and-'or by the pressure between rings 110 and 120
(shoxv-n as flap 124'). In a preferred embodiment of the invention, ring 120 is wider than

everted ponion 116 of graft 38. Thus, ring 120 may form an external seal against aorta 30.

Preferably, ring 120 includes a depression to accommodate everted ponion 116, so that the

outer portion of ring 120 is flush against the aorta. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

ring 120 includes short spikes to which everted portion 116 is attached. Alternatively or

additionally, ring 120 includes a ridge facing ring 110.

In Fig. 8G, everted portion 116 of the graft is inside the aorta. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, silicon ring 120 is not preloaded on everted ponion 116, rather

ring no is so preloaded. To perform the anastomosis, ring 120 is preferably pulled back (or

pushed back) onto spikes 114, preferably using a balloon on the outside of graft 38.

Alternatively or additionally, the balloon is inflated inside graft 38, to hold ring 120 fi-om

inside the graft..

In Fig. 8H, evened portion 116 is also inside the aona. However, ring 110 is now
between the aorta and everted portion 116. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, ring

110 includes short spikes 122 which engage evened portion 110. Alternatively or additionally,

ring 1 10 is glued or otherwise attached to evened portion 1 16. In a preferred embodiment of
the invention, ring 1 10 includes a sealant material which seals the gap between everted portion

116 and aorta 30. Alternatively or additionally, ring 110 includes a coating which induces

blood clotting and/or tissue bonding at the connection. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, no ring 120 is used. Rather, spikes 114 bend back upon themselves after they pierce

aorta 30, in a maimer indicated above.

In a prefeired embodiment of the invention, preferably where no ring 120 is used,

spikes 114 are preferably super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory and have a resting state

whereby the spikes are bent at or near their base. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

spikes 114 are maintained at a straight configuration using a thin fi-amework which fits

betvveen everted portion 1 16 and aorta 30. Once the pins pass through the aorta, the fi-amework

is removed, allowing the pins to fold back and/or to bring together everted portion 116 and
aorta 30.

In Fig. 81 everted portion 1 16 is everted by 180 degrees, so there is no non-endothehal
contact between the anastomosis connector and che blood. In addition, only smooth surfaces

are presented to the blood (no ragged edge of graft 38), so there is less chance of turbulence. In

a preferred embodiment of the invention, after the anastomosis is completed, the connector is
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pushed'out of the aon^referably using a balloon, so that th re connector is outside both

10

15

20

25

)rT^^r

blood vessels/ for ex^le as in Fig. 3G, with the connector outside the protrusion of the

anastomosis.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the connection between the rings is

provided by magnetic force, for example as described in "Non-suture micro-vascular

anastomosis using Magnet rings: Preliminary report", by Obora Y., Tamaki N. and Matsumoto
S., in Sur Neurol (UMTED STATES) Feb 1978. 9 (2) p 117-120, ISSN 0090-3019, the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the rings comprises a magnetic material. Alternatively or additionally, only rigid

parts of the rings are magnetic and are situated or held within or betxveen non-magnetic, more
elastic pans. Ahematively or additionally, only one of the rings is magnetic, with the other

ring preferably being ferromagnetic. Preferably, the magnetic ponion is extra aortic, so that it

does not impede flow. Alternatively or additionally, a magnetic force may be used to bring the

two rings together, even if the maintenance of the connection is mechanical. In one example,

indicated above, one ring is magnetic and the other is ferromagnetic. In another example, a

magnetic force is applied from outside the body, for example using a large electro-magnet.

Alternatively or additionally, the two rings are magnetized so that they automatically align in a

desired relative orientation, for example, so that spikes and holes line up.

In some of the above described embodiments, the ring performs two functions, namely
ahgning the spikes with the tissue to be pierced and maintaining the anastomosis opening. In

addition, the ring exerts pressure along its entire circumference, not only where there are

through spikes. In some anastomosis connections, some of these functions are not required

and/or may be performed without a ring. In one example, if a round opening is cut in the aorta,

there is no need to maintain the opening size. In another example, if the spikes are close

enough together and/or in other situations, there will be no leakage, even if the ring does not

apply pressure along the entire circumference of the anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment
of the invention, the alignment function is performed by a framework which is removed after

the anastomosis is completed. Thus, the completed anastomosis comprises a plurality of spike

connectors without a stiffening ring. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the spikes

remain interconnected by a flexible connector, such as a silicone ring. Alternatively or

additionally, the spikes are not interconnected, hi a preferred embodiment of the in\-ention,

such a framework comprises an anvil against v.hich the spikes are bent. Altemati\ely or

additionally, the framework comprises a ring which is removed from the spikes after the spikes

are inserted.
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Figs. 8J-8P illustrate several embodiments of the invention, in which the anastomosis

device urges the graft radially against the lips of the hole in the aorta.

Fig. 8J is a side cross-sectional view of an anastomotic connector 424 which is

positioned in a hole in a wall of aorta 30, but is un-expanded. Cormector 424 comprises a

5 central section 430, a plurality of upper spikes 428 and a pluralit\' of lower spikes 426. Lips

430 of a graft 38 are everted 180° over connector 424. Also shown is an un-inflated balloon

436 which is positioned inside the connector, for expanding it.

Fig. 8K shows connector 424 after balloon 436 is expanded. As explained above, the

radial expansion causes axial shortening, which shortening causes spikes 426 and spikes 428

10 to engage aona 30. Preferably, the seal against blood leakage is by the inward pressure of the

aorta, which pressure acts against the expanded (and preferably relatively rigid) central section

430. Thus, the spikes are only required in order to maintain the relative positions of the graft

and the aorta, not for holding the anastomosis together. In Fig. 8K, a portion 437 of lip 432 is

shown to be everted by spikes 426, possibly forming an additional sealing location in the

15 anastomosis. Alternatively, lip 432 is made shoner so that there is no portion 437 to be

everted.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the pressure-seal between the aorta and the

graft is enhanced, using a bead 434, In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the bead

comprises a thickening of the connector material. Alternatively or additionally, the bead

20 comprises a portion of the connector that rotates out of the connector plane. Alternatively or

additionally, the bead comprises an element that folds out, as described above concerning

spikes. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the bead is not continuous, rather, a

plurality of individual beads are formed around the circumference of the connector. Possibly, a

plurality of bands of beads is provided on the coimector. Alternatively or additionally, The

25 bead comprises a substantially continuous bead (possibly excepting weakened locations at

parallelogram vertices) that circles the connector.

Figs. 8L and 8M illustrate a connector 438 and a cormector 440 which illustrate

different arrangements of spikes. In both of the illustrated cormectors spikes 426 and spike 428

are staggered, possibly reducing the trauma to the aorta. In connector 438 (Fig. 8L) six spikes

30 428 and six spikes 426 are provided. In connector 440 (Fig. 8M) four spikes 428 and foxur

spikes 426 are provided. In alternative embodiments, different numbers of spikes may be

provided, possibly different numbers of spikes -^26 and of spikes 428. Additionally, staggering

schemes other than 1/1 may be used. One advantage of staggering is that relatively longer



spikes may be used. P^ibly, an advantage of longer spikes they can pin together the
various layers of the ^Pand prevent dissection of the aorta.

Figure designation SN is intentionally skipped.

Figs. 80 and 8P illustrate connectors 442 and 448 in which only lower pins
(con-esponding to pins 426) are used. Thus, the anastomosis connection does not require any
part of the connector to be in contact with the blood. In Fig. 80, lower spikes 444 are
preferably folded in, to better grasp the aona. Alternatively or additionally, a plurality of
hidden spikes 446 may be provided to engage the aona and prevent axial movement of the
graft. Possibh-, spikes 446 also prevent dissection of the aona, especially if they are curx'ed,

barbed or not parallel to the aona wall.

A particular feamre of this type of anastomosis is that there is created a pocket 452 for
blood to emer bet^veen the graft and the aona. This pocket is fomied between a topmost end
456 of the graft (which has a rounded profile) and an edge 454 of the hole in the aorta (which
has a square profile). Blood may enter that pocket and cause dissection of the aorta. Also
possibly, the blood will pool and promote clot formation. In a preferred embodiment of the
invention, spikes 446 are provided to urge end 456 against edge 454, so no blood can enter.

Alternatively or additionally, bead 434 serx'es this purpose.

In Fig. 8P, connector 448 fornis a flared anastomosis, in which the extent of the pocket
is reduced and-'or the pocket is eliminated, because end 456 is urged against edge 454 by the
form of the anastomosis cormection.

Figs. 8Q and 8R illustrate a pull-wire anastomotic device 460. in accordance vvith a
preferred embodiment of the invention. Fig. 8Q is a perspective schematic view of connector
460 showing a base ring 462 and a plurahty of spikes 464 that pass through the ring. The
cross-section of the spikes may be circular. Alternatively, the cross-section may be
rectangular, may be an arc-portion or have other geometry's. Alternatively or additionally, the
cross-section of the spike may vary along the length of the spike.

Fig. 8R is a side cross-sectional view of connector 460. When performing the

anastomosis, the spikes 464 (all together or possibly temporally staggered) are pulled in the

direction indicated by an arrow 466. relative to base ring 462. A barb 468 at the end of the

spike engages the aorta. Graft 38 is preferably evened over the spike, so that when the base-
ring is brought towards the aorta, the everted portion of the graft abuts the aorta. Possibly, the

r. ersion is a 90° eversion. .Alternatively, the eversion is a 1S0°, as indicated for example by a
reference number 469. In some embodiments, ring 462 remains outside the aorta. In other
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embodiments, part or all of ring 462 is brought into the hole in the aorta. Possibly, ring 462

includes a rim 463, which limits the advance of the ring into the aorta.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, barbs 468 do not extend beyond base-ring

462, during the insertion of the anastomosis device. In one embodiment of the invention, a

5 spike 464 is bent inwards, as indicated by a dashed profile 470, so that barb 468 is within the

maximum radius of ring 462. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, spike 464 is pre-

bent. However, a rigid tunnel 471 in base-ring 462 forces the spike portion which passes

through the base-ring to be perpendicular (or at any other desired angle) to the base ring. Thus,

when the bent portion 470 of the spike is brought into tunnel 471, barb 468 is extended

10 ouuvards. Alternatively, the spike may comprise elastic, shape memor\' or super-elastic

materials, as described above. In another embodiment of the invention, spike 464 is rotated

90°, during deployment, as indicated by an arrow 472, so that the barb moves from the plane

of the connector to extend outside the connector.

Alternatively or additionally to barbs 468 moving out of the connector plane during the

15 deployment of connector 460, base-ring 462 comprises an expandable base ring, which has a

smaller radius while it is being inserted.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 460 includes a one-way block

474 which prevents the removal of base-ring 462, after the anastomosis is performed.

Alternatively, the removal is prevented by a kink in the spike, for example one caused by bend

20 470. Alternatively or additionally, the removal is prevented by a bending or flattening of the

spikes. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the spikes are formed of a single material

having same mechanical properties along their entire length. Alternatively, especially for the

embodiment using bend 470, a spike may comprises a first, flexible, portion and a second,

more rigid, portion. Possibly, the flexible portion comprises a thread. In a preferred

25 embodiment of the invention, an extending (waste) part of the spike is cut-off by an insertion

device, possibly while flattening the spike to prevent the cut end fi'om retracting through hole

471.

Alternatively or additionally, the spikes are self-shortening. In one embodiment of the

invention a self-shortening spike is formed by a two-layer material in which one is elastic,

30 super elastic or shape memory and is stretched (or shrunk) by a certain anio.imt. When a

restraint is removed (or the or shape-memory is activated), the spike tv^'-ists in a spiral,

shonerang by a much more than the certain amount. Possibly, a plurality of weakenings are

provided along the spike to assure spiral collapsing. Such an ajaally shortening m.ay also be for

other parts of the connector, for example, for causing axial shortening of the connector.
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Possibly, the spikes ^|j|ove^ substantially their entire lengtl^reby being screwed into the

blood vessel tissue.

Figs. 8S-8X illustrate a mechanism for folding spikes in which a radial expansion is

substantially decoupled from axial length changes, in accordance with a preferred embodiment
of the invention. Figs. 8S and 8T illustrate part of a ring segment of an anastomotic device

700. In a complete device, the right end of the part shown is attached to the left end, fonning a

ring which is perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Device 700 is formed of a plurality of
cells 702, having a spike 704 extending perpendicular to the segment and/or a spike 706
extending in the opposite direction. Thus, device 700 has a similar form as device 60 of Fig.

4A. As shown in Fig. 8T, when the device is radially expanded (shouTi here as a lengthening

of the segment) spikes 704 and spikes 706 are folded towards the ring segment. Preferably, the

movement of the spikes is on a plane which is tangent to the surface of the device 700.

However, by a suitable weakening of a joint 710 which connects spike 704 to cell 702, motion
in other planes can be achieved. It should be noted that also motion in the tangent plane

enables the spikes to engage tissue that is outside the anastomotic connector.

Although only a single ring with spikes on two sides thereof is shown, a device having
a plurality of segments may also be constructed in accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the invention. It should be noted that a characteristic of some embodiments of device 700 is

that there is substantially no axial shortening coupled with the radial expansion. Thus, in a

device with several types of ring segments, various types of relationships between axial and
radial expansion, such as shown in Fig. 5, can be achieved.

Fig. 8U shows a device 710 having features similar to those of device 700. A cell 712
replaces cell 702. In addition, two types of spikes are shown, a straight spike 716 and a round

spike 714. Figs. 8V, 8W and 8X show the effect of radial expansion on a spike 714. In Figs.

8W and 8X two spikes are shown, to show the relative positions of two opposing spikes, as

may be used in some embodiments of the invention. As the radial expansion proceeds, spike

714 advances in a scythe like motion, hooking and then engaging the tissue into which the

spike enters. It should be noted that an anastomosis device 700 or 710 can be made very

narrow, for example substantially the same as a thickness of the "side" vessel", so that there is

a minimal protrusion.

Figs. 8XA-8XH illustrate a mechanism for axial retraction and/or extension of spikes,

in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 8XA illustrates an anastomotic device 720, in a plan view. A plurality of spike

cells 722 are attached to a body 721. Each spike cell preferably comprises one or more spikes
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724, one or more springs 726 and/or one or more anchors 728rSprings 726, as shown, are in a

relaxed state. In alternative embodiments, the springs are "normally extended", rather than

"normally retract" as shown.

In a typical use, a graft is everted or otherwise transfixed by spikes 724. A plurality of

tissue stops 730 are preferably provided to limit the advance of the graft on the spikes. Spikes

724 are then advanced, preferably by applying an advancing force onto anchors 728. This

advancing step can be performed inside the body or outside of it. In some embodiments,

advancing the spikes causes them to pierce and/or transfix a vessel to which the graft is to be

connected. In other embodiments, sho\vn below, the advancing causes the spikes to advance

into a hole in said vessel. When the anchor is released, spikes 724 retract. In some

embodiments, the retraction engages the "side" vessel. Alternatively or additionally, the

retraction seals the anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, each spikes

retracts an individual amount, thereby matching irregularities in the anastomosis or in the two

blood vessels.

Fig. 8XB illustrates a variant device 740 in v/hich a spike 744 is restricted from

movement perpendicular to the device surface by one or more bands 742. This restriction is

useful, for example, if spikes 744 are pre-bent. However, as long as a spike 744 is retracted,

bands 742 will maintain in the plane of its spike cell. In use, the spike's tip is pressed against

the side vessel and then the spike is advanced, piercing and/or transfixing the side vessel

before the spikes bend.

Generally, the retraction of the spikes is not complete, for example due to the

transfixed tissue opposing the retraction of spring 726. Alternatively or additionally, the

relaxed states of the spring does not ftilly retract the spikes. Altematively or additionally, the

spikes include a protrusion 746wheich resists the complete retraction thereof. Altematively or

additionally, once the spikes are bent, they resist a complete retraction.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the anastomosis connector can be removed

by completely retracting the spikes so that they disengage fi-om the tissue. Preferably, bands

742 straighten the spikes 744 so that they do not damage the blood vessels during the removal.

Fig. 8XC shows a variant device 750 having a plurality of spike cells 758, in which the

extension of a spike 754 has a plastic deforming effect on a spring-like elem.ent 756. An

anchor 752 (shown here as a hole which can be engaged by a suitable protrusion on a

deployment device) can be engaged and pulled along the tracks defined by cell 758, to retract

the spike.
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Fig. 8XD sho\^gkvice 720 in a side cross-sectional vi while being deployed in a

side-to end anastomc^^ As shown, spikes 724 are extended and bent. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, spikes 724 are inserted into the body bent. Ahematively or

additionally, the spikes are manufactured or treated to be bent and are maintained in a straight

5 configuration using a restrainer or using bands 742 (not shown). When advanced or when the

restrainer is retracted, the spikes bend elastically or super-elastically. Alternatively or

additionally,
.
the spikes may be formed of a temperature-triggered shape-memory alloy.

Alternatively or additionally, bands 742 are arranged to bend spikes 724 and/or point them at

an angle to the axis of the device, as they are extended. Altematively or additionally, the

10 spikes are bent by an inner mandrel (not shown), for example an inrlatable balloon.

In Fig. 8XE, anchor 728 is released (or retracted), so that the spikes are shortened.

Retracting the anchor or releasing it preferably use an outer or an inner tube-tool (not shown)

which engage the anchor. The exact form of the tube-tool depends on the anchor used. In the

example of protrusions 728, which extend out of the surface of device 720, a simple tube

15 which fits over the connector can be used.

It should be noted that each spike is independent. Thus, in a preferred embodiment of

the invention, the retraction and/or release of the anchors may be for individual anchors or for

sub-groups of the entire set of anchors,

Altematively or additionally, to retraction and advancement using an external tool, the

20 motion of a spike may be controlled by the device itself. In one example, anchor 728 is

coupled, for example by a wire, to a vertex of a parallelogram which forms a part of the body

of device 720. When the device expands radially, the vertex retreats from the edges of the

device, pulling the spike back with it (preferably along the tracks defined by cell 722). In

another example, as a parallelogram vertex retracts, it twists out of the surface of device 720,

25 releasing anchor 728.

Figs. 8XF-8XH illustrate a dual action mechanism 760 for a single spike 762, in which

a single spike moves both advaiices and retracts. In an elastic example, spike 762 is connected

in series to a normally expanded spring 766 and to a normally retracted spring 764. When an

anchor 768 associated with spring 766 is released, spike 762 advances, as shown in Fig. 8XG.

30 When an anchor 770 associated with spring 764 is released, spring 764 retracts, retracting

spike 762, as shown in Fig. 3XH. The starting and ending retraction length need not be the

same. Alternatively or additionally, one or both of the "springs" can be plastic deformations

element deformed by moving tlae suitable anchors. Altematively or additionally, the springs

can be in other orders than shown and/or can have different lengths.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the releaSwthe anchors is by a suitable

deployment tool Alternatively or additionally, the anchors are self-triggered. Fig. 8XG
illustrates an opdonal self-trigger 772, which maintains spring 764 in an extended state, using

a protrusion 774 on the spring. When anchor 768 advances far enough it pushes against a

protrusion 776 of the self-trigger, causing the self-trigger to bend and release spring 764. The

release causes spring 764 to constrict and retract the spike. Self trigger 772 may be in the same

plane as cell 760 or above or below it. In some devices, the self-trigger may be plastically

deformed or cut but the motion of spike 762. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

two springs are in tv.'o layers, so that when spring 764 retracts is causes a deformation

(preferably a bending) of spike 762.

It should be noted that such axial motion and/or double action motion may also be

utilized for anastomotic devices which form their own holes in the blood vessel. Preferably,

the spikes are bi-stable or are restrained in the shape of a tip, so that once they advance, the

restraint/bi-stable shape is released and when the tips are retracted the bend outwards to

engage the blood vessel and complete the anastomosis.

In some preferred embodiments of the invention, the devices of Figs. 8XA-8XH
include radial expansion capabilities, which may or may not be coupled to the extension of the

spikes, as described. In other embodiments, no radial expansion is provided.

Each of cells 722 may be axially rigid. Alternatively or additionally, especially if the

cells are interconnected at both ends, a radial expansion of the device may cause an axial

shortening of the cells. For example, if each cell wall comprises a flattened parallelogram,

instead of a single piece and/or by providing suitable weakenings thereon.

As described above, the cells are used for extension and retraction of the spikes.

Altematively or additionally, such cells may be used for controlling the axial length of the

device. In one such example, the device comprises two rings, which rings are intercormected

by self lengthening and/or self-shortening cells. In another such example, releasable springs

are used to cause axial shortening of the device, rather than by releasing a restraint around the

entire device. In some embodiments, the force of a single released spring can be used to trigger

the release of other springs in addition to or instead of directly deforming the anastomotic

coimector.

Altematively or additionally, to the cells being axially arranged, the cells may be

arranged in a trans-axial and/or a diagonal direction (relative to the main axis). Thus, the spike

scan be extended and/or retracted in various directions. Also, both the axial length and the

circumference may be controlled using suitably arranged cells.
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control mechanisms between the device and the deployment tool can be achieved.

Fig. 9A illustrates a sleeve attachment 130 for a graft 38, in accordance with yet

the graft. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a sleeve attachment 130 is everted over a

ring 110 and then attached to graft 38. Alternatively or additionally, the sleeve is first attached

to the graft and then everted over the connector. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

sleeve 130 comprises a blood vessel segment that has a larger inner-diameter than graft 38. In

10 a preferred embodiment of the invention, sleeve attachment 130 is glued to graft 38.

Alternatively or additionally, the attachment is sutured to graft 38. Alternatively or

additionally, it is welded and/or attached using a plastic flowable material.

Fig. 9B illustrates attaching a patch 134 to the outside of a blood vessel 132, using

devices and/or techniques as described herein. Although a flat patch 134 is shown, patch 134

15 may comprises a graft with an end tied off Preferably, the patch is pushed out of vessel 132,

through a hole 133. A connector 136 pulls the patch against vessel 132. Alternatively or

additionally, a spike type connector 137 may be used to maintain the patch in contact with the

vessel. A connector such as a connector 137 does not maintain hole 133 in an open

configuration, so there is usually less strain on vessel 132. In many cases, there will be no

20 leakage through hole 133, even if the patch is not hermetically sealed, due to the elasticity of

the walls of vessel 132.

Patching a blood vessel may be desirable if the vessel wall is damaged at that point, to

relive strain, for example caused by an anastomosis and/or to support an electrode or a

different wire or tube which exits the blood vessel. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

25 such a patch is applied for a side-to-side anastomosis, either on the outside of vessel 132 or on

its inside. Preferably, a single coimector is used both for the anastomosis and for the patching.

Fig. 9C illustrates configurations in which patch 134 is inside the blood vessel. In a

configuration 138, the connector is situated along the edge of the patch, possibly covering any

ragged edges and engages vessel 132. Preferably, the engagement is by pins which pass

30 through the vessel. Altematively or additionally, connector 138 passes through a hole in vessel

132, as shown for example in Fig. 9B. In configuration 140, a spike pierces both patch 134 and

vessel 132. The spike may bend back. Altematively or additionally, a fiiction material, such as

a ring is provided on the other side of vessel 132, preferably after being pushed out through a

another preferred embodiment of the invention. In many cases, evening graft 38 may damage
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hole in vessel 132. In configuration 141, a spike is embedc^^^- or otherwise attached to-

patch 134, so that there is no contact between the connector and the blood flow.

A PCT application titled "Vascular Pon Device", filed in the Israel receiving office on

even date as the instant application, with same applicants, the disclosure of which is

incorporated herein by reference, describes various types of seals for holes in blood vessels. In

particular, some of these seals may be applied over an existing catheter to seal an existing hole.

Alternatively or additionally, some of these seals are actually anastomotic devices, which,

when they fail, can self-seal. One type of seahng mechanism described is that spikes, which

engage the blood vessel around the rim of the hole in the blood vessel, move towards each

other, thereby causing the rim portions to abut and seal the hole. The present application

describes various mechanisms that can be used to control the expansion and/or collapsing of

an anastomotic connector, such that the spikes move towards each other and seal the hole of

the anastomosis.

Fig. 9D illustrates a strain reliving device 142, attached to vessel 132, either on its

inside or on its outside. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142, shown as a

grid, is covered with a graft material. Dots 144 indicate pins that engage vessel 132 itself. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, the pins are super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory and

are maintained in a configuration where they are pointing away from the vessel wall. When

device 142 is positioned in a desired location, a restraint is released and the pins bend to

engage the vessel wall. The pins may be distributed evenly over device 142. Alternatively or

additionally, the distribution is uneven, preferably to match a strain pattern.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142 is used to relive strain on a wall

of vessel 132. The distribution of pins 144 will usually affect the amount and directionality of

the strain in vessel 132. Although device 142 is shown as being substantially planar, in a

preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142 may be curved or even cylindrical, to

match the shape of the vessel.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142 provides a framework for an

endoscopic procedure or for a catheter based procedure, and as such, it may be inserted outside

of the blood stream. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142 is attached to a

heart or to an aorta, preferably for aid in performing a bypass procedure. Preferably, the

framework is provided through an endoscope. Preferably the framework remains loosely

coupled to the endoscope, for example via a cable for providing power (such as air pressure) or

via a safety line.
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Device 142 mjikiclude rails or other guidance mecha^^s for guiding the procedure,

such that tools and/o^Roscopes or other tubes may travel along the guide rails. Such rails

preferably follow the surface of device 142. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

rails include junction points or otherwise identifiable points where a guided tool may fix its

5 position relative to the device.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, device 142 may be controlled to be at a

selected one of two or more configurations, for example, by inflating a balloon therein.

Preferably, when the device changes configuration, it changes the relative positioning of body

tissues and/or tools which are attached to different parts of the device. When the procedure is

10 completed, the device may be removed by folding it. Preferably, the device is removed using

the same endoscope/catheter used to insert it. .Alternatively or additionally, it may be removed

via a keyhole or other surgical wound or using a different catheter. Preferably, all the pins are

bent in such a direction that folding the device retracts them fi-om the tissue. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, the device is folded by engaging it with one or more arms

comprising a super-elastic, elastic or shape-memory material and relieving a restraint on the

arms so that they fold, folding the device with them. Alternatively or additionally, the holding

strength of the pins may be reduced if they comprise a shape-memory material that is cooled

below its critical point. Alternatively or additionally, the fi-amework is maintained in an

expanded configuration using an inflatable device, such as a balloon. When the balloon is

20 deflated, the device preferably collapses as a result of its own elasticity.

Many variations on the above-described devices may be practice within the scope of

some preferred embodiments of the present invention. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the connector is smooth, at least in portions thereof that are in contact with blood

flow, to enhance bio-compatibility. Alternatively or additionally, the connector is rough or has

25 grooves defined therein, at least in portions thereof which are in contact with blood vessel

tissue, to enhance attachment to the blood vessel.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the spikes are sharp to better pierce the

blood vessels. Alternatively or additionally, the spikes are blunt, for example to promote

tearing rather than cutting. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the spikes have a flat

30 rectangular cross-section, for example for ease of manufacturing. Alternatively or additionally,

the spikes have a triangular or a circular cross-section, for example, for better mechanical

stability. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, not all the spikes have the same cross

section and/or sharpness and/or tip shape, for example to provide a range ofiiaTOhMiicaii"m<i/'or"°

adhesion characteristics.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, spikes a^^laced close together, so that

they can support the anastomosis. Ahematively or additionally, the spikes are relatively few

and/or far apart and the anastomosis is supponed by rings to which the spikes are connected

and which exert pressure on the anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

5 spikes and/'or the rings are arranged in two or more concentric layers and/or have different

bending locations, for example, so that a double seaL'anastomosis is formed.

It should be appreciated that a single anastomosis connector may include features from

different ones of the connectors described above, for example, a connector may include both

spikes v/hich hold together the vessel and the graft and a structure which urges the vessel and

1 0 the graft together

.

Much of the above description has centered on the anastomosis connection at the aortic

side of a bypass, however, these anastomosis connections may also be applied to the coronary

side of the bypass. It should be noted that once the end of graft 38 and the connector attached

thereto are inserted into coronary vessel 22, the situation is the same as when graft 38 is inside

15 the aorta, i.e., the graft may be pulled out. However, it should be noted that vessel 22 has a

smaller diameter, so a lower profile connector may be desirable. In addition, it may not be

desirable to push a large connector out of the aona to vessel 22. Thus, a smaller connector is

preferably used for the arterial end of the graft. Alternatively or additionally, the connector

used for vessel 22 may combine the fimctions of tip 37 and of at least part of the anastomosis

20 process.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a failed anastomosis may be removed,

either during the attachment process or after it is completed. In one example, if the

anastomosis at vessel 22 fails, the tip of graft 38 may be cut off and a new anastomosis

connector provided along guide wire 36, for connecting at a new point. In some cases, the hole

25 in vessel 22 will not leak without any fiirther treatment. Alternatively or additionally, the hole

is patched, either as described above or using techniques known in the art, for example,

coating it with a flowable material. Alternatively or additionally, when the graft is cut, the end

of the graft near vessel 22 is sealed off.

Figs. lOA-lOD illustrate an end-to end anastomosis in accordance with a preferred

30 embodiment of the invention. When provided, an anastomosis connector 152 has a diameter

smaller than that of a vessel 150. A balloon 156 is inflated under one end of connector 152, so

that it expands radially and spikes thereon engage the walls of vessel 150. A second vessei 154

is then brought to a position where it overlaps the second end of connector 152. When the
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second end of connec^|^52 is inflated, it expands radially an ferably also contracts axial.

Thus, a better contact^Rraied between the two blood vessels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 152 includes a ridge 153.

preferably around most or all the circumference of connector 152. Thus, when the two blood

5 vessels are brought together, the ridge guides an automatic eversion of the two blood vessels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the ridge is not continuous and contains holes

and/or gaps, so that the two blood vessel surfaces can be in contact through the ridge.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, connector 152 is used for an extemallv

meditated anastomosis. Preferably, connector 152 is formed of a super elastic, elastic or shape-

10 memory material and is constrained to be radially compressed by a device which circles

connector 152 at ridge 153. After the t\^'o blood vessels are placed on the connector, the

restraint is removed and the two blood vessels are automatically engaged by connector 152,

advanced towards each other and attached to each other. Possibly, they are also evened over

ridge 153.

a preferred embodiment of the invention, when a graft is implanted and found to be

too long, it may be sectioned and the sectioned portions be attached using an end-to-end

anastomosis, as described above. Alternatively or additionally, the graft is attached to

supporting tissue so that it does not move around.

Figs. lOE-lOK illustrate an end-to-end anastomosis between a first vessel 680 and a

20 second vessel 682, in accordance with an alternative preferred embodiment of the invention.

As a preliminary step, shown in Fig. lOE, second vessel 682 is preferably threaded using a

guide wire 684 and then a roughened balloon 686 is inflated in its lumen to grasp vessel 682.

Blood flow from vessel 688 may be blocked by a blocking catheter 688, through which the

following process may be performed. Alternatively or additionally, the catheter may be used to

25 severe the ends of one or both vessels and to locate or assist in locating the ends in the body.

In Fig. lOF, a connector 690 is provided. In a cross-sectional view, connector 690 may
have a '*Y" profile. Preferably, connector 690 includes a first set of spikes 691 for engaging

vessel 680 and a second set of spikes 693 for engaging vessel 682. The two sets of spikes are

preferably connected to a body 695 that has a base 697. If connector 690 is deployed using

30 plastic techniques, a balloon 692 may be provided. Alternatively or additionally, if connector

690 is deployed using elastic, super-elastic or shape-memory techniques, a restraining element

694 may be provided.

In Fig. lOG, connector 690 is flattened, so that its profile is perpendicular to the Uvo

blood vessels. Possibly, a portion 696 of the connector remains axial. Several methods as
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described herein may be used to flatten connector 690. In ^embodiment, connector 690 is

elastically striving to resume a flattened configuration, once restraining element 694 is

removed. In another embodiment, the base of connector 690 is restrained from expanding by
its geometry. Thus, when a balloon 692 is inflated inside of it, the rest of the connector follow

the counter of the balloon. Possibly, an orientation as indicated by reference 698 is achieved,

rather than a perpendicular orientation. Possibly, the rotation and/or fiirther rotation of

connector 690 is performed after the two vessel are brought against the connector and/or after

the two vessel are engaged by the spikes.

In Fig. lOH, vessel 682 is brought towards connector 690, for example by retracting

guide wire 684. The severed end of vessel 682 is thus partially everted over connector 690.

Possibly, folding into the lumen of vessel 682 is prevented by balloon 682, balloon 692 and/or

. an axial ponion 696.

In Fig. 101, spikes 693 bend and engage vessel 682. Several methods may be used to

bend these spikes. In one example, expansion of connector 690 will cause the spikes to bend,

possibly, without appreciable bending of the other spikes, by each set of spikes being

connected to differently shaped parallelograms, which respond differently to different amounts

of radial expansion. In another example, the spikes are elastic, super-elastic or shape-memory

and bend when a restraint is released, again, possibly by the expansion of connector 690.

Alternatively or additionally, spikes 693 and spikes 691 bend together, at a later time, for

example as a result of fiirther expansion of connector 690.

In Fig. lOJ, vessel 680 is advanced and everted. In Fig. lOK, spikes 691 are bent,

completing the anastomosis. Preferably, expanding connector 690 radially enhances the

grasping of spikes 691 and 693. Preferably a plurality of tissue blocks are formed on these

spikes, so that when the spikes bend more, they urge the vessels against each other.

Fig. lOL illustrates a side-to-side anastomosis, utilizing a connector similar to that used

in the embodiments of Figs. lOE-lOK. In this type of connection, the connector is first rotated

to be perpendicular to the flow between the vessel (opposite the rotation in Fig. lOG and then

the vessels are urged together. Possibly, the connector is advanced end first and then rotated.

In this embodiment, however, the spikes are inside the blood flow, so they can also be bent

using suitable balloons.

Fig. lOM shows a front view of an anastomosis device 690 suitable for use in Figs.

lOE-lOL. In the embodiment shown, connector 690 comprises a base-ring 697, which may, for

example be plastically deformable. The figure shows the resting state of the device, i.e., when
a restraint is removed, the device will achieve die shape shown. However, when the ring is
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expanded, for examp^^^ing a balloon, spikes 691 and 693 vv^^e bent, preferably suing one

of the many mechanism described herein.

In a variation of a standard anastomotic procedure, two severed parts of a blood vessel

may be reattached by first attaching a "half anastomotic connector to each severed end and

5 then attaching the two "halves" connectors, for example using a graft which bridges the two

connectors or by mechanically anaching the r^vo device halves. A half connector may be, for

example half of the connector sho\^^l in Fig. lOA. A use of such a procedure is trauma surgery,

such as for connecting severed limbs or when implanting certain organs, where many end-to-

end anastomosis connections are to be performed. Preferably, each pair of "half connectors is

10 marked to allow easy identification of the matching ends. Altematively or additionally, each

pair of "halves" is connected by a wire. Thus, the task of identifying the severed vessels and

determining whether the remaining vessel lengths are sufficient can be separated from the

actual anastomosis connection activity . and without previously performed connections

interfering with the work.

15 Fig. 11 illustrates a graft deliver^' system 201, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the invention. Referring back to Figs. 2A-L, a "J" shaped catheter 34 includes a

lumen through which a guide wire 36 may be provided. The lumen may also be used to

perform suction, for collecting debris, to provide other tools, to inject contrast media, drip anti-

clotting drugs, to provide saline solution and/or to seal off the work area from the blood flow,

20 Guide wire 36 has a sharp tip 37 which is preferably tapered and which may be used to pierce

both aorta 30 and vessel 22. Altematively or additionally, the guide wires are switched so that

different guide wires are used for the different vessels.

A graft 38 is preferably preloaded with anastomosis connectors 202 (aortic) and 204

(coronary), prior to being inserted into the body. Connector 204 preferably includes a tapering

25 surface 206 to ease its insertion into the holes created by tip 37. Altematively or additionally, a

tapering surface 206 may be independently provided over guidewire 36 and retracted when not

needed. Preferably, tapering surface 206 is an inflatable tapering and/or otherwise expandable

surface.

In Fig. 11, a narrower connector profile is used for connector 204 than for connector

30 202. However, this is not a requirement of all the preferred embodiments of the present

invention. A balloon 200 is preferably provided over guide wire 36 to expand the connectors.

A second balloon 206 may also be provided. The second balloon may have a narrower cross-

section than balloon 206. Altematively or additionally, balloon 206 may be used in

conjunction with balloon 200, to squeeze an anastomosis connector.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, cathete^^ is not used and graft 38 is

exposed to the blood. Some or all of the elements shown in Fig. 1 1 are preferably disposable.

Alternatively or additionally, at least some of the elements are sterilizable, for example, guide-

wire 36.

5 Figs. 12A-12E illustrate an appHcator kit 480 (not marked on the figures) for an

anastomosis connector, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention useful for

key-hole surgery. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, kit 480 comprises a holder 509

(Fig. 12B, 12C), which can selectably hold an aortic puncture sub-assembly 500 (Fig. 12A) or

a graft insertion sub-assembly 482 (Fig. 12D). A close up of the tip of the holder, including the

10 graft insertion sub-assembly and an inserted graft, is shown in Fig, 12E.

Referring to Fig. 12A, puncture sub-assembly 500 is preferably designed to reduce the

danger of puncturing both sides of the aona. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

hole-making pin 515 is protected by a protective sleeve 513, When the tip of hole-making pin

515 is pushed into the side of an aorta, protective sleeve 513 retracts (against a spring 523) and

15 exposes the sharp tip of hole-making pin 515, which tip penetrates the aorta. Once the aorta is

penetrated, protective sleeve 513 can slide back forward and protect the other side of the aorta

from hole-making pin 515. Spring 523, protective sleeve 513 and hole-making pin 515 are

preferably coupled through a cap which comprises elements 514 (body) and 511 (top seal).

Referring to Fig. 12B, aortic punch sub-assembly 500 is shown inserted in holder 509.

20 Attention is directed to an extension 498 of an inner sleeve 507 of holder 509. When the hole

is punched in the aorta, this extension also enters the aorta. However, fiirther advance of the

holder is blocked by a step-type increase in radius of holder 509.

Once the aorta is pierced, aortic pimch sub-assembly 500 can be removed. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, holder 509 includes a seal 532, for example a silicon

25 gasket or a tri-leaflet valve made of a flexible and resilient material. Thus, when sub-assembly

500 is removed blood is stopped from exiting the aorta, by the seal. In some cases, some blood

will pass by the seal and fill holder 509, above the seal. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, a pressure relief exit (or valve) 530 is provided, for blood to exit the holder when

new tools are inserted into the holder.

30 Referring to Fig. 12D, graft insertion sub-assembly 482, comprises a plunger 526 on

which a graft (not shown) is mounted. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a connector

graft is motmted on the graft in the following manner. A connector is held inside a restraining

element 508, so that one set of spikes is extended. A graft is loaded either on or inside plunger

526 and pltinger 526 is inserted through a body 505 and restraining element 508 which is
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attached- at the end (^|ie body. Then, the graft is evertec^^pssibly manually, over the

extended spikes.

Preferably, plunger 526 is held by a pin 516 so it does not move relative to a block 504,

which is fixed to body 505. When plunger 526 and body 505 are inserted into holder 509, pin

5 516 is released using a mechanism including a pin 517, when pin 517 contacts a holder block

503 of the holder. The release of the pin allows plunger 52'6 to advance (relative to restraining

element 508) until the anastomotic connector is properly positioned relative to the holder tip

(and thus the aorta). It should be noted that the device does not expand at this point, since it is

constrained by inner-sleeve 507.

10 Referring to Fig. 12E, an everted graft 36 is shown with a mounted anastomotic

connector 496. When plunger 526 is advanced, the extended spikes of connector 496 are

preferably folded back by a tapering 534 formed in inner sleeve 507.

Referring back to Fig. 12C, a pin-t\^e mechanism (518, 519, 520, 521 and 522)

preferably maintains holder block 503 fixed relative to holder 509. Inner sleeve 507 is

15 preferably coupled to holder block 503. WTien the pin-mechanism is released, a spring 524

preferably retracts holder block 503, thereby retracting inner sleeve 507 and extension 498. As

extension 498 is the only thing retaining connector 496 fi-om expanding, the connector

expands and performs the anastomosis.

Fig. 12F illustrates an exemplary anastomotic connector 496, in a collapsed

20 configuration 538 and in an expanded configuration 540. This connector is similar to the

connector of Fig. 8J, except that the spikes are bent in arcs, rather than in straight angles. Such

a modification may also be applied to other connector embodiments described herein. In

addition, depending on the location where the spike exits the graft, a portion of the graft may

protrude into the aorta. In some cases, this protmsion may aid in sealing pocket 454 (Fig. 80).

25 Additionally or alternatively, the engagement of the aorta by the spikes may cause a radial

compression of the wall of the aorta.

It should be noted that in the embodiments of Fig. 12G, as well as in other

embodiments, such as those of Fig. 80 and 8P, it is not necessary for the graft to be everted

180°. Rather, an eversion of 90*^ may be sufficient. Further, since the graft is pressed against

30 the "side" vessel, the eversion may be completely dispensed with. However, small spikes (or

other protmsions) are preferably provided inside the anastomosis connector to engage the graft

and prevent it ft-om slipping off the anastomotic connector, during the depiojTnent process.

Fig. 12G illustrates an alternative connector, similar to connector 496 of Fig. 12F, but

in which one set of spikes is curved and one is bent at substantially right angles.
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Figs. 12H-12J illustrate a graft everter 636, in accorda^K^with a preferred embodiment

of the invention. Everter 636 preferably comprises an outer body 638, an inner body 640 and

expandable amis 642. A graft 38 is preferably extended from a graft delivery sub-assembly

482, with a connector 496 already loaded in restraining element 508. Graft 38 is preferably

5 engaged by roughened (possibly by sand-blasting) or barbed ends of arms 642. Thus, when

plunger 640 is advanced, the arms extended radially, expanding the graft radius (Fig. 121), The

entire everter 636 is then advanced towards sub-assembly 482, so that the graft everts and is

engaged by extended spikes 644 of connector 496. The spikes may extend radially or may

extend axially, in either case they preferably transfix the graft in the evened configuration.

10 Thereafter, arms 642 are released, for example by axial rotation, to present a smooth side to

the graft, and the graft finishes the eversion over the connector. In some embodiments of the

invention, everter 636 is coupled to the vessel holed. In other embodiments, the tool tools are

separate.

In some cases, an oblique connection is desired. In these cases, the eversion may be

15 oblique as well. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an oblique eversion is achieved

using an oblique anastomotic connector. Alternatively or additionally, the oblique eversion is

achieved by the tip of the vessel holder being non-perpendicular to the main axis of the vessel

holder. Alternatively or additionally, the evener provides asymmetric expansion and/or

asymmetric advancing.

20 Figs. 12K-12M illustrate an alternative hole-punching sub-assembly 648, in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the invention. Unlike sub-assembly 500, sub-assembly 648

punches a hole, removing a portion of the aorta in the process, rather than just forming a hole.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the difference between sub-assembly 648 and sub-

assembly 500 is in the provision of an indent 651 in a hole-punching element 650 of sub-

25 assembly 648. Fig. 12K shows a tip of assembly 648, with punching element 650 extended and

Fig. 12L shows the tip with element 650 retracted. Fig. 12M, corresponds generally to Figs.

12A and 12B and illustrates sub-assembly 648 as a whole and as inserted in holder 509.

Figs. 12N-12R illustrate two methods of punching a preferably leak-less hole from

outside or inside a blood vessel, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.

30 Although the reference numbers are copied from Figs. 12A-12M, the methods of both sets of

figures may also be practiced in a transvascuiar approach, especially with regard to punching a

hole in the coronary vessel in an aorta-coronar\' bypass procedure.

In Figs. 12N-12P, a hole punching elem^ent 650 is forced into aorta 30 (Fig. 12N).

Then, element 650 is retracted against protective sleeve 513, cutting off a piece of the aorta
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within indent 651 (Fig^fc)). Protective sleeve 513 and extens 98 are then advanced into

the punched hole, until protective sleeve 507 abuts against aorta 30 (Fig. 12P).

In Figs. 12Q-12R, an outer sleeve 654 is advanced such that only punching element

650 is forward of it, then the holder 509 is pushed against aorta 30, causing element 650 to

5 enter it (Fig. 12Q). In Fig. 12R, protective sleeve 513 is advanced over punching element 650

to remove a pan of the aorta. Simultaneously, or afterwards, element 650 may be retracted. In

an alternative embodiment, sleeve 507 is fused with protective sleeve 513 and extension 498 to

form a single element.

Figs. 12S and 12T illustrate an expanding hole puncher 780, in accordance with a

10 preferred embodiment of the invention. Fig. 12S shown puncher 780 in a compressed

configuration and Fig. 12T shows puncher 780 in an expanded configuration. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, hole puncher 780 comprises an expanding tip 784 and an

expanding anvil 782. In a particular embodiment of the invention, tip 784 is super-elastic,

elastic or shape memory and is restrained from expanding by a tube 788. Once tube 788 is

15 retracted, tip 784 expands, for example using an umbrella mechanism 790. Alternatively or

additionally, tip 784 is expanded using a balloon (not shown). Tip 784 is preferably expanded

after it pierces the blood vessel, however, it may be expanded before too.

Anvil 782 preferably comprises a tube 782, which is maintained at a compressed

diameter by an enclosing restraining tube 786. When tube 786 is retracted, tube 782 expands,

20 so that can be used as an anvil (or a knife edge or a scissors part) against the base of tip 784.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the hole ptmcher is removed by returning

tube 788 and tube 786 to their original positions, thereby collapsing tip 784 and anvil 782.

Alternatively or additionally, the tip and anvil may have a normally collapsed configuration,

with the expansion achieved, for example, by a balloon inserted in each of tip 784 and anvil

25 782. When the balloons are deflated, the tip and anvil collapse. Alternatively or additionally,

other expansion/collapsing mechanisms may be used.

It should be appreciated that any of the above embodiments of hole punchers may be

constructed to be expandable.

As indicated above, in some cases it is desirable to punch an oblique-profile hole

30 and/or pimch a hole for an oblique anastomosis. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

the hole punching element and/or the depressions thereon are made oblique. Alternatively or

additionally, the lips against wliich the element cuts are made obhque. Alternatively or

additionally, the tissue stop for controlling the advance of the hole puncher into the blood

vessel is made oblique.



The hole formed by the hole puncher (or by other means) is preferably smooth, for

example being circular or eUiptical. Alternatively, a different convex shaped hole, such as a

triangle or higher-order polygon may be cut. Alternatively, a concave hole may be cut, for

example, a circular hole with a sine-wave variation on its circumference. Alternatively or

additionally, a panial amount of vessel tissue may be removed surrounding the hole, for

example, so that the hole has a sloping rim at least along some of its circumference.

Alternatively or additionally, such selective tissue removal is used to weaken the blood vessel

and/or to prevent tearing and/or to guide stress formed by the anastomosis.

The above description of a graft application kit is only exemplary and many variations

will occur to a man of the art, for example, the use of other restraining mechanisms or other

releasable fixing mechanisms to replace the pin-mechanisms suggested.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the graft application kit is made flexible,

for use through an endoscope and/'or a catheter or made elongated, for use tlirough in key-hole

surgery. Preferably, the releasing mechanisms are remotely operated, for example using pull

wires. Alternatively or additionally, the springs are replaced by wires which are connected to

springs outside the body.

Figs. 13A-D illustrate a method of separately providing an anastomotic connector 664

and a graft 38, at an anastomosis site, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

invention. In Fig. ISA, a graft 38 is shown, which is urged against lips of a hole in aorta 30, by

endoscope 306, possibly, by an expanded portion 666 thereon. Thereafter, a connector

provision assembly 656 is advanced along endoscope 306. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, assembly 656 comprises an impaler base 660 on which a plurality of impaler tubes

662 are mounted. In each tube, a spike of connector 664 is provided. Alternatively, each tube

holds an individual staple. Alternatively, the tubes 662 are replaced by a hollow cylinder,

inside which connector 664 is maintained in a flattened condition. The staples are coupled to

an advancer 658.

In Fig. 13B, the ends of graft 38 are impaled by impaler tubes 662 and advancer 658 is

advanced relative to impaler base 660, so that the tips of the staple extend, and bend to engage

the walls of aorta 30. Preferably, the staples are elastic, super-elastic or shape-memory.

In Fig. 13C, both base 660 and advancer 558 are retracted, so that the other side of the

staples are decoupled from advancer 558 and also bend, to engage graft 38 and'or aorta 30.

In an alternative embodiment shown in Fig. 13D, graft 38 is not cut to size prior to

insertion of the anastomosis device. Preferably, a larger expanded portion 668 is formed in

endoscope 302, such that tubes 662 are guided by portion 668 to engage graft 68 substantially
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perpendicular thereto litionally, graft 38 is at least panial erted by portion 668. Once

graft 38 is engaged byIffbes 662, the rest of graft 38 may be cut off, for example using a cutter

(not shown). Alternatively or additionally, expanded portion 668 is deflated and tubes 662 and

graft 38 are advanced into the aorta, as shown in Fig. 13B. Alternatively to an expanded

5 ponion, 668, a balloon or a different framework may be used.

Figs, 14A-D illustrate a method of cutting a graft to size, during an anastomosis

process in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. In Fig. 14A, an

endoscope/guiding catheter 674 is used to form a hole in aorta 30 and place a connector 670 in

the hole, hi Fig. 14B, the attachment of connector 670 to the aorta is completed. Thereafter,

10 various activities may be performed through the connector, preferably using catheter 674. In

Fig. 14C, a graft 38 is provided through catheter 674, attached to a far anastomosis and then

the catheter is retracted. In Fig. 14D, a plurahty of spikes 676 in connector 670 extend and

engage the graft. Preferably, this extension is a result of the release of a constraint of catheter

674. Alternatively, a balloon or other expandable element (not showoi) is expanded in

15 cormector 670. The excess portion of graft 38 is then removed, for example using a cutting

tool 672 which cuts the graft against the inside of catheter 674. Possibly, one or more of spikes

676 may fold from outside the connector in, for example as shown by reference number 677.

Preferably, the graft is urged against the inner surface of catheter 674 by an inner element or a

balloon, which balloon may also deflect such spikes.

20 It should be appreciated that imaging devices may be used to track the process of

anastomosis, including, the location, the quality of the seal and the relative positions of the

tools, grafts and/or connectors. Such imaging devices may be external to the body, internal to

the body and/or provided at catheter 34, such as near tip 37. Possible imaging devices include:

optical sensors, ultrasound sensors, fluoroscopy, open MRI and CT.

25 In many of the above described embodiments a balloon is suggested when describing

an inflatable member. It should be appreciated that in many embodiments what is required is a

framework which can controllably change its configuration, radially or axial, and/or possibly

to apply force. In some cases, a continuous surface is required, in others, only the relative

positions of certain points on the balloon are important. Other framework types besides

30 balloons are known to provide one or more of these properties and may be used in the above

described preferred embodiments of the invention. In some cases, these frameworks will be

covered with a flexible covering, to reduce the danger of clotting and/or are removed after use.

The above description stresses CABG procedures and especially the aorta-to-graft

anastomosis. However, it should be noted that many other types of blood vessels and/or grafts
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may be connected using the methods described herein. In one example, instead of connecting

to the aorta, the anastomosis may originate from the descending aorta, from the LIMA or the

RIMA or from other secondary blood vessels. In particular, in the LIMA, RIMA and other

vessels which supply areas having a corollary blood supply, the vessel itself may serve as the

graft which is navigated to the clogged anery. Preferably, the vessel is blocked, for example

using suturing or an expanding balloon, prior to being severed and navigated. Alternatively,

the graft is exited from the severed end of the vessel, rather than from its side. In addition,

although many examples are described regarding the aorta, they are equally applicable to other

blood vessel. Also, it is noted that some of the above described procedures can be applied to

the backside of the heart, which is not directly accessible from the chest.

Alternatively or additionally, blood vessels in other parts of the body may be bypassed,

for example in the brain. Typically, bypass operations in the brain are not performed for fear of

damaging sensitive brain structures. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a graft is

navigated from a source vessel (such as the external or internal carotid), through cavities

which exist in the brain, to a clogged vessel, past its occlusion. Possibly, a small part of this

travel will be through brain tissue. However, only a minimum of bram tissue need to be

damaged. Alternatively, the travel is through brain tissue which is known to be less important,

for example, by performing the procedure while the patient is awake and exciting the tissue to

detennine responses from the patient. Preferably, this procedure is performed using real-time

imaging. Alternatively or additionally, an image guided system, preferably incorporating a

position sensor at the tip of the graft, is used. Typically, the connectors, grafts and/or insertion

devices are smaller and/or more flexible when used for brain vascular surgery than for vessels

in the trunk, such as coronary vessels.

It should be appreciated that many of the structures described herein may also be

25 applied to other invasive and/or implantable devices, beyond those used for anastomosis,

especially such devices which are inflatable, expandable and/or otherwise deployed. However,

as will be appreciated, that some of the above described structures solve particular problems of

anastomosis, for example the problems of coordination between several actions, controllability

and operation across the vessel wall.

It will be appreciated that the above described methods of vascular surgery may be

varied in many ways, including, changing the order of steps, which steps are performed inside

the body and which outside, the order of making the anastomosis connections, the order of

steps inside each anastomosis, the exact materials used for the anastomotic connectors and/or

which vessel is a "side" side and which vessel (or graft) is an "end" side of an end-to-side
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anastomosis. In additio^^uliipliciw of various features, boih^fcethod and of devices have

been described. It should be appreciated that different features may be combined in different

ways. In panicular, not all the features shown above in a panicular embodiment are necessar\'

in every similar preferred embodiment of the invention. Funher, combinations of the above

features are also considered to be within the scope of some preferred embodiments of the

invention. Also within the scope of the invention are surgical kits wliich include sets of

medical devices suitable for making a single or a small number of anastomosis connections.

WTien used in the following claims, the terms "comprises", "comprising", "includes",

"including" or the like means "including but not limited to".

It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the an that the present invention is not

limited by wlvdi has thus tar been described. Rather, the scope of the present invention is

limited onlv bv the following claims.
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1 . At. anastomotic connector for attaching r.vo blood vessels, comprising:

a cvlinder-like ponion defining a lumen, having two ends and comprising an array of

cells-elem.ents; and

a tissue engaging portion comprising at least one set of spikes comprising at least one

spike arranged adjacent one of the two ends of said cylinder-like ponion.

2. A comiector according to claim 1. comprising at least a second set of spikes adjacent

the other of the two ends.

3. An anastomotic connector for attaching nvo blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like ponion defining a lumen: and

a plurality of tissue engaging ponions for engaging two blood vessels, said plurality

comprising at least one spike.

wherem radial expansion of said cylinder-like ponion causes said at least one spike to

engage tissue.

4. Ail anastomotic connector according to claim 3, wherein radial expansion of said

cylinder-like portion is de-coupled from axial contraction of said cylinder-like portion.

5. An anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging portions for engaging two blood vessels,

wherein radial expansion of said cylinder-like portion is coupled to axial contraction of

said cylinder-like portion.

6. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

between axial contraction and radial expansion is more than about 1:10.

7. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

between axial contraction and radial expansion is between than about 1
:

i 0 and 1 :5.
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S. A connector according lo claim 5, wherein ai a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

between axial contraction and radial expansion \s between than about 1:5 and 1 :2.

9. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

bet\veen axial contraction and radial expansion is betw^een than about 1 :2 and 1:1.

10. A connector according to claim 5. wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

between axial contraction and radial expansion is between than about 1:1 and 2:1.

11. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

between axial contraction and radial expansion is between than about 2:1 and 4:1.

12. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at a maximum radial expansion, a ratio

bet\veen axial contraction and radial expansion is less than about 4:1.

13. A connector according to claim 5, wherein said radial expansion activates at least one

of said tissue engaging portions.

14. A connector according to claim 5, wherein at least one of said tissue engaging portions

comprises at least one spike.

15. A connector according to claim 3, wherein said cylinder-like portion comprises a

plurality of cell elements.

16. A connector according to claim 5, wherein said cylinder-like portion comprises a

plurality of cell elements.

17. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said at least one spike is

arranged to extend out of said lumen when said tissue engaging portions engage tissue in a

completed anastomosis.

i S. A connector according to claim 17, wherein said extended spike lies in a plane tangent

to said cylinder-like portion.
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19. A connector according to claim 17, v/herein said extended spike lies in a plane

perpendicular to said cylinder-like portion.

20. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said at least one spike is

arranged to extend into said lumen when said tissue engaging ponions engage tissue in a

completed anastomosis.

21. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said device is arranged to

cantilever said at least one spike into an extended configuration by an expansion of said

cvlinder-like uonion.

22. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said de\-ice is arranged to

release said at least one spike to assume an extended configuration by an expansion of said

15 cylinder-like portion.

23. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein a portion of said cylinder-

like portion is arranged to deform into said at least one spike, by an expansion of said cylinder-

like portion.

20

24. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is pre-stressed to

lie outside of an axial profile of said cylinder-like portion.

25. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is coupled to a

25 base, and pivotally connected to said cylinder-like portion and wherein said base extends into

said lumen.

26. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said cylinder-like portion

includes a plurality of weakenings, such that plastically deforming said cylinder-like portion

30 will extend said spikes to engage said tissue.

27. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said cylinder-like portion

comprises a bi-stable cell, which cell extends said spike in one state and not in the other one of

said siates.
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2S. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said cylinder-like ponion is

arranged to twist, in at least one location thereon, which location is coupled to said at least one

spike, whereby said twist causes said spike to extend.

29. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike comprises a

protrusion to prevent engaged tissue from slipping off said spike.

30. A comiector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike comprises a

protrusion to prevent engaged tissue from slipping along said spike beyond said protrasion,

31. A comiector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend at least 90^ when it extends.

32. A cormector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend at least 150^ when it extends.

33. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend at least 180° when it extends.

34. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend at least 210*^ when it extends.

35. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

25 bend at one point thereon when it extends.

36. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend at at least two points thereon when it extends.

30 37. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

bend in a continuous cun^e when it extends.
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3S. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said spike is arranged to

ensases said tissue when it is axially retracted relative to the cylinder-like portion.

39. A connector according to claim 3S, wherein said at least one spike comprises a

plurality of spikes and wherein each of said spikes is independently retractable.

40. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said at least one spike

comprises at least two spikes and wherein said connector comprises at least a second spike and

wherein said second spike is arranged to bend lowards said at least one spike and said at least

one spike is arranged to bend towards at least a second spike.

41. A connector according to claim 40. wherein spikes of said ai least a second spike are

arranged in a radially staggered configuration relative to said at least two spikes.

5 42. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said at least one spike is

associated with an individual flat coil spring.

43. A connector according to any of claims 2-4 or 14, wherein said at least one spike is

associated with an axial cell element, which cell element selectively retracts or extends said

0 spike.

44. A connector according to claim 40, wherein spikes of said at least a second spike are

arranged to be in a same plane as spikes of said at least one spike, when the spikes are in a bent

configtiration.

5

45. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said lumen has an elliptical cross-

section.

46. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said lumen has a circular cross-

0 section.

47. A device according to any of claims 1-16. wherein said lumen has a polygonal cross-

section.
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4S. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said lumen has fixed inner diameter.

49. A dex ice according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said lumen has a van-ing inner

5 diameter.

50. A device according to claim 49, wherein said imier diameter has an hourglass profile,

being flared at the ends of the lumen.

10 51. A de\-ice according to claim 49, wherein said lumen is flared at one end of the lumen.

52. .-V de% ice according to an>- of damns 1-16, wherein a cross-section of said lumen x aries

along said lumen.

15 53. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said lumen is matched to a coronary'

vessel.

54. A device according to claim 53, wherein said matching includes matching a degree of

obliqueness of the lumen cross-section.

20

55. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements has parallelogram geometry.

56. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

25 elements has an elliptical geometry.

57. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements comprises a ratchet for maintaining said cell element in a distorted configuration,

once such a configuration is achieved.

30

58. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements is arranged to distort out of a plane of said cell, when that cell is expanded along a

certain axis thereof.
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59. A device according to any of claims L 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements comprises an outline geometrical shape.

60. A device accordmg to any of claim.s L 2, 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements comprises a substantially full geometrical shape.

61. A device according to any of claims 1. 2. 15 or 16, wherein at least one of said cell

elements is planar.

62. A device according to any of claims 1. 2. 15 or 16. wherein at least one of said cell

elements is not planar.

6-3. A device according to any of claims L 2, 15 or 16, wherem said ceils are arranged as

bands on at least a portion of said cylinder-like portion, each of said bands comprising

substantially a single type of parallelogram.

64. A device according to claim 63, wherein said bands are axial bands.

65. A device according to claim 63, wherein said bands are circumferential bands.

66. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein substantially all of said

cylinder-like portions is composed of cell-elements.

67. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein said cell elements meet at

junctions and comprising at least one substantially rigid strut interconnecting at least two

junctions.

68. A device according to any of claims 1, 2, 15 or 16, wherein said cell elements meet at

junctions and comprising at least one substantially flexible wire interconnecting at least two

junctions.



^1^1 to any of claims L 2, 15 or 16, wh^^69. A device accol^l to any of claims L 2, 15 or 16, wheTfin said cylinder-like ponion

comprises several cell r>'-pes and wherein said cell types are uniformly distributed on said

cylinder-like ponion.

70. A device according to any of claims L 2, 15 or 16, wherein said cyiinder-like ponion

comprises 5e\'eral cell types and wherein said cell types are non-uniformly distributed on said

cylinder-like ponion.

71. A de\'ice according to claim 70, wherein said distribution is symmetric.

72. A device according to claim 70. wherein said distribution is asymmetric.

73. A device according to any of claims 1-16, comprising one or more pressure protrusions

on said cvlinder-like ponion, wherein said one or more pressure protrusions are airanged to

increase a contact pressure beuveen said two blood vessel when said device is deployed.

74. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion comprises

at least one pan which is plastically deformable at a force which does not deform other pans of

said ponion.

75. A device according to claim 74, wherein at least one of said other parts reacts

elastically at said force.

76. A device according to claim 74, wherein said part includes weakenings which guide the

plastic distortion of said part.

77. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion comprises

at least one part which is super-elastic.

78. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion comprises

at least one part which comprises a temperature-triggered shape-memory material.
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79. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion comprises

at least one part which comprises a temperature-responsive bi-material composite, which

changes its geometry under the effect of small temperature changes.

80. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein at least one of tissue engagers

comprises at least one pan which is plastically deformable at a force which does not defomi

other pans of said tissue engagers.

81. A device according to claim SO. wherein at least one of said other pans reacts

elastically at said force.

82. A device according to claim SO, wherein said part includes weakenings which guide the

plastic distortion of said part.

S3. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said at least one of tissue engagers

comprises at least one pan which is super-eiastic.

84. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said at least one of tissue engagers

comprises at least one part which comprises a temperature-triggered shape-memory material.

85. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said anastomotic connector is

adapted to engage a side of one of said vessels and an end of another of said vessels, to

perform a side-to-end anastomosis.

25 86. A device according to claim 85, wherein said anastomosis is sealed by radial pressure

exerted by said cylinder-like portion and wherein said tissue engagers maintain the cylinder-

like portion in its position.

87. A device according to claim 85, wherein said tissue engagers maintain the relative

30 positions of the two blood vessels.

88. A device according to claim 85, wherein said tissue-engaging portions are arranged on

said cylinder-like portion such that when the anastomosis is complete, the cylinder like portion

is at a certain angle perpendicular to the "side" vessel.

20
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89. A device according to claim 85, wherein said cenain angle is between about 70" and

about 90^

90. A device according to claim S5, wherein said cenain angle is beuveen about 50^ and

about 70^.

91. A de\-ice according to claim 85. wherein said cenain angle is less than about 50°.

92. A de\"ice according to claim 85, wherein a cross-section of said lumen is matched to

said cenain angle.

93. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said anastomotic connector is

adapted to engage an end of one of said vessels and an end of another of said vessels, to

perform an end-to-end anastomosis.

94. A device according to claim 93, wherein said connector is adapted to be implanted

outside of a vascular system.

95. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said anastomotic connector is

adapted to engage a side of one of said vessels and a side of another of said vessels, to perform

a side-to-side anastomosis.

96. A device according to claim 95, w^herein said connector is adapted to be implanted

outside of a vascular system.

97. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said device is composed, at least in

part, of a bio-absorbable material.

98. A device according to claim 97, wherein said cylinder- like portion is composed wholly

of a bio-absorbable material.



99. A de\-ice according to claim 97, wherein at least one of said tissue engaging portions is

composed wholly of a bio-absorbable material.

100. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein ai least one of said tissue engagers

5 is adapted to engage an evened graft,

101. A device according to any of claims 1-16; wherein at least one of said tissue engagers

is adapted to engage a non-evened graft.

10 102. A de\*ice according to an\' of claims 1-16, wherein ai least one of said tissue engagers

is adapted to both an evened and a non-e\'ened graft.

103. A de\-ice according to any of claims 1-16. wherein all of said tissue engagers are

adapted to engage said blood vessels inside a body.

15

104. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion has an

axial dimension of about 0.5 millimeters.

105. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion has an

20 axial dimension ofbetween about 0.5 millimeters and 2 millimeters.

106. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion has an

axial dimension of between about 2 millimeters and 5 millimeters.

25 107. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion has an

axial dimension ofbetween about 5 millimeters and 8 millimeters.

108. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion has a ratio

of about 1:1 between its axial dimension and its diameter.

30

109. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said v:ylinder-like portion has a ratio

of between about 1:1 and about 1:2 between its axial dimension and its diameter.

101
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110. A device acc g to any of claims 1-16, wherein saiJWjFIinder-like ponion has a ratio

ofbenveen about 1:2 about 1:4 between its axial dimension and its diameter.

111. A device according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion has a ratio

ofbenveen about 1:4 about 1:S ber^veen its axial dimension and its diameter.

112. A device according to- any of claims 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like portion is

arranged to expand radially by a factor of less than about 1 .5,

10 113. A de\ice according to any of claims 1-16, wherein said c\'linder-like ponion is

arranged to expand radially by a factor of between 2 and 4.

114. A device according to any of clamis 1-16, wherein said cylinder-like ponion is

an-anged to expand radially by a factor of bet^^een 4 and S.

15

1 15. An anastomotic connector for attaciiing two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like ponion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging ponions for engaging the blood vessels, said pluralirs^

comprising at least two spikes,

20 wherein said two spikes extend differently to engage said tissue.

116. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said spikes bend differently.

117. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said spikes engage the same blood vessel.

25

118. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said spikes engage different blood

vessels.

119. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said two spikes are arranged to extend

30 simultaneously.

120. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said two spikes are arranged co extend

sequentially.
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121. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said two spikes are arranged to extend

semi-sequentially, such that there is an overlap between their motion.

122. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said two spikes are extended by a same

distonion of said cylinder-like portion.

123. A connector according to claim 115, wherein the extension of at least one of said

spikes is decoupled from distortion of said cylinder-like ponion.

124. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said uvo spikes are extended by different

degrees of radial expansion of said cylinder-like ponion.

125. A.-.connector according to claim 115, wherein said extension comprises. impaling a

ponion of a blood vessel.

126. A comiector according to claim 115, wherein said extension comprises transfixing a

portion of a blood vessel.

127. A connector according to claim 115, wherein said extension comprises pinching a

portion of a blood vessel.

128. An anastomotic connector for attaching two blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging portions for engaging the two blood vessels,

wherein said connector has at least two configurations, a first configuration in which

said tissue engaging portions are at a first extension state and a second configuration wherein

said tissue engaging portions are at a second extension state, wherein said connector exhibits a

bi-modal behavior in changing fi-om said first configuration to said second configuration.

129. A connector according to claim 128, wherein said confi.guration change is effected by

expanding said cylinder-like portion.
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130. A connector ding to claim 12S, wherein said coiSBcration change comprises the

10

15

20

25

extension of a plurality spikes.

131. A connector according to claim 128, comprising at least one bi-stable element that

controls said configuration change.

132. A connector according to claim 128, comprising at least one restraining element that

controls said configuration change.

133. -An anastomotic connector for attaching rwo blood vessel, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen; and

a plurality of tissue engaging portions for engaging the two blood vessels,

wherein said connector has at least two configurations, a first configuration in which

...said tissue engaging portions form a vessel piercing tip and a second configuration wherein

said tissue engaging portions are operative to engage tissue.

134. A connector according to claim 133, wherein said plurality of tissue engaging portions

comprise at least one spike.

135. A connector according to claim 133, wherein said plurality of tissue engaging portions

are arranged at one end of said cylinder-like ponions and comprising a second plurality of

tissue engaging portions adjacent the other end of said cylinder-like portion.

136. An implantable device comprising:

a first portion designed to come in contact with blood; and

a second portion designed not to come in contact with blood,

wherein said second portion is coated with a coagulation-promoting material.

137. A device according to claim 136, wherein said device is an anastomosis connector.

138. A device according to claim 136, wherein said device is a vascular device for sealing a

hole in a blood vessel.
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139. A device according to any of claims 136-138, wherein said first ponion is coated with

a coagulation-retarding material.

1 40. A graft kit, comprising:

5 a sterility-maintaining packaging; and

a graft having at least two ends and having a side-to-end anastomotic connector

attached to at least one of said two ends, wherein said anastomotic connector includes spikes,

for engaging a blood vessel,

10 141. A kit according to claim 140, comprismg a restrainer for maintaining said spikes in an

unengaged configuration.

142. A graft comprising:

a tubular body having at least one intersection, such that said body has at least three

15 ends; and

at least uvo end-to-side anastomotic connectors attached to at least nvo of said tluee

ends.

143. A hole puncher, adapted for punching a hole in a blood vessel, comprisins:

-0 an outer tube having distal portion, which distal portion has a lip;

a punch element having a sharp tip and defining a depression distal from the tip,

wherein said depression is of a size adapted to receive a blood vessel,

wherein said distal portion of said outer tube has an outer diameter which is

substantially the same as an outer diameter of said punch element and wherein said punch

25 element fits snugly in said distal portion such that said lip can sever blood vessel tissue

contained in said depression from tissue outside said depression.

144. A hole puncher according to claim 143, wherein said depression is distanced from said

tip so that said distance is at least the thickness of the blood vessel.

145. A puncher according to claim 143, w^herein said puncher is flexible enough to be

provided through a blood vessel in which a hole is to be punched.

30
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146. A puncher acc^^pig to claim 143, comprising a handlem

15

20

25

30

r

I

1

147. A puncher according to claim 146, comprising means for advancing said outer tube

relative to said handle and relative to said punch element.

14S. A puncher according to claim 146, comprising means for retracting said punch element

relative to said handle and relative to said outer tube.

149. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, comprising means for advancing a graft

into said hole formed by said punch.

150. A puncher according to any of claims i43-14S, comprising a \-al\e for preventing

blood from leaking out of said outer tube once said punch element is removed.

151. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said distal end comprises a

stop for preventing entiy of said distal end into said hole beyond said stop.

152. A puncher according to claim 151, wherein said stop is at an oblique angle relative to a

main axis of said distal end, to guide said hole puncher to form an oblique punch.

153. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, comprising a stop for prevention

advance of said punch element relative to said distal end, beyond a pre-defined distance.

154. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said punch element is radially

expandable from a first, small diameter to a second, working diameter.

155. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said distal end is radially

expandable from a first, small diameter to a second, working diameter.

156. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said depression in said punch

element is at an oblique angle relative to a main axis of said punch element, whereby an

oblique hole is punched thereby.
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157. A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said lip of said outer tube is at

an oblique angle relative to a main axis of said outer tube, whereby an oblique hole is punched

thereby.

158. -A puncher according to any of claims 143-148, wherein said hole puncher is arranged

to punch an oblong hole.

1 59. Apparatus for evening a vessel over an anastomotic connector, comprising:

a vessel holder for holding said vessel; and

an expander, adapted to engage said \ essel, at least at an end of said expander, which

expander expands from a diameter of less than a diameter of said vessel to a diameter greater

than that of said vessel and wherein in said expanded diameter, said at least said portion can

enclose at least a portion of said vessel holder

160. Apparatus according to claim 159, comprising means for selectively moving said

expander relative to said vessel, such that said engaged portion overlaps said vessel holder.

161 . Apparatus according to claim 1 59, comprising a holder for an anastomotic connector.

162. Apparatus according to claim 161, comprising a retainer for maintaining said

anastomotic connector in a desired configuration during at least a portion of said eversion.

163. Apparatus according to claim 159, wherein said apparatus is separable into uvo pieces.

164. Apparatus according to claim 159, comprising a guide for maintaining coaxiallity

between said vessel holder and said expander.

165. Apparatus according to claim 164, wherein said guide comprises an intra-lumen vessel

engager for engaging said vessel.

166. A tip mechanism for forming a hole in a blood vessel, from inside the blood vessel,

comprising:

a wire portion;

107
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a tip coupled wire portion; and

a motor coupled to said tip and adjacent to said tip.

167. A mechanism according to claim 166, wherein said wire is at least 10 cm long.

168. A mechanism according to claim 166, wherein said tip is a sharp tip.

169. A mechanism according to claim 166, wherein said motor is a piezoelectric motor.

10 170. A mechanism according to claim 166, \\'herein said motor is a magneto-strictive motor.

171. A mechanism according to claim 1 66, wherein said motor mc\ es said tip in a rotational

motion around a main axis of said wire.

15 172. A mechanism according to claim 166, wherein said motor moves said tip in an axial

motion along a main axis of said wire.

173. A mechanism according to any of claims 166-172, wherein said tip is smooth.

20 174. A mechanism according to any of claims 166-172, wherein said tip includes

protrusions for engaging soft tissue,

175. A mechanism according to any of claims 166-172, wherein said tip has a geometr>^

matched to a geometry of said motor, such that an amplitude of motion of said tip is at least

25 twice the amplitude of said motor.

176. A patch for sealing a hole in a blood vessel, comprising:

a body which can be selectively collapsed or expanded, such that the patch fits inside

an catheter having a diameter suitable for travel in said blood vessel;

30 a plurality of tissue engaging elements on said patch; and

a seal,

vv'herein, when said device is expanded, placed over the hole and the tissue engaging

elements engage said vessel, said seal seals said hole.

lOS



1:7. A :rnniework fbr an endoscopic procedure, comprising:

:i bouy which can be seiec:r. ei\- coilapsed or expanded, such that it fits through a tube

used '.o -'ICC ess a surgical area;

:i:-:arion members for attaching said bod>" to tissue at said surgical area; and

guidance members for guiding one or more tools at said area to perform said

endoscopic procedure.

/::erein said body is operari^'e not ;o be rigidly coupled to said tube while in a surgical

area.

verein said framework has a plurality of stable

aiions are matched to a panicular endoscopic

ramevv'ork according :o oia:::-; '

8. wherein said configurations are achieved by

::i::ui:ng 'east o::e oaroc\: c:i:;:!ec lo said framework.

ISO. A framework according lo claim 177. comprising a safety line for attaching said

framework lo a tool which exits said body,

181. A framework according to ciaim 1 77. wherein said body is unattached to said tube.

1 S2. A. method of performing a bypass, comprising:

transvascularly providing a graft at a first location in a vascular system;

forming a hole at said location;

expelling at least most of said graft out of said hole;

navigating said graft adjacent a second hole in said vascular system;

fonning a hole at said second location;

percutaneously performing a first independently patent anastomosis at said first

location, which anastomosis does not occlude said vascular system at said first location; and

percutaneously performing a second independently patent anastomosis at said second

location, viiich anastomosis does ::Oi occlude said vascular system at said second location.
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153. A method acccj^^g to claim 182, wherein at least on said first and said second

anastomotic connections is performed such that no portion of an anastomotic connector

remains in contact with blood in said vascular system.

154. A method according to claim 1S2, wherein at least one of said first and said second

anastomotic connections is a side-to-side anastomosis.

155. A method according to claim 182, wherein at least one of said first and said second

anastomotic connections is a side-to-end anastomosis.

156. A method according to claim 182. wherein at least one of said first and said second

anastomotic comiections is an intima-to-imima anastomosis.

187. A method according to claim 182, wherein at least one of said first and said second

anastomotic cormections is an anastomosis ber\^-een an intima and a inside of a vessel wall.

188. A method according to claim 182, wherein at least most of a graft comprises all of the

graft.

189. A method according to claim 182, wherein at least most of a graft comprises all of the

graft except for a lip thereof.

190. A method according to claim 189, wherein only an intima of said lip is exposed to

blood in said vascular system.

191. A method according to claim 182, wherein expelling at least most of a graft comprises

expelling all of the graft out of the lumen of said vessel while maintaining a portion of said

graft in a cross-section of sad vessel wall.

192. A method of performing an anastomosis, comprising:

transvascularly providing a graft at a location in a vascular system:

forming a hole at said location;

expelling said graft completely out of said hole; and
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transvascularly performing an independently patent anastomosis at said location, which

anastomosis does not occlude said vascular system at said location.

193. A method according to claim 192, wherein said anastomosis is a side-to-end

5 anastomosis.

194. A method according to claim 192, wherein said anastomosis is an end-to-end

anastomosis.

10 195. A method according to claim 192, wherein said anastomosis is performed using an

anastomotic connector and wherein said connector is completely outside a blood flow of said

vascular system after said anastomosis.

196. A method according to claim 192, wherein said anastomosis is performed using an

15 anastomotic connector and wherein said only spike ponions of said connector are in contact

with a blood flow of said vascular system after said anastomosis.

197. A method according to claim 192, wherein said anastomosis is performed using an

anastomotic connector and wherein said connector forms said hole.

20

25

198. A method of anastomosis comprising:

providing an expandable anastomotic device; and

inflating said device to simultaneously open an anastomotic passage and perform an

anastomotic connection.

199. A method of anastomosis attachment comprising:

inserting an anastomotic device to attach two blood vessels; and

inflating a balloon in said device if said attachment leaks.

30 200. A method of punching a hole in a blood vessel, comprising:

providing a hole puncher lo a location in a vascular system, which location has blood

flowing theretiirough;

transfixing a wall of said vascular system at said location;
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removing a port; f said wall using said hole punch^vhile said hole-puncher

remains transfixing said wall; and

transporting a tool across said wall through a lumen of said hole puncher.

5 20 1 . A method according to claim 200, wherein said removing comprises panially retracting

a portion of said hole puncher.

202. A method according to claim 200, wherein said removing comprises partially

advancing a portion of said hole puncher.

iO

203. A method according to claim 200, comprising using said tool to perform an

anastomosis connection.

204. A method according to any of claims 200-203, wherein said providing is from inside of

15 said vascular system.

205. A method according to any of claims 200-203, wherein said providing is from outside

of said vascular system.

20 206. A method of everting a graft over an anastomotic connector, comprising:

sliding said anastomotic connector over said vessel, to a point adjacem an end of the

vessel;

expanding a portion of said vessel beuveen said point and said end; and

everting said expanded portion over of said connector.

25

207. A method according to claim 206, wherein said everting and said expanding use a same

tool.

208. A method according to claim 206, comprising transfixing said vessel at or about said

30 portion with an anastomotic connector.

209. A method of performing a side to end anastomosis, comprising:

providing a graft to a location on a side of a blood vessel;
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forming a hole in said side blood vessel;

engaging one face of said side of the blood vessel, using an anastomosis connector to

perform a first ponion of the anastomosis; and

completing the anastomosis by engaging the second face of said side using the

anastomosis connector.

210. A method according to claim 209, wherein said providing is from inside of said blood

vessel.

211. A method according to claim 209, wherein said providing is from outside of said blood

vessel.

212. A method of performing a bypass procedure, comprising:

transvascularly providing a graft at a first location in a vascular system;

expelling at least most of said graft out of a hole at said first location;

navigating an end of said graft to a second location in said vascular system;

performing an anastomosis at said second location; and

thereafter transfixing said graft to said vascular system at said first location, using an

anastomotic connector.

213. A method of performing an anastomosis, comprising:

providing a graft at a location in a vascular system;

forming a hole at said location; and

simultaneously expanding said hole and completing an anastomotic connecfion

betv/een said graft and said vascular system at said location.

214. A method according to claim 213, wherein said forming and said expanding comprises

a continuous process.

215. A method according to claim 213, wherein said forming and said expanding comprises

a discrete-step process.
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.ABSTRACT OF THE INVENTION

.\n anastomotic connector for attaching nvo blood vessels, comprising:

a cylinder-like portion defining a lumen, having t^vo ends and comprising an array of

cells-elements; and

a tissue engaging portion comprising at least one set of spikes comprising at least one

spike arranged adjacent one of the txvo ends of said cylinder-like ponion. Preferably, the

connector comprises at least a second set of spikes adjacent the other of the tv.o ends.
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